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3. Edition

EINKAUFSBIBEL
Pryde Group

Pryde Group Europe introduced the Purchasing Bible in 2013, the aim was to 

make your purchasing with the Pryde Group as simple and clear as possible.   

Over the last two years the product book has grown steadily and we believe that 

we are on the right track, the positive feedback we received has been amazing 

and we plan on bringing you more in 2015!

The 2015 product book contains all of our brands such as NP Surf, NeilPryde,  

JP Australia, Cabrinha and Imagine, which are divided into categories and  

product groups.

New for this year we have added the category „Children“, in which all items 

specifically for children and young people are clearly summarized. The product 

sorting is very clear and structured in the categories of: Water Wear, Windsurfing, 

Kitesurfing, SUP and Accessories.

We have revised the Water Wear category, which has made it easier to navigate 

through.  The areas of Windsurfing, Kitesurfing, SUP, Accessories, Kids, Spare Parts 

and Promo Wear / Marketing then follow as on as before.

We are using the icons such as „Top Seller“, „New“ and „Test Winner“ again, 

they are there to help you identify our main products, which will help your future 

buying decisions.

The 2015 product collection is by far the most refined collection we have ever 

had.  We hope you agree!

We are looking forward to a new, windy season and wish you lots  

of fun discovering many of our products in this amazing  

new 2015 purchasing bible.
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waterwear 98

Apex-plus

Matrix s5

s5

Matrix-Mesh

apex-Mesh

fireline

waterwear

Limestone based neoprene from Yamamoto, Japan. This smooth closed 
cell neoprene has a unique hydrophobic coating that makes it 95% 
water permeable compared to 70% for standard neoprene. As a result, 
it sheds off more water, quicker. S5 also provides maximum wind chill 
predection with a 23% higher closed-cell ratio than standard neoprene.

Closed-cell neoprene with a waterproof, rubbery texture that cuts  
down wind-chill. The Apex Lite core is infused with 20% more 
microscopic  air bubbles than traditional neoprene making it lighter. 
The unsealed inner side is laminated with a super stretch jersey for 
maximum flexibility.

Limestone based S5 with the addition of a 3D matrix of air chambers 
that trap heat and increase buoyancy and flexibility. Air pockets insulate 
the body the way double-paned windows insulate a house. The end 
result is a warmer and lighter suit without adding thickness.

Closed-cell neoprene with the addition of a 3D matrix of air chambers 
that trap heat and increases buoyancy and flexibility. Air pockets  
insulate the body the way double-paned windows insulate a house.  
The end result is a warmer and lighter suit without adding thickness.

FIRELINE is an exclusive, ultra-warm, feather- light and stretchy insula-
tion lining. Consisting of brushed, quick-dry polypropylene lines knitted 
over jersey, it feels soft and warm to touch.
The brushed surface absorbs moisture which, when heated by your 
body, creates a warming greenhouse effect inside the suit.
Combination of the thin, ultra-stretchy jersey base and the line 
structure of polypropylene make Fireline feather-light and very flexible, 
aiding maneuverability.
When the suit is drying, the wicking property of the brushed polypropy-
lene allows the lining to dry rapidly so that you can be back in the water 
in no time.

3D matrix of 
air chambers 

Closed cell with Yamamoto 
sCs nano coating  

cuts wind chill

trapped water is heated 
by the body creating a 

warming effect
stretchy jersey base and brushed 
polypropylene for light weight  
and flexibility

Brushed surface  
allows water to  
evaporate rapidly  
when the suit is drying

lines Wick 
away water

stretch  
inner lining

Yamamoto 
limestone core

Closed cell with Yamamoto 
sCs nano coating  

cuts wind chill

stretch  
inner lining

apex lite Core
stretch  
inner lining

Closed cell with micro 
emboss texture  
cuts wind chill

Closed cell with micro 
emboss texture  
cuts wind chill

stretch  
inner lining

3D matrix  
of air chambers

DouBle-lineD 
All-new silky smooth neoprene with 25% more stretch. Apex-Plus is made from Apex Lite core laminated with a unique, 

silky outer jersey containing more spandex for flexibility and a soft hand feel.
The Apex Lite core is infused with more microscopic air bubbles making it stretchier, warmer and lighter  

than traditional neoprene.

Material

Np
techNology/ Material

Technology & Material 

NEOPRENE ULTRA STRETCH

Ne
op

re
Ne

apex lite Core
infused with microscopic air bubbles  
for stretch, warmth and light weight

smooth, highly-elastic 
outer jersey

highly elastic and  
warm inner lining

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C2 C3

waterwear

heatloCK
An ultra-lightweight inner lining comprised 
of a series of tubular, hollow yarns.  
Heatlock effectively traps and stores body 
heat within the cavity of the yarn, keeping 
you warmer and drier.

flatloCK 
A strong durable self-locking stitch that is 
comfortable against the skin. The flatlock 
seam is water permeable implying it is ge-
nerally used in warm water suits and tops.

e3 entrY
Pull-over bib that prevents water from 
entering through the back.

hotCell
Lightweight, quick drying polypropylene 
insulation. The cellular structure traps an 
insulating layer of warm water next to the 
skin, keeping the core temperature up.

flx Zone
High stretch forward and lateral extension 
panels allow for natural, unrestricted  
movement.

VertiCal BaCK Zipper  
Heavy-duty, double tooth YKK zipper to 
minimize water entry. With extended,  
easy-grab lanyard.

p-sKin
P-Skin is a thin, stretchy, non-stick  
poly-urethane seam-sealant that is applied  
to seams for maximum waterproofness. 
It’s stretchier and thinner than the liquid 
seam often seen on other wetsuits. P-Skin 
is machine applied so it allows for a much 
neater finish than liquid seam.

e4 entrY sYsteM
A solid, dry seal. Pullover bib with a com-
fortable roll-neck seal that prevents water 
from entering through the neck opening  
and back zipper.

BaMBoo CharCoal
Bamboo Charcoal fibers are woven into the 
lining for their anti-odor and anti-bacterial, 
warming and energizing properties.

fireline
Fireline is an exclusive, ultra-warm, 
feather-light and stretchy insulation layer. 
Consisting of brushed, quick-dry polypro-
pylene lines knitted over jersey, it feels soft 
and warm to touch. The brushed surface 
absorbs moisture which is then heated by 
your body creating a warming, greenhouse 
effect inside the suit.

GlueD anD BlinDstitCheD 
(GBs) seaMs
An efficient, watertight seam created 
through a triple gluing process in conjunc- 
tion with a blind stitch that does not fully 
penetrate the rubber. The technique allows 
precise curved seams and facilitates a snug, 
anatomically correct fit.

horiZontal front Zipper 
Heavy-duty, double tooth YKK zipper with a 
magnetic lock closure and elastic fastener 
that minimise water entry.

insulation

seaMs

entrY  ▪ S5 Limestone neoprene neck seal 
 ▪ Removable hood 
 ▪ Flexible dryzip across upper back
 ▪ Velcro wrist and ankle fasteners 
 ▪ Ballistic nylon reinforcement on seat  

and ankle cuffs 
 ▪ Latex wrist and ankle seals

features

Four layers of insulation, each with a specific purpose, keep 
the Lucifer drysuit windproof, waterproof, and breathable. 
It looks like a smoking two-piece but is actually one, joined 
in the middle. Your harness fits inside the suit – out of sight 
and out of mind. And for those extra long sessions there is a 
“Pee-Zip” that lets you go when you gotta go.

luCIFeR DRY suIT

inner lining 

pu Membrane

Microporous 
pu Coating

Water anD WinD 
staY out

abrasive resistant outer 
Material with Durable Water 
repellency

perspiration anD Moisture 
Vapour esCape

aQuaVents
A water venting system in the ankles 
that releases water caught in the suit.

arMortex KneepaDs
A highly durable, abrasion resistant, 
4-way stretch material.

GriploCK Wrists
Grippy silicone seal to prevent  
movement and water flushing in.

anKle CinCh loop
Keeps ankle cinches in place to  
prevent water from entering.

DetaChaBle anKle CinChes
Tightens around the ankles to prevent  
water from entering.

sCs neCK seal
Smooth skin neoprene forms a tight seal 
around the neck with maximum comfort.

VelCro attaChMent  
for Zipper pull
To avoid zip pull from flapping  
while riding.

KeY poCKet With Wax CoMB
A pocket with elastic loop to secure  
your keys and wax comb.

extras

DrYsuit

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

4 layer material C1 black; C2 white/ black; C3 red/ black 46/48/50/52/54 133010 799,90

Np 
techNology/ Material
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C1

C1

Bamboo 
Charcoal
Fireline

P-Skin

Bamboo 
Charcoal
Heatlock

P-Skin

Bamboo 
Charcoal

Hotcell

C1

C3

C1 C2

Bamboo 
Charcoal

Fireline

P-Skin

Bamboo 
Charcoal

Fireline

P-Skin

C2

Bamboo 
Charcoal
Fireline

C1

waterwear
The best of the best. Nothing moves like it, nothing feels like it. The Elite is NP’s ultimate wind 
protection wetsuit that continues to lead the market in technological innovation. It provides the 
best insulation and stretch properties available thanks to a combination of top-end materials  
and specific integration of state-of-the-art-features.

elITe

 ▪ S5 Neoprene
 ▪ 100% P-Skin tape
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal 
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams 
 ▪ Anti-choke v-neck with S5 neck seal
 ▪ Double cuff wrists
 ▪ Reinforced crotch
 ▪ Latex embossed kneepads 
 ▪ Debossed knee-back

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E4 C1 gun metal/ black 46/48/94/50/98/52/102/54/106/56 143000 / WD D402 599,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E3 C1 black/ gun metal 48/50/98/52/102/54/106/56 133001/ WD C653 479,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E3 C1 black/ silver 25/46/48/94/98/26/52/102/27/54/56/106/58 133002/WD C657 329,90

4/3 E3 C1 black/ silver 48/50/98/52/102/54/56 133003/WD C658 319,90

 ▪ Apex-Mesh
 ▪ 100% P-Skin tape 
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal 
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams 
 ▪ E3 Entry 
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Anti-choke v-neck
 ▪ Smooth-skin wrist seals
 ▪ Reinforced crotch
 ▪ Latex embossed kneepads

features

The Eclipse is our high-end full mesh wetsuit designed for wind sports. Optimum combination of 
highly flexible, mesh neoprenes makes this suit the perfect wind chill barrier. An inner layering  
of Heatlock insulation fabric effectively traps a layer of warm water next to the skin, keeping the  
core temperature up.

eClIpse

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams 
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Anti-choke v-neck
 ▪ Smooth-skin wrist seals
 ▪ Reinforced crotch
 ▪ Latex embossed kneepads
 ▪ Debossed knee-back
 ▪ Adjustable ankle closures

features

      The Nexus is a perfect combination of highly flexible mesh neoprenes and inner layering  
 insulation ideal for wind sports. Featuring the ultra-warm Hotcell insulation and Apex-Mesh 
neoprene, the Nexus will allow you to perform in all conditions to maximum expectations.

Nexus seMIDRY 
      The Mission BZ was built for unrestricted freedom of movement and superior warmth.  
 Designed for multisport use, it is constructed with Apex-Plus neoprene and loaded with  
features such as the ultra-warm Fireline insulation and P-Skin taped seams.  
The Mission provides the ultimate combination of warmth and flexibility.

MIssION Back Zip

 ▪ Apex-Mesh 
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams 
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ SCS neck seal
 ▪ Seamless single panel Shoulders 
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches
 ▪ Key pocket with elastic loop and wax comb

features

The Edge is an extremely warm and flexible cold water wetsuit designed for ultimate performance 
and multisport use. Featuring ultra-warm Fireline insulation, heat-trapping Matrix Mesh on the chest 
and back, and full P-Skin tape, the Edge will keep you toasty, dry and flexible.
Take your performance to the next level.

eDGe

 ▪ 100% P-Skin tape
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal 
 ▪ E3 Entry 
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Aquavents
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches
 ▪ Key pocket with elastic loop and wax comb

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E3 C1 black; C2 blue/ black 48/50/98/52/102/54/106/56 143041/ SU D787 419,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E3
C1 black; C2 gun metal/ green; 

C3 red/ navy
46/48/94/50/98/26/52/102/27/54/106/56/

58 (only C1)
143043/ SU D789 319,90

4/3 E3 C1 black; C2 gun metal/ green 48/50/98/52/102/54/56 143045/ SU D790 299,90

The Mission FZ wetsuit was built for unrestricted freedom of movement and superior warmth.
Designed for multi-sport use, it is constructed with stretchy Apex-Plus neoprene and features P-Skin 
taped seams and ultra warm Fireline insulation placed along the enlarged chest/upper-leg panel.  
The Mission wetsuit provides an ultimate combination of warmth and flexibility.

MIssION Front Zip (hooded)

 ▪ Built-in neoprene hood with Bamboo Charcoal panels,  
visor and chin cover with elastic fastener

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip with magnetic lock and elastic fastener
 ▪ Minimal seam design
 ▪ P-Skin tape
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches
 ▪ Key pocket with elastic loop and wax comb

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

6/5/4 hooded Front Zip C1 black 48/50/98/52/102/54 143042/ SU D792 459,90

Np
WetSuitS

NP Wetsuits

insiDe

insiDe

insiDe

insiDe

insiDe

insiDe
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SELLER
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SELLER

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

Bamboo 
Charcoal

Fireline

C2

C3

C1

C2

C1

C1 C3

C2

C1 C2

C3

waterwear

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 GBL E3 C1 black; C2 blue/ charcoal/ gun metal;
C3 green/ charcoal/ gun metal

46/48/50/98/52/102/54/56 143049/ SU D800 219,90

3/2 Back Zip C1 black; C2 blue/ charcoal/ gun metal;
C3 green/ charcoal/ gun metal

46/48/50/98/52/102/54/56 143056/ SU D801 199,90

 ▪ Apex-Mesh
 ▪ Wrap around neck seal
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams (5/4/3)
 ▪ FLX zone 
 ▪ Flatlock seams
 ▪ Elastic key loop on inside back panel
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

features

   The Rise is your ticket to affordable performance. It features high-stretch  
    Apex-Plus neoprene in critical zones allowing for great flexibility and strategically 
placed seams to achieve a high level of comfort.

RIse

The Mission FZ wetsuit was built for unrestricted freedom of movement and superior warmth.
Designed for multi-sport use, it is constructed with stretchy Apex-Plus neoprene and features 
P-Skin taped seams and ultra warm Fireline insulation placed along the enlarged chest/upper-leg 
panel. The Mission wetsuit provides an ultimate combination of warmth and flexibility.

MIssION Front Zip

 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ SCS neck seal
 ▪ Horizontal front zip with magnetic lock  

and elastic fastener
 ▪ Seamless single panel shoulders
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches
 ▪ Key pocket with elastic loop and wax comb

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 double lined Front Zip
C1 black; C2 gun metal/ green; 

C3 red/ navy
46/48/50/98/52/102/54 143044/ SU D793 329,90

3/2 double lined Front Zip C1 black; C2 gun metal/ green 48/50/98/52/102/54 143046/ SU D900 299,90

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams 
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Anti-choke v-neck
 ▪ Smooth-skin wrist seals
 ▪ Reinforced crotch
 ▪ Latex embossed kneepads
 ▪ Debossed knee-back
 ▪ Adjustable ankle closures

features

The Nexus is a perfect combination of highly flexible mesh neoprenes and inner layering 
insulation ideal for wind sports. Featuring the ultra-warm Hotcell insulation and Apex-Mesh 
neoprene, the Nexus will allow you to perform in all conditions to maximum expectations.

Nexus sTeAMeR

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/3 E3 C1 black/ silver 48/50/98/52/102/54/56 133004/ WD C659 269,90

The Mission BZ was built for unrestricted freedom of movement and superior warmth. Designed 
for multisport use, it is constructed with Apex-Plus neoprene and loaded with features such as  
the ultra-warm Fireline insulation and P-Skin taped seams. The Mission provides the ultimate 
combination of warmth and flexibility.

MIssION sTeAMeR Back Zip

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ P-Skin tape
 ▪ SCS neck seal
 ▪ Seamless single panel shoulders
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches
 ▪ Key pocket with elastic loop and wax comb

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/2 E3 C1 black; C2 gun metal/ green 48/50/98/52/102/54/56 143047/ SU D791 259,90

      The Rise is your ticket to affordable performance. It features high-stretch Apex-Plus  
 neoprene in critical zones allowing for great flexibility and strategically placed seams to  
achieve a high level of comfort.

RIse sTeAMeR

 ▪ Wrap around neck seal
 ▪ FLX zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic key loop on inside back panel
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop
 ▪ Detachable ankle cinches
 ▪ Cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/2 Back Zip C1 black; C2 blue/ charcoal/ gun metal;
C3 green/ charcoal/ gun metal

46/48/50/98/52/102/54/56 143057/ MU D802 169,90

Np
WetSuitS

NP Steamer 
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C3

C1

C1

C1
Bamboo 
Charcoal
Hotcell

C1

C2

Bamboo 
Charcoal
Fireline

P-Skin

Bamboo 
Charcoal
Fireline

P-Skin

C1

C1 C3

C2

waterwear

 ▪ Wrap around neck seal
 ▪ FLX zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic key loop on inside back panel
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull

features

    The Rise is your ticket to affordable performance. It features high-stretch Apex-Plus  
 neoprene in critical zones allowing for great flexibility and strategically placed seams  
to achieve a high level of comfort.

RIse sHORTY

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2/2 Back Zip C1 black; C2 blue/ charcoal/ gun metal;
C3 green/ charcoal/ gun metal

46/48/50/52/54/56 143058/ MU D804 109,90

MIssION l/s sHORTY Front Zip

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/2 Front Zip C1 black; C3 red/ navy 48/50/52/54 143048/ SU D795 249,90

The Nexus is a perfect combination of highly flexible mesh neoprenes and inner layering  
insulation ideal for wind sports. Featuring the ultra-warm Hotcell insulation and Apex-Mesh  
neoprene, the Nexus will allow you to perform in all conditions to maximum expectations.

Nexus sHORTY

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/2 Back Zip C1 black/ silver 48/50/52/54/56 133005/ WD C660 199,90

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ Anti-choke v-neck
 ▪ Smooth-skin wrist seals
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Reinforced crotch
 ▪ Latex embossed kneepads
 ▪ Debossed knee-back
 ▪ Adjustable ankle closures

features

The Nexus is a perfect combination of highly flexible mesh neoprenes and inner layering  
insulation ideal for wind sports. Featuring the ultra-warm Hotcell insulation and Apex-Mesh  
neoprene, the Nexus will allow you to perform in all conditions to maximum expectations.

Nexus WIND lADY

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E3 C1 black/aqua 32/34/36/36T/38/38T/40/42 133050/ WD C669 329,90

Designed for female athletes that demand only the best, the Serene is a wetsuit that fits perfectly, 
looks great and includes our top materials and technologies: Apex-Plus neoprene, ultra-warm and 
lightweight Fireline insulation and odor-beating Bamboo Charcoal inner lining.

seReNe Back Zip

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ P-Skin tape
 ▪ Seamless shoulders and underarms
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Aquavents
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

features

Designed for female athletes that demand only the best, the Serene is a wetsuit that fits perfectly, 
looks great and includes our top materials and technologies: Apex-Flex neoprene, ultra-warm and 
lightweight Fireline insulation and odor-beating Bamboo Charcoal inner lining.

seReNe Front Zip

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip with magnetic lock and elastic fastener
 ▪ SCS neck seal
 ▪ P-Skin seam tape
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Griplock wrists and ankles
 ▪ Aquavents
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 Front Zip C1 black/ graphite/ mint 34/36/38/38T/40/42 143117/ SU D424 329,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 E3 C1 gun metal/ light blue; C2 navy/ light blue/ coral; 34/36/38/38T/40/42 143139/ SU D796 319,90

4/3 E3 C1 gun metal/ light lblue 34/36/38/38T/40 143140/ SU D797 309,90

Np
SteaMer & WetSuitS girlS

NP Wetsuits GirlsNP Shorty

insiDe

insiDe

insiDe

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip with magnetic lock and elastic fastener
 ▪ SCS neck seal
 ▪ Minimal seam design
 ▪ Griplock wrists

features

The Mission FZ wetsuit was built for unrestricted freedom of movement and superior warmth.
Designed for multi-sport use, it is constructed with stretchy Apex-Plus neoprene and features  
P-Skin taped seams. The Mission wetsuit provides an ultimate combination of warmth and  
flexibility.

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Anti-choke v-neck
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Adjustable arm closures

features

Ne
op

re
Ne

TOP

SELLER

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C1

C2

waterwear
spARK

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams (5/4/3)
 ▪ E3 Entry
 ▪ FLX zone
 ▪ Elastic key loop on inside back panel
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

5/4/3 GBL E3 C1 black; C2 coral/ graphite 34/36/38/38T/40/42 143141/ SU D805 219,90

3/2 Back Zip C1 black; C2 coral/ graphite 34/36/38/38T/40/42 143142/ MU D806 199,90

      The Spark is loaded with many of our finest features and materials offering a high level  
 of flexibility and comfort. Super stretchy Apex-Plus neoprene ensures maximum comfort and 
maneuverability while the chest and back feature Apex-Mesh closed cell neoprene that dramatically 
reduces wind chill resulting in increased warmth. All that in a package that won’t break the bank.

spARK sTeAMeR

 ▪ FLX zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic key loop on inside back panel
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/2 Back Zip C1 black; C2 coral/ graphite 34/36/38/40/42 143143/ MU D807 169,90

Designed for female athletes that demand only the best, the Serene is a wetsuit that fits perfectly, 
looks great and includes our top materials and technologies: Apex-Flex neoprene, ultra-warm and 
lightweight Fireline insulation and odor-beating Bamboo Charcoal inner lining.

seReNe l/s sHORTY Front Zip

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip with magnetic lock and elastic fastener
 ▪ SCS neck seal
 ▪ Griplock wrists

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3/2 Front Zip C1 black/ graphite/ mint 34/36/38/40/42 143118/ SU D450 249,90

      The Spark is loaded with many of our finest features and materials offering a high level  
 of flexibility and comfort. Super stretchy Apex-Plus neoprene ensures maximum comfort and 
maneuverability while the chest and back feature Apex-Mesh closed cell neoprene that dramatically 
reduces wind chill resulting in increased warmth. All that in a package that won’t break the bank.

      The Spark is loaded with many of our finest features and materials offering a high level  
 of flexibility and comfort. Super stretchy Apex-Plus neoprene ensures maximum comfort and 
maneuverability while the chest and back feature Apex-Mesh closed cell neoprene that dramatically 
reduces wind chill resulting in increased warmth. All that in a package that won’t break the bank.

spARK sHORTY

 ▪ FLX zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic key loop
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2/2 Back Zip C1 black; C2 coral/ graphite 34/36/38/40/42 143144/ MU D809 109,90

Np
SteaMer & Shorty girlS

NP Steamer & Shorty Girls

Ne
op
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Ne
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SELLER

TOP

SELLER

TOP

SELLER

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C1

C1

C1

waterwear

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup sHORT JOHN

 ▪ Low neck and sleeveless for comfort and flexibility
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Zipperless for maximum stretch
 ▪ Compression flex zone

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup JACKeT

 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Flex paddle zone
 ▪ Heavy duty YKK front zipper
 ▪ Converts Long John into a fullsuit

features

 ▪ Low neck and sleeveless for comfort and flexibility
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Zipperless for maximum stretch
 ▪ Compression flex zone
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup lONG JOHN

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black/ graphite 46/48/50/52/54/56 143130/ SU D437 159,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black 46/48/50/52/54 143133/ MU D443 129,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ graphite 46/48/50/52/54/56 143036/ MU D439 119,90

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup NeO leGGING

 ▪ Armortex knee pads
 ▪ Compression flex zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Silicon waist seal with drawstring

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup 3/4 leGGING

 ▪ Extended Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Silicon waist seal with drawstring

features

 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Flex paddle zone
 ▪ Heavy duty YKK front zipper
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ UV50+

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup pOlYpROpYleNe JACKeT

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black 46/48/50/52/54 143135/ TL D441 79,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ graphite 48/50/52/54 143038/ MU D445 89,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

1,5 C1 black 48/50/52/54 133068/ MU C689 79,90

NP SUP Gear

Np 
Sup gear

Ne
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

waterwear

 ▪ Low neck and sleeveless for comfort and flexibility
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip for easy entry
 ▪ Compression flex zone

features

 ▪ Low neck for comfort
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip for easy entry

features

 ▪ Low neck and sleeveless for comfort and flexibility
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Front zip for easy entry
 ▪ Compression flex zone

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup lONG JANe

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 graphite/ mint/ yellow 34/36/38/40 143131/ SU D438 159,90

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

sup sHORT JANe

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 graphite/ mint/ yellow 34/36/38/40 143124/ MU D440 119,90

lADIes sup l/s sHORTY
Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 graphite/ mint/ yellow 34/36/38/40 143132/ MU D442 139,90

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

lADIes sup HOODeD JACKeT

 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Flex paddle zone
 ▪ Relaxed fit
 ▪ Heavy duty YKK front zipper
 ▪ Zipper pocket at back with fastening loop
 ▪ Drainage holes in hood

features

 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Flex paddle zone
 ▪ Heavy duty YKK front zipper
 ▪ Converts Long Jane into a fullsuit

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

lADIes sup JACKeT

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

lADIes sup ¾ leGGING

 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Silicon waist seal with drawstring

features

Provides standup paddle boarders with maximum freedom of movement and warmth, where  
regular fullsuits would be restrictive. High-quality materials are strategically used to provide  
wind chill protection and seams strategically placed for added support in high stress areas.

lADIes sup CApRI leGGING

 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Extended fold over waist
 ▪ spandex jersey inner leg for comfort and breathability
 ▪ key pocket with fastening loop

features

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 graphite/ navy/ light blue 34/36/38/40 143060/ MU D872 129,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 graphite/ mint/ yellow 34/36/38/40 143134/ MU D446 129,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 graphite/ mint/ yellow 34/36/38/40 143126/ MU D444 89,90

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

1,5 C1 graphite/ navy/ light blue 34/36/38/40 143061/ MU D873 89,90

NP SUP Gear Girls

Np 
Sup gear girlS

Ne
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MIssION l/s TOp

MIssION vesT

 ▪ Elastic waist cord with boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Zipperless
 ▪ Harness grip pad
 ▪ Flatlock seams

features

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 143029/ MU C708 149,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 143030/ MU C709 109,95

NeO HOODIe

FIRelINe HOODIe

 ▪ 2mm Dura-Flex neoprene
 ▪ Hotcell polypropylene lining
 ▪ Reinforced harness hook hole
 ▪ Pit vents
 ▪ Ultra stretch wrist and waist seals
 ▪ Drainage on wrist
 ▪ Aquavents on hood and elbow

features

 ▪ Fireline polypropylene lining
 ▪ Reinforced harness hook hole
 ▪ Pit vents
 ▪ Ultra stretch wrist and waist seals
 ▪ Drainage on wrist
 ▪ Aquavents on hood and elbow

features

   Neoprene hoodie that can be worn in and out of water.

 Neoprene hoodie that can be worn in and out of water.

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black; C2 blue/ black; C3 red/ black XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 133901/ AC C725 169,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ graphite; C2 navy/ blue; C3 graphite/ green XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 133904/ MU D896 169,95

 ▪ Elastic waist cord with boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Zipperless
 ▪ Flatlock seams

features

 ▪ Elastic waist cord with boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Zipperless
 ▪ Flatlock seams

features

RIse NeO TOp Apex plus

RIse NeO TOp ClAssIC

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black; C2 blue/ gun metal XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143059/ MU D893 99,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2/1 C1 black; C2 graphite/ charcoal/ blue XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143039/ MU D463 99,95

 ▪ 0.5mm neoprene
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Titanium lining

features

 ▪ 0.5mm neoprene
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Titanium lining

features

Thermabase – a thicker base layer constructed from 0.5mm  
neoprene and Titanium lining that reflects heat back to your body.

Thermabase – a thicker base layer constructed from 0.5mm  
neoprene and Titanium lining that reflects heat back to your body.

THeRMABAse HOODeD vesT

THeRMABAse vesT

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

0,5 mit Haube C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 133112/ TB C699 64,95

thickness entry colour Size code Srp €*

0,5 - C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 133113/ TB C700 59,95

NP Tops & Hosen

Np 
hoodieS/ Neo topS

The Mission 2mm top is the warmest neoprene top out there. It’s made with our top of the line S5 
limestone neoprene that absorbs almost no water compared to traditional neoprene. Thanks to its SCS 
nano coating, the Mission top sheds water five times faster than uncoated neoprene.  
We have made this top so warm and windproof that most of our riders now use it instead of  
their regular spring suits.

 ▪ Elastic waist cord with boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Zipperless
 ▪ Harness grip pad
 ▪ Flatlock seams

features

The Mission 2mm vest is the warmest neoprene vest out there. It’s made with our top of the line 
S5 limestone neoprene that absorbs almost no water compared to traditional neoprene.  
Thanks to its SCS nano coating, the Mission vest sheds water five times faster than  
uncoated neoprene. 

   Constructed from 2mm of the brandnew Apex-Plus neoprene with an 
inner lining of Bamboo Charcoal. NP double-lined neoprene garments provide 
warmth and flexibility, especially the Apex-Plus neoprene offers 25% more 
stretch then traditional neoprene.

Constructed from 2mm Apex-Flex neoprene with an inner lining of Bamboo Charcoal. 
NP double-lined neoprene garments provide warmth and flexibility.

TOP

SELLER

NEW NEW

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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      Thermabase – a thicker base layer constructed from 0.5mm  
neoprene and Titanium lining that reflects heat back to your body.

THeRMABAse sHORT JOHN

 ▪ Polypropylene brushed inner fleece
 ▪ 4-way stretch
 ▪ UPF 50+
 ▪ Smooth skin waist seal
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

 ▪ Polypropylene brushed inner fleece
 ▪ 4-way stretch
 ▪ UPF 50+
 ▪ Smooth skin waist seal
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

Thermalite – a lighter base layer made from lightweight polypropylene that  
wicks away moisture and retains body heat.

Thermalite – a lighter base layer made from lightweight polypropylene that  
wicks away moisture and retains body heat.

THeRMAlITe MeN’s sHIRT l/s

THeRMAlITe MeN’s sHIRT s/s

 ▪ 0.5mm neoprene
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Titanium lining

features

 ▪ Polypropylene brushed inner fleece
 ▪ 4-way stretch
 ▪ Compression support
 ▪ Elastic stirrups at ankle

features

Thermalite – a lighter base layer made from lightweight polypropylene that  
wicks away moisture and retains body heat.

THeRMAlITe MeN’s BOTTOM

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

0,5 C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 133114/ TB C701 74,95

Material colour Size code Srp €*

Polypropylene C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 133117/ TL C913 69,96

Material colour Size code Srp €*

Polypropylene L/S C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 133115/ TL C702 64,95

Material colour Size code Srp €*

Polypropylene S/S C1 black S/M/L/XL/XXL 133115 59,95

 ▪ Flatlock seams
 ▪ Silicon waist seal with drawstring

features

RIse NeO sHORT

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black
XS/S/M/L/XL/ XXL
28/30/32/34/36/38

143037/ MU D464 69,95

 ▪ Flatlock seams
 ▪ Silicon waist seal with drawstring

features

Constructed from Dura-Flex neoprene to provide warmth and flexibility.
spARK NeO sHORT

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL 143125/ MU D466 69,95

 ▪ Elastic waist cord with boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ 1/4 Zip
 ▪ Flatlock seams

features

spARK NeO TOp

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black; C2 silver/ mint/ green/ yellow; C3 coral/ charcoal XS/S/M/L/XL 143127/ MU D465 99,95

Thermabase – a thicker base layer constructed from 0.5mm neoprene  
and Titanium lining that reflects heat back to your body.

Thermabase – a thicker base layer constructed from 0.5mm neoprene  
and Titanium lining that reflects heat back to your body.

THeRMABAse lADIes vesT

THeRMABAse sHORT JANe

 ▪ 0.5mm neoprene
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Titanium lining
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop on vest

features

 ▪ 0.5mm neoprene
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Titanium lining

features

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

0,5 C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL 143236/ TB D874 59,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

0,5 C1 black XS/S/M/L 143235/ TB D512 74,95

 ▪ Polypropylene brushed inner fleece
 ▪ 4-way stretch
 ▪ UPF 50+
 ▪ Smooth skin waist seal
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

Thermalite – a lighter base layer made from lightweight polypropylene that  
wicks away moisture and retains body heat.

THeRMAlITe lADIes sHIRT l/s

Material colour Size code Srp €*

Polypropylene L/S C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL 133126/ TL C704 64,95

Np 
Neo topS/ ShortS

Constructed from Dura-Flex neoprene to provide warmth and flexibility.

Constructed from 2mm Apex-Flex neoprene with an inner lining of Bamboo Charcoal. 
NP double-lined neoprene garments provide warmth and flexibility.

TOP

SELLER

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Lightweight & quickdry material
 ▪ Overlock stitching

features

 Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

CONTeNDeR l/s

 ▪ AquaSilk Material
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

features

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

JIGsAW l/s

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black; C2 maroon XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143246/ RS D875 29,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 black; C3 blue; C4 green XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143214/ RS D467 54,95

 ▪ AquaSilk Material
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

features

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

JIGsAW s/s

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 black; C3 blue; C4 green XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143215/ RS D468 49,95

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

JAIlBReAKeR l/s

 ▪ Quick drying polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

 ▪ Extra-fine quick drying polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

Np MeN‘s l/s sHIRT

colour Size code Srp €*

 C1 green/ charcoal; C2 blue/ charcoal XS/S/M/L/XL 143217/ HY D551 49,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 blue XS/S/M/L/XL 143222/ HY D901 49,95

 Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

CONTeNDeR s/s

 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Lightweight & quickdry material
 ▪ Overlock stitching

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black; C2 maroon XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143247/ RS D876 24,95

 ▪ AquaSilk Material
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

features

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

ClAssIC s/s

colour Size code Srp €*

C2 grey/ blue; C3 white/ green XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 143211/ RS C858 39,95

Np 
lycraS/ Water t‘S

NP Lycra‘s

NEW

NEW

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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 ▪ Quick drying polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.
JAIlBReAKeR s/s

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

Np MeN‘s s/s sHIRT

 ▪ Extra-fine quick drying polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 green/ charcoal; C2 blue/ charcoal XS/S/M/L/XL 143218/ HY D552 39,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 blue XS/S/M/L/XL 143223/ HY D902 39,95

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

MeN‘s TANK TOp

 ▪ Extra-fine quick drying polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 black; C3 blue XS/S/M/L/XL 143221/ HY D480 44,95

 ▪ AquaSilk Material
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

features

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

ClAssIC lADIes l/s

colour Size code Srp €*

 C1 blue; C2 cayenne; C3 white XS/S/M/L 143230/ RS D470 49,95

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

Np lADIes l/s sHIRT

 ▪ Quick drying 100% polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 black; C3 pink XS/S/M/L 143232/ HY D478 49,95

 ▪ Quick drying 100% polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

Np lADIes s/s sHIRT

Quick-drying, loose fitting T’s for UV protection on and off the water.

lADIes RACeRBACK TANK

 ▪ Quick drying 100% polyester mesh
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV protection
 ▪ Ultra breathable
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white; C2 black; C3 pink XS/S/M/L 143233/ HY D479 39,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 white/ blue; C2 black/ pink; C3 pink/ white XS/S/M/L 143234/ HY D481 39,95

ClAssIC lADIes s/s

 ▪ AquaSilk Material
 ▪ UPF 50+ UV Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 blue; C2 cayenne; C3 white XS/S/M/L 143231/ RS D471 39,95

NP Water T‘s

Np 
lycraS/ Water t‘S

NP Lycra‘s Girls

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Sleeveless Rider Jersey

RIDeR JeRseY

Mens L/S Lycra

Mens S/S Lycra

MeNs WATeR Tee l/s

MeNs WATeR Tee

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 yellow; C2 black S/M/L/XL 355103 48,00

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black S/M/L/XL 355105 56,00

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black; C2 yellow S/M/L/XL 355104 48,00

Sleeve Rider Jersey

WOMeN’s CAp sleeve lYCRA

Women‘s S/S Lycra

WOMeNs s/s lYCRA

Women‘s L/S Lycra

WOMeN’s l/s lYCRA

colour Size code Srp €*

grey S/M/L 355102 51,00

colour Size code Srp €*

grey S/M/L 355101 45,00

colour Size code Srp €*

black S/M/L 355100 42,00

Cabrinha Lycra‘s & Water T‘s

cabriNha
lycra/ Water t‘S

 ▪ Loose-fit
 ▪ 8 OZ Lycra
 ▪ UPF 50+ Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

 ▪ Loose-fit
 ▪ 8 OZ Lycra
 ▪ UPF 50+ Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

 ▪ Loose-fit
 ▪ 8 OZ Lycra
 ▪ UPF 50+ Protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop

features

 ▪ 8 OZ Lycra
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ UPF 50+ Protection

features

 ▪ 8 OZ Lycra
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ UPF 50+ Protection

features

 ▪ 8 OZ Lycra
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ UPF 50+ Protection

features

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C1

C2

C1

C1

C2

waterwear

Quick-dry, performance boardshorts for comfort in or out of water.

peRFORMANCe ClAssIC

 ▪ Performance fit 21” outseam
 ▪ Apex 4-way stretch
 ▪ Water repellent
 ▪ Quick dry
 ▪ Lycra fly
 ▪ Pocket with wax comb

features

FReeBAlleR

 ▪ 1mm neoprene inner for warmth and compression
 ▪ Durable nylon outer
 ▪ Water repellent
 ▪ Lycra fly
 ▪ Pocket with wax comb

features

 ▪ 2” inseam
 ▪ Ultra suede
 ▪ Lycra fly
 ▪ Back pocket with wax comb

features

Quick-dry, performance boardshorts for comfort in or out of water.
lOllY

Quick-dry, performance boardshorts for comfort in or out of water.
suMMeR

 ▪ 11.5” outseam
 ▪ Apex 4-way stretch
 ▪ Water repellent
 ▪ Quick dry
 ▪ Lycra fly
 ▪ Back pocket with wax comb

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black; C2 blue 28/30/32/34/36/38 133506/ BS D482 64,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

1 C1 black 28/30/32/34/36 133503/ BS C886 109,90

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 mint/ pink XS/S/M/L/XL 133504/ BS C887 54,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 purple/ orange XS/S/M/L/XL 133505/ BS C888 49,95

 ▪ Performance fit 21” outseam
 ▪ Apex 4-way stretch
 ▪ Water repellent
 ▪ Quick dry
 ▪ Lycra fly
 ▪ Hidden back pocket with wax comb

features

Quick-dry, performance boardshorts for comfort in or out of water.

suNseT

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 green/ blue/ grey; C2 blue/ yellow 28/30/32/34/36/38 133500/ BS C885 64,95

bootieS
CoMfortaBle, WarM anD erGonoMiCallY shapeD

The NP booties are designed to fit perfectly, feel natural and give support  
in critical areas such as the ankle and toes.

BaMBoo CharCoal inner sole

Bamboo Charcoal is best known for its inherent antimicrobial and anti-odor 
properties, but few are aware of the Far Infrared Ray (FIR) reflecting ability of this 
unique material. The fabric reflects the body’s FIRs back to the wearer, resulting 

in reduced fatigue, quicker warm-up time and improved regeneration. This natural 
fiber is woven into our bootie lining.

fireline

Fireline is an exclusive, ultra-warm, feather- light and stretchy insulation layer. 
Consisting of brushed, quick-dry polypropylene lines knitted over jersey, it feels 
soft and warm to touch. The brushed surface absorbs moisture which is then 

heated by your body creating a warming greenhouse effect inside the suit.

inner Material

easY entrY 
VelCro openinG

For easy integration with wetsuit  
ankle closures.

tatex seaM tape

Prevents water from penetrating 
through seams.

n-Grip sole

Neoprene layer for comfort and N-Grip 
outer sole to give the natural bare-foot feel 
required for direct contact with the board.

horiZontal VelCro CinChes

Allowing better security and fit adjustment. 
The strap is located in the upper-arch 
/ ankle area to avoid interference with 
foot-straps.

leash BloCKer

Prevents leash from getting trapped 
between toes.

heel-holD Box

Giving support to the heel / ankle area 
and preventing the boot from rolling on 
the foot.

GlueD anD BlinDstitCheD (GBs) seaMs 

An efficient, watertight seam created through a triple gluing process in  
conjunction with a blind stitch that does not fully penetrate the rubber.  
The technique allows precise curved seams and facilitates a snug,  
anatomically correct fit.

 features

NP Boardshorts

Np 
boardShortS/ bootieS

NP Booties

Short with 1mm neoprene inner.

BOOties

bo
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1

C1
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waterwear

eClIpse HC ROuND e-Zee

 ▪ Internal split toe
 ▪ Silver plush thermo lining
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches

features

MIssION HC ROuND e-Zee

MIssION HC ROuND 

MIssION HC splIT

ORIGIN HC ROuND

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ N-Grip soles
 ▪ Achilles cushion
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene upper

 ▪ Easy entry Velcro opening
 ▪ Fireline thermo lining
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Apex-Plus neoprene

features

 ▪ Fireline thermo lining
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Apex-Plus neoprene
 ▪ Tatex seam tape

features

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Tatex seam tape
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ N-Grip soles

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ N-Grip soles

 ▪ N-Grip soles
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ Stabilising binding guards
 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene upper

features

 ▪ Split-toe construction with leash blocker
 ▪ Fireline thermo lining
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Apex-Plus neoprene
 ▪ Tatex seam tape

features
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ N-Grip soles

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

6 C1 black 35/36, 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47, 48/49 133601/ FT C712 69,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

7 C1 black/ blue 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133614/FT D811 69,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

5 C1 black/ blue 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133611/FT D812 59,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

5 C1 black/ blue 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133610/ FT D813 59,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47, 48/49 133608/ FT C719 39,95

eClIpse HC splIT

 ▪ Internal split toe
 ▪ Silver plush thermo lining
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams

features
 ▪ N-Grip soles
 ▪ Achilles cushion
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene upper

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

4 C1 black 35/36, 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47, 48/49 133603/ FT C714 59,95

Nexus HC splIT

MIssION lC ROuND

ORIGIN lC ROuND

 ▪ Internal split toe
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams

features
 ▪ N-Grip soles
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ Stabilising binding guards
 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene upper

 ▪ Elastic drawstring lock closure
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Apex-Plus neoprene
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches

features

 ▪ Drawstring entry
 ▪ N-Grip soles
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ Stabilising binding guards
 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene upper

features

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

4 C1 black 35/36, 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47, 48/49 133606/ / FT C716 54,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black/ blue 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133613/ FT D814 54,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47, 48/49 133609/ FT C720 36,95

elITe FIRelINe lATex splIT

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133619/ FT D932 64,95

 ▪ Fireline thermo lining
 ▪ 100% waterproof latex dip technology
 ▪ Ultimate barefoot feel using ultra soft latex neoprene
 ▪ Textured rubber grip sole

features

As warm as a 5mm through Fireline insulation and 100% sealed exterior.

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ N-Grip soles

Np
bootieS
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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MIssION lC splIT

eDGe ReeF splIT

splIT FINGeR GlOve - OpeN pAlM

GBs 3 - FINGeR MITT

 ▪ Open palm
 ▪ 2mm close cell backhand paneling
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams

features

 ▪ Apex-Mesh neoprene
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal lining
 ▪ Elastic Velcro wrist fasteners
 ▪ Pre-bent fingers

features

    Warm, well fitted and stretchy, our gloves provide  
 additional protection for extreme conditions.

Warm, well fitted and stretchy, our gloves provide 
additional protection for extreme conditions.

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black/ blue 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133612/ FT D815 54,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ grey 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133616/ FT D091 54,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL 133801/ HA C889 39,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

5 C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL/ XXL 133805/ HA C903 59,95

 ▪ Split-toe construction with leash blocker
 ▪ Elastic drawstring lock closure
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Apex-Plus neoprene

features
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ N-Grip soles

 ▪ Split-toe construction with leash blocker
 ▪ Armortex anti-abrasion neoprene
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches

features
 ▪ Breathable flatlock seam
 ▪ Elastic drawstring lock closure
 ▪ Durable rubber sole

GBs 5 - FINGeR GlOve

 ▪ Apex-Mesh neoprene
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal lining
 ▪ Elastic Velcro wrist fasteners
 ▪ Pre-bent fingers

features

Warm, well fitted and stretchy, our gloves provide  
additional protection for extreme conditions.

seAMless 5 - FINGeR GlOve

 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene
 ▪ Seamless construction
 ▪ Chromolast print on palm for grip

features

Warm, well fitted and stretchy, our gloves provide 
additional protection for extreme conditions.

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL/ XXL 133806/ HA C904 59,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

1,5 C1 black XS/S/M/L/XL/ XXL 133807/ HA C905 49,95

Full FINGeR AMARA GlOve

HAlF FINGeR AMARA GlOve

 ▪ Amara palm
 ▪ Ergonomic thumb gusset for improved fit
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro closure

features

NeO/AMARA GlOve
Warm, well fitted and stretchy, our gloves provide additional 
protection for extreme conditions.

 ▪ Amara palm
 ▪ Ergonomic thumb gusset for improved fit
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro closure

features

 ▪ Neoprene palm and backhand panels
 ▪ Amara palm
 ▪ Adjustable Velcro closure
 ▪ Ergonomic thumb gusset for improved fit
 ▪ Anatomical panel layout

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black/ grey XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 133804/ HA C902 34,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black/ grey XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 133803/ HA C901 34,95

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black/ grey XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 133802/ HA C900 29,95

eDGe ReeF lC ROuND

 ▪ Armortex anti-abrasion neoprene
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal inner sole
 ▪ Horizontal Velcro cinches

features

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ grey 37, 38/39, 40, 41, 42/43, 44, 45/46, 47 133618/ FT D882 54,95

 ▪ Breathable flatlock seam
 ▪ Elastic drawstring lock closure
 ▪ Durable rubber sole

NP Gloves

 Np 
gloveS
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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pRO HOOD

sTANDARD HOOD

pRO CAp

 ▪ 3mm stretch mesh material
 ▪ Integrated shoulder panel
 ▪ Hood visor
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Anatomically designed panels
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal lining

features

 ▪ 3mm Apex-Mesh construction
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Anatomically designed panels

features

 ▪ 2mm Apex-Mesh neoprene
 ▪ Bamboo Charcoal lining
 ▪ Flexible chinstrap
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Anatomical design panels
 ▪ Hood visor

features

    Our collection of thermal headwear is designed to fit comfortably and  
 trap body heat that exits through the scalp.

Our collection of thermal headwear is designed to fit comfortably  
and trap body heat that exits through the scalp.

Our collection of thermal headwear is designed to fit comfortably  
and trap body heat that exits through the scalp.

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black S/M/L/XL 133620/ AC C728 49,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

3 C1 black S/M/L/XL 133621/ AC C729 39,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ grey S/M/L/XL 133622/ AC C730 39,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black; C2 red; C3 blue S-M/ L-XL 133631/ AC D786 29,95

FIRelINe vIsOR BeANIe

HeATlOCK HeADBAND

 ▪ 2mm Apex-Flex
 ▪ Fireline lining
 ▪ Elastic attachment loop

features

 ▪ Full ear coverage
 ▪ 2mm Apex-Mesh construction
 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Heatlock lining

features

Our collection of thermal headwear is designed to fit comfortably  
and trap body heat that exits through the scalp.

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black S-M/ L-XL 133630/ AC D630 29,95

thickness colour Size code Srp €*

2 C1 black/ grey One Size 133625/ AC C906 19,95

FIRelINe BeANIe

 ▪ 2mm Apex-Plus
 ▪ Fireline lining
 ▪ Elastic attachment loop

features

Our collection of thermal headwear is designed to fit comfortably  
and trap body heat that exits through the scalp.

NP Hoods & Beanies
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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IMpACT vesT sIDe ZIp

 ▪ Side-zipper for more flexibility and a snug fit
 ▪ Ultra-soft foam - For added comfort
 ▪ Anatomical fit - For comfort and freedom of movement
 ▪ Can be worn with a harness over the vest
 ▪ Dura-Flex neoprene - Flexible and durable outer
 ▪ Segmented foam - To lessen the impact from crashes

features

IMpACT vesT FRONT ZIp

NeO FlOTATION vesT  (usCG) 

 ▪ Front-zip for easy entry
 ▪ Ultra-soft foam - For added comfort
 ▪ Anatomical fit - For comfort and freedom of movement
 ▪ Can be worn with a harness over the vest
 ▪ Dura-Flex neoprene - Flexible and durable outer
 ▪ Segmented foam - To lessen the impact from crashes

features

 ▪ USCG approved life vest
 ▪ Super-soft buoyancy foam
 ▪ Durable neoprene outer
 ▪ Heavy duty front zipper
 ▪ Oversized arm holes
 ▪ Two safety buckles

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black/ green; C2 blue/ black XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL 143703/ VI D541 129,90

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 graphite/ black; C2 green/ yellow XS/S/M/L/XL 143704/ VI D542 129,90

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black; C2 blue/ grey XS/S/M/L/XL/ XXL 143708/VC D897 149,90

HYDROpOuCH

HIGH HOOK (Ce 50)

 ▪ Stretch mesh pocket
 ▪ Elastic key loop
 ▪ Holds 1 litre water bladder

features

 ▪ Super-soft buoyancy foam
 ▪ Reflective piping and panels
 ▪ Hydropouch attachment points
 ▪ Side zipper with adjustable buckles
 ▪ Mesh drainage panels
 ▪ Large stretch mesh pocket
 ▪ Oversized arm holes
 ▪ Harness hook hole

features

lADIes IMpACT vesT FRONT ZIp

 ▪ Front zip for easy entry
 ▪ Ultra-soft foam - For added comfort
 ▪ Anatomical fit - For comfort and freedom of movement
 ▪ Can be worn with a harness over the vest
 ▪ Apex-Flex - Flexible with a soft hand-feel inner
 ▪ Segmented foam - To lessen the impact from crashes

features

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black One Size 143701/ AC C935 59,90

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 neon yellow; C2 neon red; C3 black  XS-S M-L XL-2XL 3XL-UP, Junior, Youth 143700/ VC C724 99,90

colour Size code Srp €*

C1 black/ pink/ mint XS/S/M/L/XL  4/6/8/10/12 143707/ VI D544 129,90

Compatible with High Hook AC C935

NP Vests
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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eu  uS  Ft/in     cm   in  cm   in  cm

46 XS   5’6”-5’8”    167-173  35-38  89-96   28-30  71-78
90 XST   5’7”-5’9”     171-177  35-38  89-96   28-30  71-78
24  SS   5’6”-5’8”     167-173  37-40  94-101   30-32  76-83
48  S   5’7”-5’9”     171-177  37-40  94-101   30-32  76-83
94  ST   5’9”-5’11”   175-181  37-40  94-101   30-32  76-83
25  MS   5’7”-5’9”    171-177  39-42  99-106   32-34  81-88
50  M   5’9”-5’11”   175-181  39-42  99-106   32-34  81-88
98  MT   5’11”-6’1”    179-186  39-42  99-106   32-34 81-88
26  LS   5’9”-5’11”    175-181  41-44  103-110   34-36  86-93
52 L   5’11”-6’1”    179-186  41-44  103-110   34-36  86-93
102  LT   6’0”-6’2”     183-189  41-44  103-110   34-36  86-93
27  XLS   5’11”-6’1”    179-186  43-46  108-115   36-38  91-98
54  XL   6’0”-6’2”     183-189  43-46  108-115   36-38  91-98
106  XLT   6’2”-6’4”     187-193  43-46  108-115   36-38  91-98
28  XXLS   6’0”-6’2”     183-189  45-48  113-120   38-40  96-103
56 XXL   6’1”-6’3”     185-191  45-48  113-120   38-40  96-103
29  XXLT   6’0”-6’2”     183-189  47-50  120-125   40-42  101-108
58  XXXL   6’2”-6’4”     187-193  47-50  120-125   40-42  101-108

eu  uS  Ft/in     cm   in  cm   in  cm

32  2 (XXS)   5’1”-5’4”     155-158  29-31  74-79   22-25  56-64
34  4 (XS)   5’2”-5’4”     158-163  30-33  76-84   24-27  62-69
36  6 (S)   5’3”-5’5”     160-165  32-35  81-89   26-29  67-74
38  8 (M)   5’5”-5’7”     165-170  34-37  86-94   28-31  72-79
38T  8T (MT)  5’7”-5’9”     170-175  34-37  86-94   28-31  72-79
40  10 (L)  5’7”-5’9     170-175  36-39  91-99   30-33  77-84
42  12 (XL)   5’9”-5’11”    175-180  37-40  94-102   32-35  82-89

eu    Ft/in     cm   in  cm   in  cm

6    4’0”-4’4”     124-132  24-26  61-66   22-24  56-61
8    4’4”-4’8”     132-143  25-27  64-69   22.5-24.5  57-62
10    4’8”-5’0”     143-152  27-29  68-73   23-25  59-64
12    5’0”-5’4”     152-163  28-30  71-76   24.5-26.5  62-67
14    5’4”-5’7”     163-170  30-32  76-82   26-28  66-71
16    5’7”-5’9     170-175  32-34  82-87   27.5-29.5  70-75

eu    Ft/in     cm   in  cm   in  cm

K2    2’8”-3’1”      82-95   20-22  51-56   18-20  46-51
K4    3’1”-3’6”      95-108   22-24  56-61   20-22  51-56
K6    3’6”-4’2”      108-128  24-26  61-66   22-24  56-61

Men‘s

laDies

Youth

KiDs

siZe    heiGht   Chest   Waist

wetsuit

siZe    heiGht   Chest   Waist

siZe    heiGht   Chest   Waist

siZe    heiGht   Chest   Waist

sIZe CHART
eu  uS in      cm  

46  XS  35”-38”     89-97
48  S  37”-40”     94-101
50  M  39”-42”     99-107
52  L  41”-44”    104-112
54  XL  43”-46”       109-117

uS  Ft/in 

XS   35”-38”
S   37”-40”
M   39”-42”
L   41”-44”
XL   43”-46”
XXL   45”-48”

uS  Ft/in to fit waist 

28/XS   27”-29”
30/S   29”-31”
32/M   31”-33”
34/L   33”-35”
36/XL   35”-37”
38/XXL   37”-39”

uK  eu  uS cm  

4   35 / 6  5  21cm
5   37  6  22cm
6   38 / 9  7  23cm
7   40  8  24cm
8   41  9  25cm
9   42 / 3  10  26cm
10   44  11  27cm
11   45 / 6  12  28cm
12   47  13  29cm
13   48 / 9  14  30cm

uS        cm  kg        

JUNIOR        66-76   25-40         35N
YOUTH        76-86   30-50         40N
XS-S        86-96   40-70         45N
M-L        96-106  70-Up        50N
XL-2XL        106-116  70-Up         50N
3XL +        116-132  70-Up         50N

eu  uS in      cm  

34  6 (XS)  31”-34”     79-86
36  8 (S)  33”-36”        84-91
38  10 (M)  35”-38”     89-97
40  12 (L)  37”-40”     94-102
42  13 (XL)  39”-42”     99-107

uS  Ft/in        

XXS   29”-32”
XS   31”-34”
S   33”-36”
M   35”-38”
L   37”-40”
XL   39”-42”

uS  Ft/in low cut waist size 

4/XS   28”-30”
6/S   30”-32”
8/M   32”-34”
10/L   34”-36”
12/XL   36”-38”

uK eu  uS cm  

K2A  28.5  2A 1 7cm
K3A  29 3A  18cm
K2  31  3  19cm
K3  32.5  4  20cm
K4  33.5  5  21cm
K5  35 6  22cm

impact Vests

top‘s

Boardshorts

Booties

   ce approVed Vests             GloVes

siZe   Chest 

siZe   Chest 

siZe   Waist 

siZe   inner heiGht 

siZe          Chest WeiGht   BuoYant Class

siZe   Chest 

siZe   Chest 

siZe   Waist 

siZe  inner heiGht 

Men‘s

Men‘s

Men‘s

unisex

unisex

laDies

laDies

laDies

KiDs

uS   cm    Ft/in 

XS   5-6   2’-2.4’
S    6-7    2.4’-2.7’
M    7-8    2.7’-3.1’
L    8-9    3.1’-3.5’
XL    9-10    3.5’-3.9’
XXL   10-11   3.9’-4.3’

unisex siZe     heiGht   

siZe chart

Np
SiZe chart

Ne
o 

ac
ce
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or

ieS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

neilpryde sail 
Technology

ArmourWeb

ArmourWeb is constructed from full polyester 
lines at +/-40 degrees, creating an interlaced, 
woven web for high tear resistance. Available 
on Fusion / Ryde / Hellcat / Hornet.

Twin Seams

Twice the muscle and twice the endurance. 
Double stitching is used on all critical seams 
on all sails allowing them to endure prolonged 
exposure to high loads and impacts.

ArmourWeb ULTRA 

High-strength rip-stop grid made of high-te-
nacity ULTRA yarns at +/-40% degrees. This 
yarn has a similar breaking strength to Kevlar 
TM, but much better UV resistance. Available 
on Fly / Combat / Atlas / Wizard.

Custom Internal Printing

Our custom printing technology allows us to 
print the films prior to lamination giving us the 
flexibility to use multi-coloured, custom graph-
ics. The print is of minimal thickness, reducing 
weight and producing a higher definition of 

colour. During lamination the printed side is placed on the inside of 
the film so there is no need to worry about wear. Your sails will forever 
remain looking bright and fresh.

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGy
NeilPryde sails are built tough, designed to withstand the most 
extreme riding conditions and the test of time. Extra muscle and 
twice the endurance are achieved with twin seams and ArmourWeb 
reinforced construction.

This, together with our Forceline Frame concept, provides the back-
bone of NeilPryde sail strength and unmatched durability.

So go as hard as you like and then some.

Forceline
Forceline yarns are ultra-strong, strategically 
placed filaments that function like cables on a 
suspension bridge to absorb and disperse loads 
into the body of the sail. Forceline has allowed 
us to do away with unnecessary panels and 
seams, reducing overall construction complex-
ity and weight.

We use Forceline differently in wave and free-
styles sails compared to x-over and freeride 
sails to account for very particular loads experi-
enced. The clew and tack areas of all wave and 
freestyle sails are now filled with two Forceline 
Panels and the central foot panel is removed en-
tirely. As a result, weight is reduced; non-struc-
tural materials are removed and replaced with 
load bearing yarns that are perfectly aligned 
with loads coming from sail corners. Forceline 
Variable Density is used in the leech area to 
support localised loads and to strengthen and 
protect the sail, especially when it gets washed 
in the waves.

X-over, Freeride and racing sails have Forceline 
filaments built into the clew area to support the 
significant forces radiating from here.

Together, these reinforcements create a light-
weight shield that can support extremely high 
forces experienced in these critical areas. Use 
of Forceline has resulted in stronger sails, less 
stretch in key areas and industry leading load 
absorption and dispersal patterns.

Forceline Panels
Structural laminated panel 
with radiating yarns that 
seamlessly absord and 
disperse loads into the sail 
body.

Forceline Variable Density
Variable density polyester yarns 
that follow loads and reinforce the 
sail where it needs it most.

sa
ils

NeilPryde technology
sails
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windsurfing neilpryde  
WaVe

C2

C1

C3

C2

neilpryde  
WaVe / FreesTyle / FreemoVe

C1

C2*New Shape

*New Shape

*New Shape

*New Shape

C3

*New Shape

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

size* luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
3,7 364 144 4 340/370 Vario Top 151113 679,00
4,0 374 148 4 370/340 Vario Top 151113 699,00
4,2 381 152 4 370 Fixed Head 151113 709,00
4,5 391 156 4 370 Fixed Head 151113 729,00
4,7 401 160 4 370/400 Fixed Head 151113 739,00
5,0 413 164 5 400 Fixed Head 151113 759,00
5,3 425 170 5 400 Fixed Head 151113 779,00
5,6 433 176 5 400/430 Fixed Head 151113 789,00

size* luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
4,0 371 152 5 370/340 Vario Top 151103 649,00
4,2 378 156 5 370 Fixed Head 151103 659,00
4,5 388 160 5 370 Fixed Head 151103 669,00
4,7 398 165 5 370 Fixed Head 151103 679,00
5,0 411 170 5 400 Fixed Head 151103 689,00
5,4 425 175 5 400 Fixed Head 151103 699,00
5,8 440 181 5 430 Fixed Head 151103 709,00
6,2 454 187 5 430 Fixed Head 151103 719,00

size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
3.2 344 137 3 340/370 Vario Top 151101 629,00
3.6 356 144 3 340/370 Vario Top 151101 649,00
3.9 368 149 3 340/370 Vario Top 151101 669,00
4.2 376 154 3 370 Fixed Head 151101 679,00
4.5 388 159 3 370 Fixed Head 151101 699,00
4.8 400 164 3 370 Fixed Head 151101 719,00
5.1 414 169 3 400 Fixed Head 151101 739,00
5.4 429 173 3 400 Fixed Head 151101 759,00

size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
3,8 370 146 4 340/370 Vario Top 151104 669,00
4,2 384 150 4 370 Vario Top 151104 679,00
4,5 398 155 4 370 Vario Top 151104 689,00
4,8 409 160 4 400 Fixed Head 151104 699,00
5,1 424 165 4 400 Fixed Head 151104 719,00
5,4 438 170 4 430 Fixed Head 151104 739,00
5,7 448 174 4 430 Fixed Head 151104 759,00
6,1 458 179 5 430 Fixed Head 151104 779,00
6,5 469 185 5 460/430 Fixed Head 151104 799,00

size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
4.5 407 153 5 400/430 Vario Top 151105 639,00
5.0 421 167 5 400/430  Fixed Head 151105 649,00
5.5 431 181 5 430 Fixed Head 151105 659,00
6.0 440 195 5 430 Fixed Head 151105 679,00
6.5 458 203 5 430 Fixed Head 151105 699,00

size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
3.7 364 144 4 340/370 Vario Top 151102 669,00
4.0 374 148 4 370/340 Vario Top 151102 689,00
4.2 381 152 4 370 Fixed Head 151102 699,00
4.5 391 156 4 370 Fixed Head 151102 709,00
4.7 401 160 4 370/400 Fixed Head 151102 729,00
5.0 413 164 5 400 Fixed Head 151102 739,00
5.3 425 170 5 400 Fixed Head 151102 759,00
5.6 433 176 5 400/430 Fixed Head 151102 779,00

sa
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NeilPryde Sails

The legendary Combat continues to stand out as the go-to choice in the collection for wave performance 
and all-Around versatility. The Combat combines high-end construction with handling that is improved 
year after year and signed off by the best wave sailors on the planet.

InnoVATIons
Luff curve adjustments allow for increased middle leech twist to release excessive power. A moderate 
and progressive luff curve for optimum maneuverability, speed and power in both onshore and side-
shore conditions. Central Moderate Profile for optimum balance between upwind power and stability. A 
large tuning range to trim the sail for all conditions. All sizes up to 5.0 come with the 4 batten concept.

The HD version uses Armour Web Ultra which has interlaced polyester and super strong ULTRA 
yarns for optimum resistance and lightweight, which makes the sail more robust than the clear window 
version. All sizes up to 5.0 come with the 4 batten concept.

Atlas offers predictable, steady and user friendly drive, ideal for use in multiple 
wind and wave conditions. Early to plane, the Atlas is up and ready to get into the 
action with efficient, usable power at all times. Featuring great upwind ability and 
acceleration, the Altas pushes hard when conditions are less than ideal and its 
high lift characteristics ensure massive jumping performance.

COMBAT 

COMBAT HD – ALLROUND WAVE

ATLAS – FREEWAVE
The most neutral and ‘on-off’ wave sail, the Fly excels in pure, clean waves where the light, soft handling allows 
for an experience as close to surfing as possible. The 2015 Fly has evolved into a three-batten concept. It feels 
extremely light in the hands and is incredibly maneuverable, retaining a handling pedigree and control levels 
that keep you where the action is - in the critical wave sections you’ve been hunting down.

InnoVATIons
The new three-batten Fly features a cross batten construction that allows us to design a super light sail while 
keeping an extremely stable sail profile by pushing the draft low and forward. Forceline panel incorporates 
both clew and tack radial construction into one laminated panel. The proximity of the clew to the cross battens 
distributes the load very evenly and prevents the draft to move back as well as keeping the sail stable.

THE FLy – DOWN THE LINE WAVE

The Wizard is the ultimate new school freestyle sail. Delivering more direct drive and a high level of 
lift, this sail planes instantly and has silky smooth handling. Early planing, stability and balanced feel 
during tricks are the key requirements for a freestyle sail and the Wizard has it all. Plenty of air and 
more pop than ever.

InnoVATIons
We used a wider luff panel in order to allow the sail to power up and down to a larger degree and 
also more instantly. The leech is a little tighter which promotes power and there’s more support from 
the battens in the upper body sections that stabilize the sail during maneuvers. Four battens up to 
5.7 keep the sail weight to a minimum for optimum performance. Tetoron luff-panel combined with a 
narrow sleeve allow the sail to transition from neutral to maximum lift in the shortest time.

WIzARD – FREESTyLE

Use anywhere, in any wind strength, on any water condition. Learn the basics, 
jump, catch a wave, try a freestyle trick or get into freeride mode and leave your 

friends behind for speed. With forgiving handling and optional full HD construction, the 
Fusion is suited to all types of windsurfing.

FUSION – FREEMOVETOP

SELLER
TOP

SELLER
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HD

HD

neilpryde 
Freemove / Freeride / Freerace

C3

C4

*New Shape

*New Shape

*New Shape

*New Shape

*New Shape

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

Size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code Srp in €*
5,7 413 189 7 400 Fixed Head 151107 699,00
6,2 432 195 7 430/400 Fixed Head 151107 729,00
6,7 451 201 7 430 Fixed Head 151107 749,00
7,2 470 208 7 460 Fixed Head 151107 769,00
7,7 489 214 7 460 Fixed Head 151107 789,00
8,2 506 220 7 490 Fixed Head 151107 819,00

Size luff Boom Battens camber ideal mast Top Finish code Srp in €*
5.7 413 188 7 2 400 Fixed Head 151108 729,00
6.2 432 194 7 2 430/400 Fixed Head 151108 749,00
6.7 451 201 7 2 430 Fixed Head 151108 769,00
7.2 470 207 7 2 460 Fixed Head 151108 789,00
7.7 489 213 7 2 460 Fixed Head 151108 819,00
8.2 506 219 7 2 490 Fixed Head 151108 849,00
8.7 522 225 7 3 490/520 Fixed Head 151108 869,00

Size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code Srp in €*
4.5 407 153 5 400/430 Vario Top 151114 659,00
5.0 421 167 5 400/430  Fixed Head 151114 669,00
5.5 431 181 5 430 Fixed Head 151114 679,00
6.0 440 195 5 430 Fixed Head 151114 699,00
6.5 458 203 5 430 Fixed Head 151114 719,00

Size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code Srp in €*
5.5 416 178 6 400/430 Vario Top 151115 689,00
6.0 432 184 6 430/400  Fixed Head 151115 699,00
6.5 452 190 6 430  Fixed Head 151115 719,00
7.0 464 199 6 430/460 Fixed Head 151115 729,00
7.5 476 208 6 460/430 Fixed Head 151115 739,00

Size luff Boom Battens ideal mast Top Finish code Srp in €*
5.5 416 178 6 400/430 Vario Top 151106 679,00
6.0 432 184 6 430/400  Fixed Head 151106 689,00
6.5 452 190 6 430  Fixed Head 151106 699,00
7.0 464 199 6 430/460 Fixed Head 151106 719,00
7.5 476 208 6 460/430 Fixed Head 151106 729,00

Sa
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Hornet is the sail of choice for sailors looking for extremely early planing. Pure speed and thrills 
with accessible race-sail-like performance, in a package that is a breeze to rig and feels light 
in the hands. Inspired by the Racing Program, the profile ensures high stability levels in gusts 
or when overpowered. The result is cam-free handling in maneuvers combined with cam-sail 
straight-line performance and low-end power.

InnovatIons
Now featuring seven battens and EVO-inspired clew construction, the 2015 Hornet really steps up 
in performance, especially in top-end speed and control. The super compact Integracam design 
allows us to combine power and stability of a camber- induced profile with the narrow sleeve size 
of a no-cam sail.

Born from the NeilPryde Racing Program, the Hellcat is a thoroughbred performance 
freeride sail. It’s fast, powerful and delivers an exhilarating combination of speed and 

acceleration. Slippery and rapid when powered up on a reach, Hellcat’s shaping and twist 
characteristics are derived from the EVO race sail ensuring pace and pedigree of this high-
performance freeride machine. Fast sailing made easy. High top-end speed, great accelerati-
on and just a full-on performance freeride sail. A true race feeling without cams.

DesIgner‘s comment 
Directly derived from the racing and slalom program, Hellcat features the Open Integrated 
Compact Clew with Forceline load distribution.

HORNET – TwiN-cam fREERidE

HEllcaT – NO-cam fREERidE
Also available in HD using strong Armour Web Ultra, which has interlaced 

polyester and strong ULTRA yarns for optimum resistance and lightweight, which 
makes the sail more robust than the clear version.

The Ryde has been designed for classic flat-water freeriding. It offers great low-end 
power and stability for early planing and controlled maneuvers. The Ryde is an ideal 
choice for new generation wide and thin Freemove boards as well as more conventional 
Freeride boards. Planing and gybing made easy - windsurfing pure and smooth.

DesIgner‘s comment 
With a shorter boom and higher cut foot than the Hellcat, the Ryde perfectly combines 
Freemove and Freeride characteristics. Six battens and the Dynamic Compact Clew 
make it fast and controllable in straight lines with a wide wind- range that provides 
a truly fun freeriding experience. The Dynamic Compact Clew helps the twist to be 
progressive for optimum draft control and stability. The Medium Foot Cut for optimum 
balance between easy maneuvers and performance. A Hybrid Luff Curve creating good 
lift while maintaining a stable profile when overpowered.

Also available in HD using strong Armour Web Ultra, which has interlaced polyester and 
strong ULTRA yarns for optimum resistance and lightweight, which makes the sail more 
robust than the clear version.

fusiON Hd 

RydE Hd 

RydE 

TOP
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

size luff Boom Battens camber ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

size luff Boom Battens camber ideal mast Top Finish code srp in €*
5.8 428 184 7 3 400 Fixed Head 151109 959,00
6.4 448 195 7 3 430 Fixed Head 151109 999,00
7.0 470 205 7 3 460 Fixed Head 151109 1.049,00
7.8 492 215 7 3 460 Fixed Head 151109 1.099,00
8.6 512 229 7 3 490 Fixed Head 151109 1.149,00
9.5 536 244 7 3 520 Fixed Head 151109 1.199,00

sa
ils

The RS:Slalom MK6 is designed on the concept of real world racing. With long 
distance and GPS sailing trends continuing and the resurgence in slalom racing, the 
MK6 brings World Cup winning RS:Racing technology to a wide range of perfor-
mance minded sailors. RS:Slalom MK6 takes the design pedigree of NeilPryde’s 
RS:Racing sail and builds it into a high performance yet user-friendly slalom pa-
ckage. It features a combination of enhanced bottom end power, excellent top end 
speed, stability and exceptional rotation at every gybe.

RS:SLALOM MK6 – FREERACE / SLALOM

The Sail will be produced when preordering them.

RS:RACING EVO7   COMING SOON - AUTUMN 2014
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

sDm

sDm

sDm

RDm

RDm

RDm
length/cm stiffness Weight/kg code srp in €*

400 19 1.33 132003 699,00
430 21 1.50 132003 749,00
460 25 1.74 132003 849,00
490 29 2.00 132003 899,00
520 32 2.30 132003 949,00
550 35 2.62 132003 1.049,00

length/cm stiffness Weight/kg code srp in €*
400 19 1.89 122002 419,00
430 21 2.15 122002 439,00
460 25 2.20 122002 459,00
490 29 2.35 122002 479,00

length/cm stiffness Weight/kg code srp in €*
400 19 2.31 122001 239,00
430 21 2.55 122001 259,00
460 25 2.78 122001 269,00
490 29 3.08 122001 279,00

length/cm stiffness Weight/kg code srp in €*
340 13 1,11 132006 549,00
370 16 1,32 132006 579,00
400 19 1,55 132006 599,00
430 21 1,77 132006 629,00

length/cm stiffness Weight/kg code srp in €*
370 16 1.72 122005 349,00
400 19 2.09 122005 369,00
430 21 2.30 122005 389,00

length/cm stiffness Weight/kg code srp in €*
370 16 1.90 122004 279,00
400 19 2.31 122004 289,00
430 21 2.54 122004 299,00

rig

The NeilPryde mast range is based around three performance levels: X35, X65  
and FX100. Higher performance level masts will have higher carbon content as  
well as use higher modulus carbon fibers. This will reduce the weight of the mast  
as well as significantly increase reflex speed resulting in higher performance.  
Every NeilPryde sail will perform to its highest potential when used with the 
specified NeilPryde mast.

MASTS

If you are looking for performance with no compromises, FX100 is the 
clear choice. Thanks to this mast’s prepreg, 100% Carbon construction  
(where the combination of carbon layers, fibre orientation and mandrel 
geometry control the bend curve and flex) this mast has a lightning fast 
response and a lightweight feel providing optimum performance. In the 

final step of production carbon prepreg tape is continuously wrapped  
around the whole mast creating an outer protective layer and a very 
durable mast.

The X65 has 65% carbon content and filament winding construction. 
This mast is perfect if you are looking for durability with good res-
ponse and a light feel. During the filament winding process the masts 
yarns are laid on a mandrel at different angles between various layers. 

Each particular mast size will have specific angles and numbers of lay-
ers to ensure the perfect bend curve and masts performance. As with 
all NeilPryde masts, the X65 is designed to work in perfect synergy 
with NeilPryde sails.

With a 35% carbon content and filament winding construction the 
X35 offers affordable performance. During the filament winding 
process the mast yarns are laid on a mandrel at different angles 
between various layers. Each particular mast size will have specific 
angles and numbers of layers to ensure the perfect bend curve and 

masts performance. The filament winding construction is highly du-
rable due to loading distribution from end to end being even, leaving 
no stress points on the mast. With the bend curve optimised to work 
best with all NeilPryde sails, X35 offers great.

FX100 SDM/RDM

MATRIX 65 SDM/RDM

MATRIX 35 SDM/RDM

NeilPryde Masts

neilpryde 
masTs

RDM OR SDM

The NeilPryde RDM masts are compatible in curve and 
flex with NeilPryde SDM masts. Choose an RDM mast for  
a softer, more forgiving feel and durability and an SDM  
mast for a faster response and more direct feel.  
We recommend the use of SDM masts on cambered sails.

WHy NEILPRyDE MASTS? 

Four reasons why it’s better to use NeilPryde sails  
with NeilPryde masts:

1. You’ll get maximum performance from your rig.
2. To ensure optimum fit.
3. Our sails are designed around our mast curves.
4. Particularly in cambered sails it is critical to use the right
    mast diameter for cams to have optimum function.

TOP

SELLER

TOP

SELLER
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Verlängerungen

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

Boom/length adjust/cm diameter/mm adjustment rdm mast shim code srp in €*
X9 140-190 50 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142104 859,00
X9 160-220 60 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142104 899,00
X9 180-230 50 30 Twin-Pin Trim - 142104 1.099,00
X9 200-260 60 30 Twin-Pin Trim - 142104 1.149,00
X9 225-285 60 30 Twin-Pin Trim - 142104 1.199,00
X9 260-320 60 30 Twin-Pin Trim - 142104 1.299,00

Boom/length adjust/cm diameter/mm adjustment rdm mast shim code srp in €*
X1 140-190 50 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142101 199,00
X1 165-225 60 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142101 199,00

Boom/length adjust/cm diameter/mm adjustment rdm mast shim code srp in €*
X3 140-190 50 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142102 269,00
X3 160-210 50 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142102 269,00
X3 180-230 50 30 Twin-Pin Lever - 142102 279,00
X3 200-250 50 30 Twin-Pin Lever - 142102 279,00
X3 225-275 50 30 Twin-Pin Lever - 142102 279,00
New School
X3 140-190 50 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142102 269,00
X3 160-210 50 28 Twin-Pin Lever √ 142102 269,00

Comes with a NeilPryde mast shim for use with RDM masts.

size code srp in €*
34 122203/ REMXTAS34 135,00
48 122203/ REMXTAS48 145,00

size code srp in €*
34 122205/ REMXTCS34 219,00
48 122205/ REMXTCS48 239,00

size code srp in €*
34 122202/ REUXTS34 129,00
48 122202/ REUXTS48 139,00

size code srp in €*
34 122204/ REMXTRA34 135,00

size code srp in €*
34 122206/ REMXTCR34 259,00

size code srp in €*
34 122201/ REUXTR34 135,00

4/2013

TEST WINNER

rig

Durable alloy extension with a full stainless steel, light and ultra 
strong pulley system. All NeilPryde extensions are supplied 
with a highend, 14-plaid Spectra® line. Works with the Power 
M-Base.

All the good stuff we are used to from the proven MXT Alloy, is also 
available in carbon. Lighter, stiffer and more rugged to accept higher 
loads on the longer settings . MXT 34 RDM Carbon The benefit of a 
light durable MXT system in combination with the lightweight and 
durable carbon tube make for the lightest RDM extension available.

Durable alloy extension with a full stainless steel, light and ultra 
strong pulley system. All NeilPryde extensions are supplied with a 

highend, 14-plaid Spectra® line. Works with the Power U- Base.

Durable alloy extension with a full stainless steel, light and ultra
strong pulley system. All NeilPryde extensions are supplied
with a highend, 14-plaid Spectra® line. Works with the Power
M-Base.

The benefit of a light durable MXT system in combination with 
the lightweight and durable carbon tube make for the lightest 
RDM extension available. All NeilPryde extensions are supplied 
with a highend, 14-plaid Spectra® line. Works with the Power 
M- Base.

The UXT system allows us to use a continuous diameter all the 
way down. Not having to rework the alloy means we are able 

to use harder aluminium resulting in a more durable extension. This, 
together with the new bombproof full stainless steel cast UXT system, 
makes this a good base for your rig to sit on. Works with the Power 
U-Base.

MXT SDM ALUMINIUM

MXT SDM CARBON

UXT SDM ALUMINIUM

MXT RDM ALUMINIUM

MXT RDM CARBON

UXT RDM ALUMINIUM

 ▪ Monocoque carbon boom body
 ▪ Monocoque carbon tail extension
 ▪ S-shape profile on 140 and 160 lengths
 ▪ Oversize mast cup in forged carbon composite 

material for lightweight and stiffness
 ▪ 225 & 260 sizes come supplied with a universal
 ▪ adjustable outhaul kit for maximum tuning range

 ▪ Monocoque body construction. The whole body of the 
boom is made out of one piece of tubing for optimum 
weight to strength ratio.

 ▪ NeilPryde VT joint to allow a perfect fit on a lar ge variety 
of masts.

 ▪ Plastic over-moulded head for smooth finish and align-
ment of the boom head.

 ▪ ‘Pressure Flow Forged’ aluminum Head
 ▪ Monocoque aluminum tail extension
 ▪ T6 series alloy arms
 ▪ S-shape profile on 140 and 160 lengths
 ▪ Oversized mast cup in glass fibre reinforced injection 

moulding
 ▪ ‘New School’ profile available in the 140 & 160

X9 ALL CARBON BOOM

X1 ALUMINIUM BOOM

X3 ALUMINIUM BOOM
The X3 140 and 160 booms come with a NeilPryde 

mast shim for use.

NeilPryde booms NeilPryde extensions

The X9 140 and 160 booms come with a NeilPryde mast shim for use with RDM masts.

neilpryde 
Booms

neilpryde 
exTensions

TOP

SELLER

TOP

SELLER

TOP

SELLER
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POWER M-BASE

POWER U-BASE

X-TENDER

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

code srp in €*
122210/ RPM 79,00

code srp in €*
122209/ RPUB 79,00

rig

size code srp in €*
34 122208/ REXTDR 159,00
42 122208/ REXTDR42 169,00

NeilPryde bases

 ▪ Fin box mast base system with urethane tendon, 
used by most professional sailors.

 ▪ MXT release system.
 ▪ Low profile.
 ▪ Wide surface area contacting board for better 

load distribution.
 ▪ Grip padded plate for shock absorption and 

scratch protection  
of board deck.

 ▪ Fin box mast base system with urethane tendon,  
used by most professional sailors.

 ▪ Universal Pin.
 ▪ Low profile.
 ▪ Wide surface area contacting board for better load 

distribution.
 ▪ Grip padded plate for shock absorption and scratch 

protection  
of board deck.

Lightweight, yet heavy-duty way to extend 
the mast while maintaining the optimum bend 
curve on standard diameter masts.

neilpryde
Bases
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model length 
(cm)

Width (cm) Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fins Box code srp in €*

PRO 69 225 52,5 69 5,6 2x MW 13.0 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 2xSB + 2xMT 251020 2.149,00

PRO 75 227 54,5 75 5,8 2x MW 13.5 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 2xSB + 2xMT 251020 2.149,00

PRO 83 228 56,5 83 6,1 2x MW 14.5 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 2xSB + 2xMT 251020 2.149,00

PRO 94 230 59,0 94 6,4 2x MW 15.5 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 2xSB + 2xMT 251020 2.149,00

model length 
(cm)

Width (cm) Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fins Box code srp in €*

PRO 77 228 56,0 77 5,6 1xFSW 21 G10 + 2x SF 10 PB + 2x MT** 251022 2.099,00

PRO 85 234 58,5 85 6,2 1xFSW 23 G10 + 2x SF 10 PB (+2xMT**) 251022 2.099,00

PRO 93 234 60,5 93 6,3 1xFSW 25 G10 + 2x SF 10 PB (+2xMT**) 251022 2.099,00

PRO 102 235 62,5 102 6,4 1xFSW 27 G10 + 2x SF 10 PB (+2xMT**) 251022 2.099,00

PRO 111 234 64,0 111 6,5 FreestyleWave 31 G10 PB 251022 2.099,00

FWS 85 234 58,5 85 6,4 FSW 25 PB (+2xMT**) 251023 1.849,00

FWS 93 234 60,5 93 6,6 FSW 27 PB (+2xMT**) 251023 1.849,00

FWS 102 235 62,5 102 6,8 FSW 29 PB (+2xMT**) 251023 1.849,00

FWS 111 234 64,0 111 7,1 FSW 31 PB 251023 1.849,00

model length 
(cm)

Width (cm) Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fins Box code srp in €*

PRO 73 228 55,5 73 6,0 1x Wave 19 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 3xSB + 2xMT 251021 2.149,00

PRO 83 230 57,5 83 6,2 1x Wave 20 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 3xSB + 2xMT 251021 2.149,00

PRO 93 232 60,0 93 6,6 1x Wave 21 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 3xSB + 2xMT 251021 2.149,00

PRO 103 232 62,5 103 6,9 1x Wave 22 G10 + 2x SF 10 G10 3xSB + 2xMT 251021 2.149,00

model length 
(cm)

Width (cm) Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fins Box code srp in €*

PRO 92 227 62,0 92 6,1 Freestyle 18 G10 PB 251024 2.099,00

PRO 101 227 64,0 101 6,3 Freestyle 20 G10 PB 251024 2.099,00

PRO 106 227 65,5 106 6,5 Freestyle 22 G10 PB 251024 2.099,00

The all-new 2015 Radical Quad sets standards for an entirely new 
dimension of wave windsurfing. The new board concept features a double 
concave bottom with probably the deepest concaves (5,5 – 6mm deep) 
ever used on new age wave boards. The deepest part of the concaves 
has been moved right underneath the standing area which created a very 
long flat section under the straps. This makes the boards plane early and 
accelerate to high speed when sailed flat. The concaves also allow for a 
curvy bottom line in the rails with almost no flat section.  This comes into 
play when the board is railed up where you will experience incredible turn-
ing and a new unknown riding sensation. The brand-new wingers provide 
the board with more surface area and early planing while with the thin, 
narrow tail allows you to make super radical turns. The centered volume 
distribution makes the boards float in a neutral position which helps to get 
over the white water easily. The Radical Quad is the ultimate weapon for 
Hardcore Wave Action.

These fast and versatile wave boards offer a huge range of use from on 
or offshore conditions to side shore conditions they always deliver great 
performance and fun. You will love them for their ease of use in riding 
waves and the potential to rip hard when wanted. The ergonomic deck 
shape provides a comfortable stance and responsive rail changing. With 
great planing power they qualify as bump and jump high wind boards too. 
In the thruster setup they are perfect for conditions where you need a 
fast, early planing, powerful board that turns well and launches into the 
sky like a rocket. In the quad setup you get a board that is super loose 
and provides radical turning and heaps of control on the wave. So you can 
shift the focus from an onshore rocket to a side shore ripping machine. 
This suits our riders on the PWA tour as well as any wave rider wanting a 
versatile wave board.

InnoVATIons
The Thruster Quad comes with three slot boxes and two Mini Tuttle boxes, 
so you can choose between a Thruster or a Quad Set Up. The boards 
additionally come with Mini Tuttle plugs to cover the Thruster boxes when 
the side fins are not used.

RADICAL QUAD

THRUSTER QUAD PRO

Thanks to the cooperation of Werner Gnigler, Steven Van Broeckhoven 
and Youp Schmit the performance advantages of the new Freestyle 
make it easier to pull off all the big moves and leave the window wide 
open to spice up your moves with extra style. The 106 remains un-
changed whilst the 92 and 101 have been completely reshaped.

InnoVATIons
Both new boards gained some thickness and volume in the mid-section. 
Now, they float in a more neutral position, are more stable and much 
quicker to lift up onto the plane. Everything is focused at the turning 
point where the mast base sits making rotations a lot quicker and easier. 
This also helps for switch stance moves. The volume distribution also 
influenced the outline shape of the board. It delivers unmatched pop and 
maximum acceleration, which you need for those super high tricks. A 
sharp tuck line running from the tail close to the mast base is respon-
sible for great grip and drive that creates maximum speed instantly. 
Towards the nose a super soft tuck line offers an easy transition from 
aerial manoeuvres into sliding tricks by stopping the rail from catching.

FREESTyLE – „THE RIGHT STUFF FOR 
RADICAL ACTION”

Since starting with the new board category “Freestyle-Wave” 
in 2001, many brands followed. If you want the original you don‘t 

need to look anywhere else. The Freestyle Waves are great all-round-
ers with an incredible wide range of use. They deliver a perfect 
balance of wave, seriously fast bump & jump and freestyle perfor-
mance. The 77, 85, 93, 102 Pro Editions additionally handle any kind 
of wave conditions (from side-on to side-off) because of the Thruster 
setup. Easy to control in the air, but it‘s in manoeuvres where they 
really stand out. They carve superbly whether you crank them hard 
or carve them smooth. Short and compact with the center of gravity 
and the widest section close together, the board guarantees balance 
and stability, whether planing or not. Sufficient tail thickness creates 
a rounder constant dome at the deck and a very comfortable stance. 
The rail radius is thin and sharp to offer great grip in the turns.

InnoVATIons
The bottom is equipped with a constant Vee with double concaves 
running through. The flat bottom curve in the concaves delivers great 
early planing and speed while lots of bottom curve in the rail line 
provides good manoeuvrability. The double concaves under the mast 
base cushion the ride over chop. The 85, 93 and the all new 102 also 
come with double concaves in the nose for an even smoother ride 
especially when conditions get really rough.

FREESTyLE WAVE – THE “ALL IN ONE” ORIGINALS

JP Windsurfboards

TOP

SELLERNEW

NEW

NEW
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model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

PRO 96 237 60,5 96 6,1 Ride 30 G10 251025 1.999,00
PRO 106-II 240 63,0 106 6,4 Ride 32 G10 251025 1.999,00
PRO 116 245 65,5 116 6,7 Ride 36 G10 251025 1.999,00

FWS 96 237 60,5 96 6,7 Freeride 30 251026 1.699,00
FWS 106-II 240 63,0 106 7,0 Freeride 32 251026 1.699,00
FWS 116 245 65,5 116 7,3 Freeride 36 251026 1.699,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

GOLD 124 245 73 124 6,6 Super Sport 45 G10 251035 2.499,00

PRO 100 240 62 100 6,4 Super Sport 35 G10 251036 1.999,00
PRO 112 245 67 112 6,9 Super Sport 40 G10 251036 1.999,00
PRO 124 245 73 124 7,3 Super Sport 45 G10 251036 1.999,00
PRO 136 245 80 136 7,8 Super Sport 50 G10 251036 1.999,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

GOLD 118 239 76,0 118 6,6 Ride 40 G10 251027 2.649,00
GOLD 132 240 84,0 132 7,2 Ride 44 G10 251027 2.649,00

PRO 104 239 68,0 104 6,8 Ride 36 G10 251028 1.999,00
PRO 111 239 72,0 111 7,0 Ride 38 G10 251028 1.999,00
PRO 118 239 76,0 118 7,4 Ride 40 G10 251028 1.999,00
PRO 132 240 84,0 132 8,0 Ride 44 G10 251028 1.999,00

FWS 104 239 68,0 104 7,2 Freeride 36 251029 1.699,00
FWS 111 239 72,0 111 7,5 Freeride 38 251029 1.699,00
FWS 118 239 76,0 118 8,0 Freeride 40 251029 1.699,00
FWS 132 240 84,0 132 8,4 Freeride 44 251029 1.699,00

ES 104 239 68,0 104 8,4 Freeride 36 251030 1.249,00
ES 111 239 72,0 111 8,8 Freeride 38 251030 1.249,00
ES 118 239 76,0 118 9,1 Freeride 40 251030 1.249,00
ES 132 240 84,0 132 9,6 Freeride 44 251030 1.249,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

PRO 125 250 69 125 7,1 Ride 40 G10 251031 1.999,00
PRO 135 250 73 135 7,6 Ride 44 G10 251031 1.999,00
PRO 145 252 77 145 8,1 Ride 48 G10 251031 1.999,00

FWS 125 250 69 125 7,8 Freeride 40 251032 1.699,00
FWS 135 250 73 135 8,2 Freeride 44 251032 1.699,00
FWS 145 252 77 145 8,6 Freeride 48 251032 1.699,00
FWS 160 253 78 160 9,0 Freeride 52 251032 1.699,00

ES 125 250 69 125 8,6 Freeride 40 251033 1.249,00
ES 135 250 73 135 9,0 Freeride 44 251033 1.249,00
ES 145 252 77 145 9,5 Freeride 48 251033 1.249,00
ES 160 253 78 160 10,0 Freeride 52 251033 1.249,00

Family ES + EVA 145 252 77 145 10,4 Freeride 48 + Fun 34 251034 1.349,00

5/2014

TEST WINNER

The All Rides are sporty multipurpose boards between Freestyle 
Wave and Super Sport. They are easy planing, comfortable to ride 

and go really fast while delivering an exciting, electric feeling when 
going fast. Plug and play windsurfing - jump on and have fun. This 
year we redesigned the very popular 106, the size which covers it all 
and created an even more perfect all-rounder. The 96 and 116 remain 
unchanged. The All Rides are easy, accessible boards that offer high 
performance and good comfort in all conditions - from flat water to 
open seas and also for carving the open water swells.

InnoVATIons
A more parallel outline in the midsection of the board is used. This 
offers more planing surface around the mast base area and creates 
easier planing and more stability when non planing or during tacking. 
Once planing, the additional outline curve towards the tail lets the 
board fly over chop and improves the manoeuvrability. The double 
concave in the front and mid-section in combination with a soft tuck 
line provides more comfort than expected. The new 106II is just a bit 
better in everything and is great fun to ride.

ALLRIDE

The Magic Ride completely hit the nail on the head last year. The new generation of these 
extra wide, short and thin Freeride Boards offer incredible early planing, top speed and the 

easiest gybing possible. The Magic Ride really gives you an electrifying feel which you normally 
only get from much smaller boards. Shaper Werner Gnigler took a lot of features from the 
Freestyle Wave boards. The thin rails in combination with the low overall thickness make them 
such outstanding easy gyber‘s. The wide body concept creates ease, comfort and stability. This 
in combination with the special rocker line probably makes the boards the ultimate in passive 
planing today. You don‘t need to pump or use a special technique to get them onto a plane.  Just 
sheet in and go!

InnoVATIons
Due to the extreme 
popularity of the Magic 
Ride the additional size 
of 111 will complete the 
range. It will be available 
in the high-quality 
Gold Technology and in 
the cost-effective ES 
Technology.

The Super Sports are as fast as ever whilst being a lot 
easier to ride and handle than true Slalom boards. For ad-
vanced riders it’s easy to get maximum performance out 
of them. You can stand totally relaxed and transfer all the 
sail power into the board to accelerate more and more. 
It‘s easy to stay in control when blasting back and forth 
as well as in the high speed carving gybes. The reduced 
overall length gives the boards a lively feel. The volume 
distribution is very balanced throughout the board which 
is an essential feature needed for early planing and effort-
less riding. Really fun and fast boards for sporty riders.

MAGIC RIDE

SUPER SPORT

The name X-Cite Ride became a trademark for comfortable and sporty freeriding. 
The new range still follows the basic concept. With the introduction of the new super 

easy Magic Ride boards we decided to slightly re-position the X-Cite Rides and to take 
them to the next level of sportiness. So the PLUS in the name stands for improved overall 
performance. The boards are made wider, with a bit more parallel outline in the midsec-
tion. This results in a bigger planing surface lifting the board up onto the plane quickly 
and effortlessly. It also improves the stability when tacking or non-planing. The tuned 
bottom curve allows the board to release easily creating the exciting feeling, stunning 
riding sensation and the increased sportiness.

X-CITE RIDE PLUSTOP

SELLER
TOP

SELLER

TOP

SELLER
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model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
deep Tuttle Box

code srp in €*

GOLD 168 245 91 168 8,1 Super Lightwind 56 251037 2.649,00

PRO 168 245 91 168 8,8 Super Lightwind 56 251038 2.149,00

FWS 168 245 91 168 9,9 Super Lightwind 56 251039 1.799,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin code srp in €*

PRO 100 229,5 100,4 173 8,8 251042 2.349,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

PRO 45 228 45 53 4,4 t.b.a. 251040 1.849,00

PRO 50 228 50 64 4,8 t.b.a. 251040 1.849,00

PRO 55 235 55 84 5,3 t.b.a. 251040 1.849,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
Box

code srp in €*

60 236 t.b.a. 93 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

66 240 t.b.a. 108 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

69 240 t.b.a. 113 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

78 240 t.b.a. 123 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

80 240 t.b.a. 130 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

82 240 t.b.a. 133 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

This brand new board combines the two concepts that we offered in the past. 
One shape covers it all, maximum light wind planing ability, easy handling and an 
electrifying sensation of speed. All the knowledge from the latest Super Sport, 
Slalom and Formula development went into the design. The dimensions 245cm 
x 91cm are perfect for great stability and a neutral water position. So you can 
get the board onto the plane without an active sailing style. The special volume 
distribution is also very important as it allows you to get planing with hardly 
any white caps in sight. For the best possible control, we used the new Winger 
Design, which makes the deck outline wider than the bottom outline. This allows 
the rider to have a more outboard stance producing lots of power, maximum 
control and comfort on long runs. The bottom shape features the most efficient 
concept where the ‘V flow’ increases constantly towards the tail to give the rider 
the sensation of flying over the water’s surface. The true light wind free rider.

SUPER LIGHTWIND

We developed the Formula by merging the former Power 
and Speed. The added outline curve at the tail makes it 
easier to find the ideal water position of the board. Due to 
the outline it feels looser under your feet, so it is easy to 
keep it ‘flying’.  The wide tail creates plenty of power that 
is instantly converted into lift to enable upwind sailing. 
At the same time it‘s easy to release all that power and 
transfer it into maximum speed. We achieved this with a 
new progressive bottom V-flow that also takes pressure 
off your legs making it easy to handle all this lift, and 
consequently allows you to go faster and faster. 

FORMULA

They have rocket like acceleration, feel super loose on the water 
and reach unbelievable, almost unlimited top speed. Take the 
biggest sail you can possibly hold, sheet in and have lots of fun, 
and have faith in the knowledge that you will stay in control even 
at the highest of speeds. These boards have no limits and will go 
as fast as you dare to go. They are designed and developed for 
those who have the guts to put the pedal to the metal and go for 
it. The Speed Slalom offers the great combination of a light wind 
speed board and a full on slalom race board. It features a double 
concave front section with soft tuck rail for a smooth ride over 
chop This makes the boards immune from getting pushed off 
course by side chop. Towards the tail the bottom transforms into 
a flat V, which increases slightly towards the tail. This produces 
minimum drag and gives the board that loose feel.

Four all-new sizes that are wider and thinner than the proven, 
unchanged boards in 66 and 80 have been developed for The Sla-
lom X. The range of use in the new sizes, 60, 69, 78 and 82 has 
increased. The new 69 can handle sails up to 8.5m. The new 60 
is easy to ride up to 7.5m. A lot more forgiving and comfortable to 
ride is the new 82 that controls sails up to 9.5m. The extra width 
around the mast base increases the planing surface and helps to 
jump on the plane instantly. The rather pulled-in outline towards 
the tail gives them a very loose feeling and helps to let them 
“fly”. This outline loads up the fin instantly and lifts the board up 
for rapid acceleration. It also improves gybing because you can 
really carve it. The Slalom X has the ability to push your speed to 
a higher level.

SPEED

SLALOM X

NEW
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model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

ASA 145 270 70 145 11,2 Freeride 38 + Daggerboard 251046 1.349,00

ASA 165 275 75 165 12,0 Freeride 38 + Daggerboard 251046 1.349,00

ASA 195 280 82,5 195 13,6 Freeride 38 + Daggerboard 251046 1.349,00

ExplorAIR 280 295 80,0 280 t.b.a. t.b.a. 251097 1.199,00

model length 
(cm)

Width 
(cm)

Volume 
(liter)

Weight
+/- 6% (kg)

Fin 
power Box

code srp in €*

ASA 145 258 75 145 11,3 Fun 34 + Daggerboard 251047 1.349,00

ASA 160 258 80 160 11,7 Fun 34 + Daggerboard 251047 1.349,00

ASA 180 258 91 180 13,0 Fun 34 + Daggerboard 251047 1.349,00

ASA 205 260 101 205 14,3 Fun 34 + Daggerboard 251047 1.349,00

FunstAIR 310 285 95 310 t.b.a. t.b.a. 251098 1.299,00

The Explorer combines the stability a beginner 
needs with the sporty planing feel an advanced 
rider wants. Contrary to wide body beginner 
boards like the Funster‘s, the Explorer‘s feature 
rather narrow and long hulls. As soon as you 
master the basics of windsurfing they lift up 
to a glide in light winds instantly offering that 
‘Funboard feeling’. Once planing they feel fast, 
sporty and alive.
They work great as beginner boards and shine 
with their enormous range of use, progressively 
unleashing their sporty potential the better you 
get! Play, learn, cruise, glide and have fun in 
all conditions. They cover it all - true all-round 
funboards.

The Funster combines the easy handling of 
a super stable beginner board with the per-
formance of a large freeride board. Excellent 
beginner and family boards, also offering fun 
to the advanced rider. They have comfortable 
EVA decks and lots of different footstrap op-
tions. This allows you to slowly move from an 
easy cruising setup, to a sportier stance out 
on the rail of the board. They all come with 
indestructible, detachable fiberglass nose 
protectors. The 205 and 180 are simply per-
fect beginner boards. After only a few hours 
everybody will be sailing back and forth. The 
145 and 160 have a wide range of use: From 
beginner boards for kids and lightweights to 
sporty cruisers for more advanced riders.

EXPLORER | EXPLORAIR

FUNSTER | FUNSTAIR

inflatable 
 Windsurfboard

inflatable 
 Windsurfboard

Jp  
Beginner

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Kites & Bar Cabrinha Kites
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SURF TECH ICONS
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SURF TECH ICONS
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SWITCHBLADERADAR CONTRAVELOCITY CHAOSDRIFTER

HYBRID KITE C-SHAPE KITEBOW KITE
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

news CABRInHA 2015

Kite tech
Double Ripstop
Developed specifically for kitesurfing. Highly durable and low stretch in warp 
and weft. Excellent recovery on the bias. All Cabrinha kites are 100% 2DR 
Double Ripstop.

Skeletal Frame
All Cabrinha kites are designed and built on a skeletal frame foundation. 
Skeletal frame technology allows us to make a lighter more durable kite by 
strategically placing the reinforcement weight materials into a framework that 
surrounds the lighter weight canopy materials.

SPRINT Airlock Valve
Single point rapid inflation of the kite. The large one-way airlock valve quickly 
feeds air into all of the struts from a single location. It connects directly to the 
hose eliminating the need for an adapter. Once inflated you can lock off each 
strut independently. 

Power Control Pigtails
Quickly adjust the power level of the kite. Each rear line “pig tail” connector 
has three power positions which you can connect to. The middle position is 
the factory recommended position. Create more power by connecting the knot 
closest to the kite or less power by connecting to the knot closest to the rider.

Modern Craftsmanship
Kites are carefully constructed by hand using the most cutting edge tech-
nologies and materials available today. The secret to our ultra durable con-
struction lies in the experience gained building the world’s best kites for over 
a decade.

Dynamic Arc
A dynamic arc allows the kite to have two distinct arc shapes. Tighter arc in 
flight for faster turning. Opens wide on the water for faster relaunch.

ADvAnTAgES
+ HUgE WInD RAngE

+ LInEAR DEPOWER

+ EFFICIEnCY

+ HUgE LOFTY JUMPS

ADvAnTAgES
+ RAPID DEPOWER

+ QUICK TURnIng

+ STABLE ARC DESIgn

+ HUgE LOFTY JUMPS

ADvAnTAgES
+ FAST TURnIng

+ POWERFUL UnHOOKED

+ KITE LOOPIng 

Kite ShAPeS

CaBrinha Kites

After ten years of refinement, the Switchblade kite 
from Cabrinha is held as the benchmark for which all 

crossover/freeride kites must aspire to. Its success lies in its 
uncommon blend of high performance and ease of use. The 
Switchblade will easily crossover from freeriding to freestyle 
to surf on any given day.  The common element in each of 
these riding styles is precise handling; and this is where the 
Switchblade shines. The Switchblade provides maximum 
control with a light bar touch. The SB’s high performance 
profiles deliver the power needed in light winds and the 
ability to dump the power in strong winds. This gives the 
SB the type of range needed to extend your sessions when 
the winds are up and down. The five strut design holds the 
canopy true to its shape regardless of the wind condition or 
angle of attack.

Rider Profile
The discerning rider who will crossover from freeriding 
to freestyle to surf on any given day. High performance, 
versatility, and build quality are at the top of their list.

Code 351080

Code 351081

siZe (m2) 4,0 5,0 6,0 7,0 8,0 9,0 10,0 11,0 12,0 14,0

srP in €* (Kite only) 999,00 1.049,00 1.099,00 1.149,00 1.199,00 1.249,00 1.299,00 1.349,00 1.399,00 1.499,00

Overdrive 1x 48-56 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Overdrive 1x 57-65 ● ● ● ●

1 x Fixed Bar 45 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
1 x Fixed Bar 55 ● ● ● ●

siZe (m2) 3,5 5,0 7,0 9,0 10,0 12,0 14,0

srP in €* (Kite only) 699,00 799,00 899,00 999,00 1.099,00 1.199,00 1.299,00

Overdrive 1x 48-56 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Overdrive 1x 57-65 ● ● ●

1 x Fixed Bar 45 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
1 x Fixed Bar 55 ● ● ●

The all new Radar kite intelligently combines raw performance with 
absolute simplicity. The Radar is a performance three strut kite with 
a park and ride power source. Any input given to the control system 
translates into an immediate response from the kite. The Radar is a 
full bodied, swept wing kite, meaning that you will not find an easier 
kite to relaunch when the kite hits the water. The generously curved 
leading edge makes the kite roll into the relaunch position with very 
little input from the rider. The Radar excels as a crossover kite with 
legit skills in freeriding, freestyle, and surfing.

Rider Profile
Riders who want a simple to use, 
crossover performance kite with incredible relaunch capabilities.

swITCHBLADe – PeRfoRmAnCe fReeRIDe/CRossoveR

RADAR – veRsATILe fReeRIDe / CRossoveR
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The Velocity is our most efficient performance freeride/ race kite. 
The Velocity’s ultra high performance comes from a combination of 
its high aspect outline, flatter arc, and high performance profiles. 
This delivers the most power per square meter of any kite in our 
range. It is perfect for boosting huge jumps or racing around a 
course.

Rider Profile
Designed for riders who want the ultimate power source for racing 
or high end freeriding.

The Chaos freestyle kite is a highly technical freestyle / wakestyle kite capable of 
winning world class freestyle competitions. Everything put into this design is aimed at 
performing at the highest level of freestyle. This high aspect C shape is exactly what 
is needed for bursts of speed and the ability for the lines to slacken when unhooked. 
With the Chaos, you can throw a kite loop with the tightest arc possible, and the kite 
will hit the zenith with plenty of time to cushion your landing.

Rider Profile
The highest performing technical freestyle kite

The Genesis kite is a scaled down no strut inflatable kite designed to 
teach a student how to operate a fully functioning 4 line kite. The Genesis 
kite allows a rider to learn real world techniques of water launching an 
inflatable kite by pulling on the left or right leader lines. It will also teach a 
rider the important technique of operating a 1X security system. Since the 
Genesis is designed to be used with a standard Overdrive control system, 
the student will be familiar with all the control and security features by the 
time they get on the water for their first lesson.

The spark is designed to give you the kite flying skills you need to 
begin your kiteboarding adventures. The 2 meter trainer is ideal 
for someone wanting to safely learn the basics.

siZe (m2) Bar (cm) Kite OnLY / Code srP in €*

2,0 Overdrive 1X STD. 48-56 351086 379,00

siZe (m2) Bar (cm) Kite COMPLete / Code srP in €*

2,0 55 351087 279,00

GenesIs KITe – LeARnInG / sIze 2.0

sPARK – LeARnInG / sIze 2.0

veLoCITy – fReeRIDe/RACe

CHAos – fReesTyLe/wAKesTyLe

DRIfTeR – sURfInG

Code 351083

Code 351084

siZe (m2) 5,5 7,0 8,0 9,0 11,0 13,0

srP in €* (Kite only) 1.099,00 1.149,00 1.199,00 1.249,00 1.349,00 1.449,00

Overdrive 1x 48-56 ● ● ● ● ● ●
Overdrive 1x 57-65 ● ●

1 x Fixed Bar 45 ● ● ● ● ● ●
1 x Fixed Bar 55 ● ●

siZe (m2) 5,5 7,0 8,0 9,0 11,0 13,0

srP in €* (Kite only) 1.099,00 1.199,00 1.249,00 1.299,00 1.399,00 1.499,00

Overdrive 1x 48-56 ● ● ● ● ● ●
Overdrive 1x 57-65 ● ●

1 x Fixed Bar 45 ● ● ● ● ● ●
1 x Fixed Bar 55 ● ●

Code 351085

siZe (m2) 7,0 9,0 10,0 11,0 13,0 14,0 16,0 18,0

srP in €* (Kite only) 1.149,00 1.199,00 1.299,00 1.349,00 1.449,00 1.499,00 1.599,00 1.699,00

Overdrive 1x 48-56 ● ● ● ● ● ●
Overdrive 1x 57-65 ● ● ● ● ● ●

1 x Fixed Bar 45 ● ● ● ● ● ●
1 x Fixed Bar 55 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Velocity 55 ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Velocity 65 ● ● ● ●

GLeITen
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TesTeD
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2. PLACe

01/2014

2. PLACe

04/2013

TesT wInneR

siZe (m2) 13,0 15,0 17,0
srP in €* (Kite only) 1.399,00 1.499,00 1.599,00
Overdrive 1x 48-56 ●
Overdrive 1x 57-65 ● ● ●

1 x Fixed Bar 45 ●
1 x Fixed Bar 55 ● ● ●

The Contra performance light wind kite is specially designed to maximize the kite’s 
power production in light winds. The Contra is designed to be a light wind extension 
to any kite in our range. The Contra delivers distinctly sharp and precise turning that 
makes generating power and speed a snap, while maintaining the agility of a smaller 
kite. It’s this type of performance that has widened the scope of what is possible in 
light winds. Whether you are riding freestyle, wakestyle, surf or just burning around, 
the Contra has the muscle to get you up and riding when the winds are barely show-
ing signs on the water.

Rider Profile
For riders looking to extend their game into the light wind arena.

ConTRA – PeRfoRmAnCe LIGHTwInD

Code 351082

The Drifter surf kite is a kite with a purpose. This kite is dead set on 
being there for you when you need it and getting out of the way when 
you don’t. You see, kite surfing is an act of taking power from the kite 
when you need it and dumping the power altogether when you don’t. 
This high depower kite allows the rider to drop in, accelerate, then 
dump the power completely to snap or carve their turns. It delivers a 
perfect blend of the best elements of surfing and kitesurfing. The Drift-
er’s special design allows it to drift downwind and stay aloft even when 
the lines are slackened. This phenomenon, first developed by Cabrinha 
is known as drift stability.  

Rider Profile
Specially designed to be the absolute best kite for surfing and surf 
freestyle.

GLeITen
Tv

TesTeD

CaBrinha Kites
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

Model Bar (cm) Code srP in €*

OVERDRIVE 1X STANDARD 48-56 351091 479,00

OVERDRIVE 1X STANDARD 57-65 351091 499,00

Model Bar (cm) Code srP in €*

FIXED BAR 45 cm 351093 399,00

FIXED BAR 55 cm 351093 399,00

Model Bar (cm) Code srP in €*

VELOCITY BAR 55 cm 351092 449,00

VELOCITY BAR 65 cm 351092 449,00

The 2015 Overdrive 1X QuickLoop™ control system is a fully adjustable control bar 
featuring our all new QuickLoop™ opening harness loop. QuickLoop™ is  an opening 
harness loop connection designed to work specifically with our 1X single line flagging 
security system. QuickLoop’s™ defining feature is its ridiculously simple operation of 
our 1X security system. Upon activation of 1X’s single line flagging system the power of 
a kite is immediately killed and it will rest motionless on the water or land. The incredibly 
easy reconnection of  the QuickLoop™ harness loop is now the new benchmark in the 
industry for simplicity. The all new Overdrive 1X security system now has a cleaner method 
to manage the 1X security line. We have removed the external 8meters of security line to 
create a simplified lower V connection. The 1X line stopper is integrated into the centerline 
adjustment strap.

45cm fixed length Bar 
55cm fixed length Bar
Available in 2 sizes. Packed full of features.

55cm Bar w/ 24m Lines 
65cm Bar w/ 27m Lines (+3m extensions)
Available in 2 sizes. Packed full of features designed specifically for racers and use 
with the Velocity kite.

Features:
 ▪ Incredibly simple activation and resetting 

of the QR
 ▪ Overdrive™ bar ends adjust a full 8cm in 

length
 ▪ Recoil trim adjustment
 ▪ Soft EVA ends float entire bar

 ▪ Low V
 ▪ Internalized Lines
 ▪ Depower on demand

Features:
 ▪ Incredibly simple activation and resetting of the QR
 ▪ Recoil trim adjustment
 ▪ Soft EVA ends float entire bar
 ▪ Low V
 ▪ Internalized lines
 ▪ Depower on demand

Features:
 ▪ Fully spinning SLF safety system
 ▪ Independent swiveling harness loop and leash attachment
 ▪ 4:1 Clam Cleat trim system with 30cm of adjustment
 ▪ High quality 6mm yachting trim line, 30cm of CAS trim
 ▪ Stainless steel trim fittings, no moving parts, low friction, durable
 ▪ Reduced diameter control lines
 ▪ Durable control line lower sections for reduced line wear

oveRDRIve 1X ConTRoL & seCURITy sysTem 

1X fIXeD BAR – wITH QUICKLooP

veLoCITy BAR

QUicK & eASY ReSet
QuickLoop’s™ defining feature is its ridiculously simple operation of our 1X security sys-
tem. Upon activation of 1X’s single line flagging system the kite’s power is immediately 
killed and it will rest motionless on the water or land. The incredibly easy reconnection 
of the QuickLoop™ harness loop is now the new benchmark in the industry for simplicity.

To reconnect, simply push the open end 
of the loop into place and the latch will 
automatically engage the loop.

Dropping the QR body back down  
secures the loop back into place.

“FASTEST RELOAD On THE 
MARKET!”

Control & seCURITy sysTem with QuiCkloop

Overdrive
The bar ends can change the length of your bar from 
its standard mode of 49cm,  to the Overdrive mode of 
57 cm in seconds. The Overdrive mode will increase 
the turning speed and performance of any kite large 
or small.

Low V
We have lowered the front line connection to the 
CAS in order to provide a more direct and immedi-
ate response from your bar input.

1X Multi bore tubing protection system
The 1X is not a depower system, it is a full blown 
shut down system. The 1X relies on only one line to 
immediately shut down the power of the kite whether 
it be on land or water in all wind conditions.  

Recoil
Recoil keeps your trim adjusters in the same posi-
tion every time. Even after you’ve depowered your 
kite, Recoil will return the trim adjusters to the exact 
same position for easy operation.  The spring has 
been extended and is now closer to the rider on all 
bars. 

Internalized Lines
The protective PU tube allows us to run the depower 
mainline and the 1X landing line through the center 
of the bar without the risk of abrasion or tangling.

New ergonomic 
floating bar ends
We have increased the 
length of the bar ends to 
provide protection from line 
wrapping, and to help in 
floatation.

CaBrinha 
Kite Bar

NEW
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size Code srP in €*

Standard 352205 120,00

Small 352204 120,00

size Code srP in €*

Standard 9-14 (US), 41-49 (EURO) 352203 170,00

Small < 9 (US), < 41 (EURO) 352202 170,00

size Code srP in €*

H3 BOOT BIND XS-S 352201 369,00

H3 BOOT BIND S-M 352201 369,00

H3 BOOT BIND M-L 352201 369,00

H3 BOOT BIND L-XL 352201 369,00

The H1 is a one strap asymmetrical body shape which provides a positive fit for the rider 
looking for board control with ease of use. The H1 is supportive yet lightweight and flexible. 
The H1 can be used for all types of twin tip riding from freestyle to freeriding. The H1 attaches 
to the board with minimal effort and allows for multiple stance options with duck and heel toe 
offset option. It sits on a super cushy footpad with arch support, toe grips, and generous heel 
coverage. 

features:
 ▪ Single adjusting velcro strap 
 ▪ New pad shape for a smooth comfortable ride while providing lots of grip
 ▪ Triple position duck adjustment for personalized stance 
 ▪ Available in both small and standard sizes
 ▪ Industry standard 6” Mounting Pattern

The H2 steps up the connection equation with a two strap, wide body backless binding.  The 
H2’s wider base and fuller coverage cradles the foot for more control and precision to create as 
much edge pressure as you need when busting huge freestyle tricks.  The H2’s tunable, ultra 
soft footbed create a perfect landing pad to keep your heels intact when dropping from the sky.

features:
 ▪ New floating tongue to accommodate a 

larger range of sizes.
 ▪ Two quick adjusting velcro straps provide 

full coverage for a locked in connection 
with positive edge engagement.

 ▪ Triple density pad designed for a smooth 
comfortable ride, while providing grip, and 
impact resistance. 

 ▪ Customizable heel pad inserts to tune your ride 
to hard and responsive, or soft and comfortable. 

 ▪ Triple position duck adjustments for a 
personalized stance.

 ▪ Industry standard 6” mounting pattern.
 ▪ M6x16 stainless steel mounting hardware 

included
 ▪ Cabrinha multi tool  

features:
 ▪ Lightweight outer shell
 ▪ Low cut closed toe design 
 ▪ Three quick adjusting velcro straps for one 

handed entry /exit
 ▪ Supportive PU upper

 ▪ Neoprene flex zone
 ▪ Nylon chassis
 ▪ Lycra lined dual density EVA
 ▪ M6x16 stainless steel mounting hardware 

included

Designed for kiters with easy velcro entry & exit. Ultra-lightweight outer shell, and a lower 
profile upper section designed for more lateral movement without sacrificing support. Other 
features include Neoprene flex zones for flexibility, closed toe design to reduce cramping and 
improve fit and lightweight nylon baseless chassis to give you a solid board feel with maximum 
impact absorpsion.

H1

H2

H3
If your brand of riding leans toward throwing wakestyle tricks on the flats, the Custom would do you 
right. The Custom is a refined ride from many years of development in the wakestyle arena. The result 
is a board with pure wakestyle performance and surprisingly great upwind ability. All together this pro-
duces an incredibly smooth ride even in tight chop. The Custom is built with our winning combo of a 
Parabolic Rail™ and basalt laminate construction. The Parabolic Rail™ provides a stiffer center sec-
tion while delivering a more responsive tip and tail flex and keeping the board weight to a minimum.  

Rider Profile
For the riders looking for the ultimate wakestyle ride that also excells in choppy conditions.
Features:
 ▪ Turns choppy water into your personal 

skate park
 ▪ Excellent power control
 ▪ Easy landings
 ▪ Huge pop
 ▪ Works well with straps or boots

 ▪ Moderate rocker line
 ▪ Firm flex
 ▪ Outline hipped/ pulled in curve for power control
 ▪ Double concave with center V and raised 

fin panels 
 ▪ 4x 30mm Hex flow GFN Fins

CUsTom  Freestyle/wakestyle

siZe (cm) BOard / Fins srP in €*

133x40 352102 629,00

136X41 352102 629,00

139X42 352102 629,00

142X43 352102 629,00

The Ace twin tip takes the freestyle game out of the confines of the box. This go-to board 
performs in a huge range of freestyle conditions.  It’s forgiving in choppy water offering a 
smooth ride while retaining a high level of freestyle performance. The Ace is perfect for ocean 
or lake freestyle riding, thanks to its quad concave to quad V bottom shape. It is fast, smooth, 
and responsive.

Rider Profile
For freestyle riders who ride in any type of wind and water condition and experiment with 
alternate riding categories.

The XCaliber is our competition freestyle pro model. Designed together with 
PKRA star, Alby Rondina, the XCaliber is designed to provide quick bursts of 

speed, incredible pop, and the upwind ability to keep your performance right in the 
box. The pop comes from our wood core and full carbon laminate. The extensive use of 
carbon allows this board to be our lightest, most technical twin tip.
Rider Profile
A premium competition freestyle board designed for the high end competitor.

Features:
 ▪ Light weight basalt fiber construction
 ▪ Parabolic rails™
 ▪ Flex patterns tuned for a smooth ride
 ▪ Explosive pop

 ▪ Early planing lift
 ▪ Maximum upwind drive
 ▪ 40mm GFN hex flow fins

Features:
 ▪ Designed with PKRA star Alby Rondina
 ▪ High reflex double bias carbon construction
 ▪ Explosive pop

 ▪ Excellent upwind drive
 ▪ Stable high speed landings
 ▪ 40mm GFN Hex flow fins

ACe  Freestyle/Freeride

XCALIBeR sIGnATURe  Freestyle

siZe (cm) BOard / Fins srP in €*

133x39 352101 629,00

135X40 352101 629,00

137X41 352101 629,00

139X42 352101 629,00

siZe (cm) BOard / Fins srP in €*

132x40 352100 879,00

135X41 352100 879,00

138X42 352100 879,00

141X43 352100 879,00
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The XO Susi Mai signature model is inspired by the one and only Susi Mai. As a leader in 
performance riding and a role model for many, it was an easy task to create a board suited to 
her needs and the needs of the growing population of women in kiteboarding. Our approach to 
developing the XO was to start from scratch and engineer this board from the ground up. The 
result is a performance freestyle model with a soft, responsive flex. Details like appropriate 
sizes and widths, narrower stance options, and lighter weights all make this board the ideal 
choice for women of all levels.
Complete with H1 Siren bindings

Rider Profile
For women who want to progress their freestyle and freeriding.

Features:
 ▪ Light weight basalt laminate construction
 ▪ Women specific flex pattern
 ▪ Smooth ride in a variety of conditions
 ▪ Early planing
 ▪ Great pop

 ▪ Easy landings
 ▪ Comfortable stance options
 ▪ GFN 40mm hex flow fins

Xo sIGnATURe moDeL  woman´s Freestyle / Freeride

siZe (cm) BOard COMPLete with h1 srP in €*

127x38 352105 699,00

130X39 352105 699,00

133X40 352105 699,00

136X41 352105 699,00

The Tronic is back this season as our freeride/freestyle twin that loves to get huge air. This year 
it gets an upgrade in design and construction, implementing our Parabolic Rail™ shape and a 
basalt laminate construction. With a softer curved tip and tail and a rounded and tucked rail, 
the Tronic tames choppy water and can redirect itself on a dime. The bottom contour is a quad 
concave to deep V to cut through any chop. The Parabolic Rail provides a stiffer center section 
while delivering a more responsive tip and tail flex.  

Rider Profile
For riders who like to get huge air and carve turns in the surf.

Features:
 ▪ Light weight basalt fiber construction
 ▪ Rounded tucked rail shape
 ▪ Parabolic Rails™
 ▪ Chop killer
 ▪ Smooth ride in a variety of conditions

 ▪ Powerful carves
 ▪ Max edge control for boosting
 ▪ 50mm GFN hex flow fins

TRonIC  Freestyle/Freeride/Big air/wave

siZe (cm) BOard / Fins srP in €*

137x41 352106 579,00

141X42 352106 579,00

145X43 352106 579,00

In the increasing cross pollination of the Kite and Cable world the CBL stands out as the go-to 
model for both. The CBL can be ridden at the park or under a kite with identical results. The 
CBL features a deep double concave with a flat center and rail channels. The flat center com-
bined with the P-Tex base is perfect when hitting any type of water feature. The rail channels 
provide the bite and the flat top 20mm GFN hex flow fins keep things grippy when needed and 
don’t need to be removed at the park for added convenience. 

Rider Profile
For riders who are dedicated to wakestyle, cable park riding or both.

Features:
 ▪ Wakestyle / Cable crossover
 ▪ Smooth and durable P-Tex base
 ▪ Smooth ride

 ▪ Obstacle friendly
 ▪ Excellent grip
 ▪ Slider compatible 20mm GFN hex flow fins

CBL   wakestyle / Cable

siZe (cm) BOard / Fins srP in €*

136x42 352103 659,00

140X42,5 352103 659,00

144X43 352103 659,00

The Stylus is made to perform in the fickle conditions known as threshold winds. Threshold 
winds are generally thermal breezes with wind speeds just strong enough to fly a kite. The flat 
rocker line and extra wide outline make the most of these less than ideal wind conditions. In 
many cases, the Stylus twin tip will be the difference between sitting on the beach or getting 
a full kiteboarding session.
 
Rider Profile
The Stylus is specially designed for the rider who wants to ride a twin tip in the lightest wind 
possible.

The Alias is a super efficient light wind board with no limit to its performance or usage. The 
Alias, when combined with our Contra light wind kite, can have you flying across the water in 
well under 10 knots. The hybrid design is a combination of a race board and freeride direc-
tional; you get the best of both worlds in one board. The Alias, with its three fins will get you 
upwind in seconds. Once pointed off the wind, the Alias becomes one of the best downwind 
models for speed and maneuverability. 
it comes with a swept bi-elliptical tri-fin set.

Rider Profile
A high volume directional board for light wind cruising, downwinders, or all round freeriding.

Features:
 ▪ Excellent performance in light wind
 ▪ Extra wide outline for early planing
 ▪ Wide range of use

 ▪ Excellent upwind ability
 ▪ 30mm GFN Hex flow finen

sTyLUs  lightwind Freeride/Racing

ALIAs  lightwind Freeride

siZe (cm) BOard / Fins srP in €*

145x45 352108 629,00

155X47 352108 629,00

165X48 352108 629,00

The Spectrum is a freestyle freeride model which means that it has a wide range of 
performance in a wide range of conditions.   We use Paulownia wood core for strength 
and rebound and durable ultra bond PU rails. The Spectrum is a progression model which 
means that it has the ability to keep up with your riding level as you progress.
Complete with Hydra foot straps.

Rider Profile
For the rider who wants a versatile performance twin tip.

Features:
 ▪ Shaped for a solid ride in variable conditions
 ▪ Design that will keep up with your riding level
 ▪ Great upwind tracking

 ▪ Easy landing
 ▪ Durable textured top and bottom sheet
 ▪ High visibility 45mm GFN fins

sPeCTRUm  Freeride

siZe (cm) BOard COMPLete with h1 srP in €*

132x40 352107 529,00

136X41 352107 529,00

140X42 352107 529,00

144X43 352107 529,00

148X44 352107 529,00

Features:
 ▪ Increases the bottom end wind range of any kite quiver
 ▪ Excellent light wind performance
 ▪ Excellent for distance and downwinders
 ▪ Internal grab handle
 ▪ Ultralight adjustable footstraps
 ▪ New 3 GFN fin configuration

siZe (cm)  BOard COMPLete srP in €*

174x59 352109 1.199,00
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LEFT

RIGHT

METALLIC GRAY CARBON WEAVE MATERIAL

SILICON EMBOSSED NEOPRENE LINER 
BLACK LINER

MICRO INJECTION PULL TAB BLACK / BLACK

BLACK CARBON WEAVE MATERIAL

877 C METALLIC SILVER SCREEN

ULTRALIGHT ADJUSTABLE STRAP

The Ultralight adjustable strap is a minimal coverage strap which is perfect 
for surfing. The velcro adjustment makes it incredibly easy to get the right fit 
in seconds.

ULTRALIGHT – ADJUsTABLe sTRAP

Model Code srP in €*

ULTRALIGHT STRAP  352207 55,00

Keahi de aboitiz Signature Model
The Phenom takes a step towards the performance end of the surf chain while keeping its easy 
to ride characteristics. The Phenom is our widest board with the highest volume. The combi-
nation of width and volume makes this board extremely versatile in the surf as well as the flat 
water freestyle arena. The Phenom is developed with our two time KSP World Champion, Keahi 
De Aboitiz. Its 5 fin box configuration allows the rider to choose just about any fin set-up they 
like. 

Rider Profile
Ideal for riders who are looking for a high performance surfboard with volume and trick riding 
capability.

The secret weapon is a modern spin on a retro-surf design. The rounded nose and wide tail 
make this board extremely friendly to ride in real world conditions. It is fast and lively on 
waves of any size. The aggressive swallow tail and quad fin configuration gives this board its 
edge and attitude. The Secret Weapon is excellent at making the most out of sub-par wind 
and surf conditions. Even when the surf is flat, the Secret Weapon becomes the ideal board to 
throw down your freestyle game. 

Rider Profile 
Ideal for riders who surf in various conditions and also need a board for flat water freestyle 
tricks.

Features:
 ▪ Works well in any wave size
 ▪ Customizable 5 fin box
 ▪ Perfect amount of volume and width for 

light wind
 ▪ More surface area for freestyle tricks
 ▪ Custom cut hex pod pads

Features:
 ▪ Excellent surf / freestyle design
 ▪ Single to double concave bottom
 ▪ Wide bottom surface area for early planing 

and lively feel in surf

 ▪ Quad fin drive
 ▪ Custom cut hex pod pads

PHenom

seCReT weAPon  

siZe (inch) Code srP in €*

5’7” x 18.9” x 2.1" 352111 799,00

5’10” x 19.2” x 2.2” 352111 799,00

siZe (inch) Code srP in €*

5’8” x 19.4” x 2.5” 352110 799,00

5’11” x 20.1” x 2.5” 352110 799,00

siZe (inch) Code srP in €*

5’2” x 19.7” x 1.9” 352112 799,00

5’6” x 19.7” x 2” 352112 799,00

5’10” x  20.8” x  2.3” 352112 799,00

Reo Stevens Signature Model
The Proto Reo Stevens pro model is our advanced surfboard model. The shape lends itself to 
stronger winds and side shore surf conditions. The Proto is capable of surfing larger waves 
than the Phenom or Secret Weapon. This 3 fin model is ideal for down the line, side shore surf-
ing. Its narrower outline and straighter rail shape is perfect for pushing turns at higher speeds. 
Yet, the generous use of rocker makes the board loose and snappy off the top.

Rider Profile  
Excels in side shore, down the line surf.

Features:
 ▪ Smooth and drivey bottom turns with just 

the right amount of release
 ▪ Single to double concave bottom
 ▪ Wider nose offers lift under your front foot 

for freestyle tricks
 ▪ Thruster fin set up
 ▪ Custom cut hex pod pads

PRoTo   

This season we offer an all new range of surfboards to cover a much wider range of conditions. The most important changes have been made in the areas 
of width, volume, and construction. Wider widths and higher volumes have been implemented in the area most needed. Each board in the range is very 
different from the other which presents a completely different surfing or freestyle experience with each model.

Fins
This season we bring you an all 
new fin design in two construc-
tions

Hex Core RTM fins Premium 
Made with a hex core and glass, this fin has a stiffer 
base and a moderately soft tip. The hex core fin pro-
vides excellent drive.

GFN FINS Standard
Our Glass filled nylon (GFN) fins offer a more afforda-
ble yet durable fin option. They have a slightly softer 
flex throughout the entire fin which translates into a 
dampened ride, especially in choppy waters.

General Rules 
Length:
Length is the first place to start when choosing 
a board. A general rule for choosing a kite board 
is to ride a board which is approximately 2-3 
inches smaller than your height.

Width:
Width of a board helps determine the volume as 
well as how much curve the board’s outline will 
have. Wider boards generally have more curve 
(as well as more volume). Wider boards are lively 
under your feet, especially in lighter winds or 
smaller waves.

Volume:
Volume is an important factor when choosing 
a board. Volume is made up of a combination 
of length, width, and the board’s thickness. 
Volume is an important element, especially in 
lighter winds and smaller waves. However, when 
the wind is strong and the waves are bigger, too 
much volume will work against you.

Designed by Pete Cabrinha

Fiberglass

Fiberglass

Fiberglass

Fiberglass

Fiberglass Patch

CNC Shaped EPS Core

Bamboo

Bamboo

Cork Patch

SURfboARd tech

Bamboo + Cork Construction 
All 2015 surfboards are constructed with 
our ultra durable Basalt + Cork sandwich 
layup. The basalt sandwich construction 
features a super light EPS core and bam-
boo reinforcement layer on both the top 
and bottom of the board.

Pod Pads
Strategically placed hex shaped pods of 
EVA cover only the most crucial section 
of the board to allow easy repositioning 
of your feet. The hex pads are hollow to 
reduce weight.

SMALL   /   MIDDLE   /   BIG WAVES

SMALL   /   MIDDLE   /   BIG WAVES

SMALL   /   MIDDLE   /   BIG WAVES

CaBrinha 
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AST

Based on radical surfboard designs but adjusted for the 
needs of SUP. each board has a specific bottom shape 
suited to the size. They have a narrower nose section, 
high entry and extra rocker for a surfboard feeling. 
The pulled-in pointy nose section does not limit you in 
radical bottom turns and combined with the fast scoop 
rocker develops heaps of drive. Thin smooth rails slice 
effortlessly through the water and provide amazing grip. 
This combined with the tail kick gives the boards an 
incredible loose ride. Our unique fin angle concept  
is unmatched when it comes to speed necessary for 
either catching waves or busting aerials.

What’s new!
New reworked 2015 sizes available - 8’6” in PRO  
and Wood edition
New 2015 board: 8’10” AST. All PRO boards come 
with a Set of new Resin Transfer Molded fins.
Target group: for advanced and pro SUPer’s.
Suitability: for big waves.

We would all love to ride those 8‘0“x26“, 90 litres boards as 
they turn incredibly radically - but what about paddling out 
and standing on 90 litres? We realized that most of us simply 
couldn’t handle those really small, tippy boards and came up 
with the Surf Wide Body concept. They turn really tight but  
are also very stable. Any slightly advanced wave SUPer can 
handle them and will love them! Short, compact and very 
stable. They offer immediate success in the waves. The quad 
set-up supports the radical performance. Made for small 
waves and beach breaks, from intermediates to experts.  
The PRO layup of our SURf and SURf WIde BOdY boards  
has no carbon, as we believe that carbon makes the boards 
too stiff for the surf. We have kept a natural flex pattern with 
strategic dual density sandwich layup and optimizing of the 
fibre direction. Importantly, our PRO boards are the lightest 
boards on the market that come with a deck pad.
What’s new!
New 2015 size available – the supersized 9’3” in PRO  
and Wood edition and 8’8” in AST.
Target group: for advanced and pro SUPer’s.
Suitability: for small waves and beach breaks.

SURF

SURF WIDE BODY

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Side Fin Thruster FCS Box Code SrP €*
7‘4“ x 27“ PRO edition 224 68 88 6,1 Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x R5 251057 1.899,00
8‘0“ x 27“ PRO edition 244 68 95 6,5 Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x R5 251057 1.899,00
8‘2“ x 29“ PRO edition 249 71 101 6,6 Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x R5 251057 1.899,00
8'6" x 29" PRO edition 259 73 110 7,1 Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x R7 251057 1.949,00
8'10" x 30“ PRO edition 269 77 126 7,6 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x R7 251057 1.949,00
9'2'' x 30“ PRO edition 279 77 136 7,9 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x R7 251057 1.949,00
9'6" x 31“ PRO edition 289 79 146 8,5 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x R7 251057 1.949,00
8'6" x 29" Wood edition 259 73 110 8,3 Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x M7 251058 1.399,00
8'10" x 30“ Wood edition 269 77 126 9,0 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251058 1.399,00
9'2'' x 30“ Wood edition 279 77 136 9,3 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251058 1.399,00
9'6" x 31“ Wood edition 289 79 146 10,4 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251058 1.399,00
8'6" x 29" AST 259 73 110 t.b.a. Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251059 1.099,00

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Code SrP €*
7'4" x 31" PRO edition 224 79 111 6,5 2x R5 + 2x R3 251060 1.899,00
8'2“ x 32" PRO edition 249 81 124 7,3 2x R7 + 2x R3 251060 1.899,00
8‘8“ x 32“ PRO edition 265 81 136 7,7 2x R7 + 2x R5 251060 1.899,00
9‘3‘‘ x 32“ PRO edition 282 81 146 t.b.a. 2x R7 + 2x R5 251060 1.899,00
7'4" x 31" Wood edition 224 79 111 7,9 2x M5 + 2x M3 251061 1.399,00
8'2“ x 32" Wood edition 249 81 124 8,7 2x M7 + 2x M3 251061 1.399,00
8‘8“ x 32“ Wood edition 265 81 136 9,3 2x M7 + 2x M5 251061 1.399,00
9‘3‘‘ x 32" Wood edition 282 81 146 t.b.a. 2x M7 + 2x M5 251061 1.499,00
8‘8“ x 32“ AST 265 81 136 t.b.a. 2x M7 + 2x M5 251062 1.099,00

Relatively short and wide. The step deck provides lots of volume in the board but still keeps the nice thin rails. The 9‘8“ and 
10‘2“ shapes feature a single concave throughout running into a V towards the tail. The 10‘8“ has a slight single concave 

in the centre of the board, which runs into an increasing V towards the tail. The nose shapes create efficient lift while the thin 
rails produce good bite in turns. Quite a bit of nose rocker makes them feel at home in the waves. The pointy nose gives them a 
modern surfboard look. The extra V in the tail helps to rail these wide boards up when going down a wave. 

compared to most other all-round boards as well as to the JP Allround‘s they are more wave oriented and therefore have  
slightly less directional stability. Boards for everybody, from flat-water beginners to wave experts.

What’s new!
New 2015 size available – the 8’5” in PRO, Wood edition and AST.

FUSION

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Side Fin Thruster FCS Box Code SrP €*
8‘5“ x 30“ PRO edition 257 76 131 t.b.a. Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x M7 251063 1.899,00
9'8" x 31" PRO edition 294 80 152 8,6 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251063 1.999,00

10'2" x 32" PRO edition 311 82 170 9,3 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251063 2.049,00
10'8" x 34" PRO edition 325 87 193 10,2 Stand Up 8.0‘‘ 2x M7 251063 2.099,00

8‘5“ x 30“ Wood edition 257 76 131 t.b.a. Stand Up 5.5‘‘ 2x M7 251064 1.349,00
9'8" x 31" Wood edition 294 80 152 10,3 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251064 1.349,00

10'2" x 32" Wood edition 311 82 170 11,0 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251064 1.399,00
10'8" x 34" Wood edition 325 87 193 12,4 Stand Up 8.0‘‘ 2x M7 251064 1.399,00

8‘5“ x 30“ AST 257 76 131 t.b.a. SU 5.5‘‘ RTM II 2x M7 251065 1.099,00
9'8" x 31" AST 294 80 152 11,5 SU 8.0‘‘ IM Box only 251065 1.149,00

10'2" x 32" AST 311 82 170 12,2 SU 9.0‘‘ IM Box only 251065 1.199,00
10‘8“ x 34“ AST 325 87 193 13,3 SU 9.0‘‘ IM Box only 251065 1.249,00

10‘2“ x 32“ Soft deck 311 82 170 13,2 Soft fin 6.1‘‘ 2x Soft fin 4.6‘‘ 251066 1.099,00

Target group: for flat-water beginners up to wave experts.

Suitability: for flat-water and small to medium waves.

The whole range comes with a fcS nose plug for a goPro camera.

JP SUP Boards

The whole range comes with a  
fcS nose plug for a goPro camera.

The whole range comes with a  
fcS nose plug for a goPro camera.

JP 
WaVe / aLLroUNd

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
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Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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The basic concept is similar to the Allround 
boards, but with some additional width.  
The extra width provides great stability in 
rougher conditions and through the white 
water, which make them ideal beginner boards 
for flat-water and waves. Perfect for a social 
paddle with family and friends on lakes or for 
an exciting session on the ocean. These boards 
are for every member of the family. Take your 
kids, your partner or even your dog for a cruise 
on flat-water, or find some waves and go for 
your first rides.
All four boards are also great beginner and 
cruiser windsurf boards.

Target group: Perfect family board.

Suitability: for lakes and open water and as 
windsurf cruiser boards for beginners.

WIDE BODY

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Side Fin Thruster FCS Box Code SrP €*
9'9" x 32" Wood edition 297 81 157 10,7 Stand Up 8.0'' 2x M3 251069 1.319,00

10'0" x 33.5" Wood edition 306 85.5 179 11,6 Stand Up 8.0'' 2x M3 251069 1.349,00
10‘2“ x 35“ Wood edition 310 89 228 13,2 Stand Up 9.0‘‘ - 251069 1.369,00

10'0" x 33.5" AST 306 85.5 179 12,7 Stand Up 9.0'' Box only 251070 1.249,00
10‘2“ x 35“ AST 310 89 228 14,2 Stand Up 9.0‘‘ Box only 251070 1.269,00
9'9" x 32" Soft deck 297 81 157 12,7 Stand Up 8.0'' 2x Soft fin 4.6'' 251071 1.049,00

10‘0“ x 33.5“ Soft deck 306 85.5 179 14,3 Stand Up 8.0‘‘ 2x Soft fin 4.6‘‘ 251071 1.069,00
10‘2“ x 35“ Soft deck 310 89 228 16,3 Stand Up 9.0‘‘ - 251071 1.099,00

long board-style all-round SUPs with great directional stability and range 
of use. They are probably the fastest all-round boards on the market. 
Super easy to ride and turn. They are great fun in all conditions. The con-
cave nose, based on long board designs, creates more lift when touching 
the water and avoids nose-diving. They have very round rails and tuck, 
like surfboards. The narrow tail, in combination with increased V, makes 
them very loose and responsive. When standing in the middle of the 
board, the relatively flat deck curve makes it easy to keep your balance. 
The Allrounds‘ range of use is simply amazing. They work great for SUP 
beginners, flat-water cruisers, first time wave SUPers and for wave 
experts.
What’s new!
In 2015 the new 10‘6“ in Wood edition and AST complete the  
range as a performance oriented longboard-style paddleboard.  
We introduced the step deck concept in this model as well to  
maximize the stability and performance.

Target group: for SUP beginners and flat-water paddlers as  
well as wave SUP beginners and wave experts.

Suitability: for flat water and small and medium waves.

for 2015 we have involved a great group of ladies to create a specific women’s  
SUP line. The 8’10’’ is dedicated surf SUP shape for advanced SUP surfer girls  
who will enjoy the vertical turns and surfboard style ripping.
The 9’8” is a surfy-all-round shape that performs equally well in the surf as well  
as in the directional paddling from lightweight beginners to performance surfers. 

What’s new!
The 10’6” is a classic longboard style board that offers great directional performance as 
well as the cool and easy first steps in the world of SUP surfing.
The 10’0” with the generous 179 liters and 33,5” width is a great beginner board for all 
SUP styles out there and especially for the SUP yoga as it offers a great platform for even 
the most demanding poses.

Target group: for all ladies who are SUP beginners and flat-water paddlers as well as 
wave SUP beginners and wave experts.

Suitability: cruising, fitness paddling, SUP surfing, SUP yoga, SUP stretching.

What’s new! 
Trying to combine the impossible is never easy. Making a board that will have 
a good glide, stability and be a solid surf board was no walk in the park.  
The subtle displacement bow flowing into a double concave bottom with soft 
thin rails and narrow tail was a winning combination. This creates a long 
efficient water line offering a superior paddling sensation on flat water with 
the longboard type of tail for easy rail to rail transfers in the surf.
Take the Hybrid for a tour or a downwind run and check out the waves on 
your way back. Bring along your necessities under the bungee tie downs for 
a greatday on the water.

Target group: The perfect board for tour and surf.

Suitability: The Hybrids come in a beautiful green Wood edition  
with glossy metallic rails.

ALLROUND

VENUS

HYBRID WOOD

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Side Fin Thruster FCS Box Code SrP €*
10'6" x 30" Wood edition 319 76 160 t.b.a. Stand Up 8.0‘‘ 2x M3 251067 1.399,00
11'2" x 30" Wood edition 340 76 170 11,3 Stand Up 8.0'' 2x M3 251067 1.449,00
11'8" x 31" Wood edition 358 79 199 12,8 Stand Up 9.0'' - 251067 1.469,00

12‘0“ x 32,5“ Wood edition 366 83 217 13,1 Stand Up 9.0‘‘ - 251067 1.499,00
10'6" x 30" AST 319 76 160 t.b.a. Stand Up 9.0‘‘ Box only 251068 1.199,00
11'2" x 30" AST 340 76 170 12,8 Stand Up 9.0'' Box only 251068 1.249,00

12‘0“ x 32,5“ AST 366 83 217 14,4 Stand Up 9.0‘‘ - 251068 1.299,00

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Side Fin Thruster FCS Box Code SrP €*
8‘10“ x 30“ Wood edition 269 77 136 9,0 Stand Up 6.5‘‘ 2x M7 251073 1.399,00
9'8" x 31" Wood edition 294 80 152 10,7 Stand Up 6.5'' 2x M7 251073 1.449,00

10'6" x 30" Wood edition 319 76 160 t.b.a. Stand Up 8.0'' 2x M3 251073 1.479,00
10'0" x 33.5" Wood edition 306 85,5 179 11,6 Stand Up 8.0'' 2x M3 251073 1.549,00

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Code SrP €*
10'8" x 31" Wood edition 323 77 191 t.b.a. Stand Up 9.0‘‘ 251072 1.499,00
11'6" x 32" Wood edition 350 82 212 t.b.a. Stand Up 9.0‘‘ 251072 1.599,00

JP 
aLLroUNd

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
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Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Code SrP €*
11‘4“ x 29“ carbon 346 74 213 t.b.a. Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251074 2.049,00
12‘6“ x 29“ carbon 382 74 237 10,6 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251074 2.099,00
14‘0“ x 28“ carbon 427 71 258 11,4 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251074 2.199,00
11‘4“ x 29“ Wood edition 346 74 213 t.b.a. Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251075 1.499,00
12‘6“ x 29“ Wood edition 382 74 237 13,8 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251075 1.599,00
14‘0“ x 28“ Wood edition 427 71 258 14,6 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251075 1.699,00

User-friendly race boards for high speed paddling.  
They work great in anything from really flat water to slightly 

choppy conditions. feel at home on lakes, rivers and the ocean 
and are great for a core work out and fitness paddling. for most 
amateur racers they will be faster than full-on race boards as they 
are more stable and easier to handle. They come with a low dis-
placement piercing nose that cuts through the water like a knife. 
The thin hull ensures a low standing position, which allows you 
to transfer all your paddling power into forward momentum. The 
rounded rails are forgiving, and do not get affected by sideways 
chop or wind.

What’s new!
The 11’4”x29” for the lighter riders.

Target group: for advanced riders who like to ride fast.

Suitability: flat-water up to choppy water, lakes, rivers and open 
water, for workouts and fitness paddling.

SpORtStER FLAt WAtER

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Code SrP €*
12‘6“ x 30“ carbon 381 76 265 11,5 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251078 2.099,00
14‘0“ x 30“ carbon 426 76 299 12,9 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251078 2.199,00
12‘6“ x 30“ Wood edition 381 76 265 14,5 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251079 1.599,00
14‘0“ x 30“ Wood edition 426 76 299 15,7 Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251079 1.699,00

12‘0“ x 32“ Touring carbon 367 81 250 t.b.a. Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251076 2.099,00
12‘0“ x 32“ Touring Wood edition 367 81 250 t.b.a. Race 8.4“ RTM II US 251077 1.599,00

SpORtStER OpEN OCEAN & tOURING

When we developed the new Sportster Open Ocean we figured that 
this board concept is fantastic for the coastal environment and we 
needed to come up with a user-friendlier version by just adding width.
Paddling in the open ocean is very popular these days not to mention 
the concept of coastal down winders. The primary goal of the  
Sportster Open Ocean is to be able to take advantage of the ocean 
swells. It must be easy to catch swell while maintaining speed to stay 
on it, navigating them for as long as possible and connect easily to 
the next swell. They have a lot more overall curve compared to their 
flat-water siblings.

What’s new!
The 12’0”x32” Touring for the bigger riders or relaxed cruises.

Target group: for advanced riders who often ride in open water.

Suitability: downwind paddle trips and swell.

What’s new! 
The 14’0”x24.5” and the 12’6”x25” are even faster! New grab handles instead of built in 
handles with optional side handles for beach starts.
We developed two new “late additions” to the 2014 race board range - the 
12’6”x28”and 14’0”x27” which remain unchanged for 2015. due to the unique bottom 
and rocker shape these racing machines can easily handle any rough conditions. The 
distinguished narrow outline and the proven sharp piercing nose creates a smooth water 
flow along the entire board length as the sharp piercing nose cuts the water’s surface 
and displaces it at the same time.
The unique cross section shape has a round center part with flat sections towards the 
rail which are almost pronounced like bevels and a new volume distribution to guarantee 
the perfect water position. Some volume was taken out of the nose section to make 
the board less sensitive to side winds but we continued with the proven feature of the 
domed deck which is effective in all conditions, allowing water to flow off the board 
immediately without the use of drain pipes. The perfect tools for winners.

Target group: for advanced riders who participate in competitions.

Suitability: flat-water racing.

RACE FLAt WAtER

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Code SrP €*
12'6" x 25" flat Water carbon 381 64 223 t.b.a. Race Wide 8.3" RTM II US 251080 2.399,00

14‘0“ x 24,5“ flat Water carbon 426 62,2 256 t.b.a. Race Wide 8.3“ RTM II US 251080 2.499,00
12'6" x 28" flat Water carbon 381 72,0 234 t.b.a. Race Wide 8.3“ RTM II US 251081 2.399,00
14‘0“ x 27“ flat Water carbon 427 69,0 252 t.b.a. Race Wide 8.3“ RTM II US 251081 2.499,00

What’s new! 
Work great for races in rough waters, or where you go in and out the surf as well 
as for down winders.
They take advantage of the open ocean swells. You can easily catch a swell and 
maintain your speed for long rides. The displacement bow has been rounded off 
to create instant lift - if the nose does get submerged.
New features on 2015 models will be the grab handles instead of the built in 
handles for even lower weight as the built in handles carry unnecessary 200 
grams of water around with you.

Target group: for advanced riders who participate in competitions.

Suitability: for all competition formats.

RACE OpEN OCEAN

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight Fin US Box Code SrP €*
12‘6“ x 27“ Open Ocean carbon 381 68,6 241 10,1 Race 8.4" RTM II US 251082 2.399,00

14'0" x 26,5" Open Ocean carbon 426 67,3 263 10,5 Race 8.4" RTM II US 251082 2.499,00

JP 
CrUiSiNg / ToUriNg / raCe
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*New Shape

The Windsurf SUP was developed to work equally well for both sports and 
offers an incredible range of fun. It will get you on the water at any time 
- for fun, adventure or for a workout. An ideal family toy! A great SUP and 
Windsurf beginner board as well as fun board for the advanced SUP’er and 
Windsurfer. It comes with a fully retractable dagger board, which provides 
stability and makes it effortless to sail upwind.

Target group: great board for windsurfing and SUP beginners as well  
as family board.

Suitability:  flat water, wave, and windsurfing.

WINDSURF SUp

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Side Fin MT 
Box

Center Finne 
Power Box

Code SrP €*

10'9" x 32" Wood edition 328 81 189 13,6 SU 9.0"+ Schwert - - 251056 1.449,00

SURFAIR

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
9‘0“ x 30“ x 4“ inflatable 275 77 164 7,5 9‘0“ Pe  remov+2 side fin 3‘0“ 251086 849,00

great fun in the waves without the risk of injuries. Some of the pro guys 
were amazed at how well this board handles the surf. Probably the lightest 
inflatable on the market today at only 7.5 kg / 16,5 lbs. Because of its small 
size when rolled up its an ideal addition to the board quiver of everybody.
The board is made with the most advanced drop Stitch Technology, 
providing greatest possible durability and stiffness. Next to the leash d-ring 
at the tail, another towing d-ring is attached on the bottom of the nose. 
delivered as a complete package with backpack and air pump.

Target group: for beginners up to wave experts.

Suitability: Wave.

fast, very stable all-round cruising and touring boards that can 
be recommended for all rider levels. You will be surprised how 

fast these boards are. The 12‘6 offers additional stability and speed 
because of its extra width and rather long waterline.

What’s new!
The cruisAIR WS 11’4” is new and comes with a windsurf mast plug.
All boards are made with the most advanced drop Stitch Technology, 
providing greatest possible durability and stiffness. Next to the leash d-ring 
at the tail, another towing d-ring is attached on the bottom of the nose. 
As well the board is equipped with a bungee cord on deck for on-board 
storage. The board is delivered as a complete package with backpack and 
air pump.

Target group: Board for everyone

Suitability: for cruising and trips.

Stable all-round boards that work in all conditions from flat water to 
small surf, for every rider from beginner to expert. experts can also take them 
to easy white water rivers. 
The 9’8”x31”x4” is a short and wide wave orientated allround board perfect 
for lightweight flat-water beginners, wave experts, as well as for light and 
advanced white water SUPer.
The 10’2”x32”x4” is perfect for all riders in all conditions from flat water up 
to small waves. for advanced riders its perfect for white water down the 
rivers.
The 6“ version of the 10‘2 offers additional volume and rigidity. With the 
added rigidity along comes the speed. Specially designed for bigger and 
heavier riders.

What’s new!
The AllroundAIR WS 10’2” is new and comes with a windsurf mast plug.
All boards are made with the most advanced drop Stitch Technology, providing 
greatest possible durability and stiffness. Next to the leash d-ring at the tail, 
another towing d-ring is attached on the bottom of the nose. All boards are 
delivered as a complete package with backpack and air pump.

Target group: for beginners up to experts.

Suitability: for all conditions: flat-water up to small waves.

ALLROUNDAIR

CRUISAIR

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
11‘4“ x 30“ x 6“ inflatable 346 76 290 9,6 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251087 1.049,00
12‘0“ x 32“ x 6“ inflatable 366 82 330 9,9 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251087 1.149,00

11‘4“ x 30“ x 6“ WS inflatable 346 76 290 9,6 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251088 1.099,00

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
9‘8“ x 31“ x 4“ inflatable 294 80 184 8,7 9‘0“ Pe  remov+2 side fin 3‘0“ 251090 849,00
10‘2“ x 32“x 4“ inflatable 310 82 204 9,5 9‘0“ Pe  remov+2 side fin 3‘0“ 251090 899,00
10‘2“ x 32“x 6“ inflatable 310 82 295 9,7 9‘0“ Pe  remov+2 side fin 3‘0“ 251091 1.049,00

10‘2“ x 32“x 6“ WS inflatable 310 82 295 9,7 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251092 1.099,00

9‘8“ 10‘2“ 

JP 
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*New Shape *New Shape

fairly stable and very fast board. This great compromise between 
RAcAIR and cRUISAIR is 6” thick, very stiff and damn fast. Some hard 
boards will not be able to keep up with this one. In flat water it works well 
for anybody. Advanced riders will also enjoy it in rough conditions or for 
down winders.

What’s new!
The SportsAIR 12’6”x27”x6” is new for more speed and advanced riders.
The board is made with the most advanced drop Stitch Technology, providing 
greatest possible durability and stiffness. Next to the leash d-ring at the tail, 
another towing d-ring is attached on the bottom of the nose. As well the board is 
equipped with a bungee cord on deck for on-board storage. The board is delivered 
as a complete package with backpack and air pump.

Target group: for advanced riders.

Suitability: flat-water and downwinders.

SpORtStAIR

This board performs pretty close to its carbon counterparts, but without all 
the transportation hassles. You never have to worry about trying to check in 
a 4-meter monster in order to get to your race, just roll it up in a backpack. 
Its flat bottom makes it reasonably stable for a 25“ wide board. 

What’s new!
The RacAIR 14’0x25” is new to have the fastest board in a small package to travel 
around the world to win races.
The board is made with the most advanced drop Stitch Technology, providing 
greatest possible durability and stiffness. The board is delivered as a complete 
package with backpack and air pump.

Target group: for advanced riders who like to ride fast.

Suitability: flat-water races.

RACAIR

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
12’6’’ x 25“ x 6’’ inflatable 381 63 280 9,3 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251095 1.199,00
14’0’’ x 25“ x 6’’ inflatable 427 63 303 10,0 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251095 1.249,00

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
12’6’’ x 27“ x 6’’ inflatable 381 69 300 9,7 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251093 1.149,00
12’6’’ x 29“ x 6’’ inflatable 381 73 320 10,0 9‘0“ Pe  remov 251094 1.149,00

RIVAIR

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
9‘6“ x 35“ x 6“ inflatable 289 89 290 9,9 9‘0“ Pe  remov+4 side fin 3‘0“ 251089 1.199,00

Want to get the same rush SUPing on inland waters as the wave SUPers do 
on their dream breaks? A truly exciting and thrilling adventure lies ahead of 
you. With the RIVAIR you can go radical and hit some big foam rollers and 
steam down fast moving waters. Also a super stable flat-water beginner 
board. due to its sharp piercing and bent-up nose it ploughs through white 
water. equipped with a quad setup of 4 fixed 3’0” soft fins, it is perfect for 
shallow water without the risk of breaking fins. In choppy water the big 
centre fin provides good directional stability.
The board is made with the most advanced drop Stitch Technology, provi-
ding greatest possible durability and stiffness. for reasons of precaution in 
shallow water, the towing d-ring is attached on the deck of the nose. Next 
to the standard leash d-ring at the tail, the board is equipped with a bungee 
cord on deck for on-board storage.

Target group: for flat-water beginners up to white water experts.

Suitability: flat-water, rivers and white water.

ADVENtURAIR

Size Technology Length Width Volume Weight US Box Code SrP €*
12‘0“ x 36“ x 6“ inflatable 366 91 370 12,3 9‘0“ Pe  remov+4 side fin 3‘0“ 251096 1.249,00

What’s new! 
This big boy will take you, your kid, a cooler and some fishing gear on 
an adventure without breaking a sweat. We took the RIVAIR concept and 
injected it with some serious growth hormones. A wide array of bungee 
straps, d-rings, Scotty mounts and handles make the AdVeNTURAIR a 
Swiss-Army knife of paddleboards. Will it be a level 5 white water descent 
or an easy Sunday fishing trip? It is up to you.
The quad setup with four 3“ short soft fi ns make sure you can go into 
those shallow river pockets, or you can add a center fi n for added traction. 
A great tender for boat owners capable of transporting serious loads.

Target group: for everyone and families who like touring and crusing.

Suitability: everywhere except waves.

JP 
raCe / iNFLaTaBLe
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Model Size (inch) Volume Weight in kg Code SrP €*
Surfer 9´9" 9´9" x 34" x 6" 350 20 753005 699,00

Model Size (inch) Volume Weight in kg Code SrP €*
fit 11’ x 30” x 8” 280 25 753006 699,00

Model Size (inch) Volume Weight in kg Code SrP €*
Angler 11´ 11" x 35" x 8" 350 32 753004 999,00

Our plastic boards are extremely durable, perform great and have 
great outfitting features in an affordable price range. They are hollow 
boards constructed similar to a plastic kayak, and tend to be heavier 
than epoxy or inflatable boards. There is a reason that plastic is the
number one material for all kayaks on the water.  
 

gur plastic boards are made using a complex blow molding process 
that allows us to use 20% post consumer recycled content and  
form a , 00% recyclable product. We Iike this, and so does the ocean.

Wide, stable and easy, it will get you out on the water and feeling 
comfortable faster than any other board. The Ultimate do anything 
board-Iakes, rivers, oceans-the Surfer is at home in all waters. Made
from blow molded polyethylene, this is one tough and durable board. 
lend it to a friend or let the kids and their friends have free reign 
without worrying about each scratch and ding. family friendly, easy
to paddle and priced right. comes with comfy full deck eVA pad, lo-
ckable pass through front handle, side and tail handles, front bungee, 
Snap in 9‘ fin. 
Available in three colors: green, Yellow, and Orange.

Features:
 ▪ Blow Molded Polyethylene hull
 ▪ full eVA deck Pad
 ▪ front deck Bungee
 ▪ Pass lhrough front Handle
 ▪ Side and lail carry Handles
 ▪ 9“ Snap in fin

SUp pOLYEtHYLEN USA

SURFER – SImpLE & VERSAtILE

The Angler is the most versatile fishing SUP board on the market. Wide and stable, 
it will let you stand and cast with ease,or you can flip up the built in seat-back, take 
a seat, and land your catch with ease. The Angler is outfitted with four fishing rod 
mounts, two rod holders, and two drag-anchor cleats. Stable and versatile with 
plenty of rod configurations and made from super tough blow molded polyethylene.

Features:
 ▪ Blow Molded Polyethylene Hull
 ▪ full eVA deck Pad
 ▪ Built-in Seat Back - Provides extra support while landing your catch
 ▪ Two Storage Hatches
 ▪ cargo Bay
 ▪ front and Rear gear Bungee
 ▪ Two Paddle Holders
 ▪ four carry Handles
 ▪ Snap in fin

The fit is the ultimate fitness and touring machine. The uncluttered 
standing area allows the fit to be super-versatile for racing, touring, or 
recreational use. The pium bow and efficient hull design slice through
the water, giving the fit excellent glide. full deck eVA pad, front deck 
bungee, four carry handles and the snap in race fin, all come standard 
making the fit a great value package. Made with blow molded polyethy-
lene and available in three colors: green, Yellow, and Orange

Features:
 ▪ Blow Molded Polyethylene Hull
 ▪ full eVA deck Pad
 ▪ front deck Bungee
 ▪ extra connection Points on Rail
 ▪ Side and Tall carry Handles
 ▪ Snap in Race fin

ANGLER - GEt HOOKED

FIt - FUN, FASt, SImpLE

colour:colour:

Imagine SUP Boards

iMagiNe
SUP
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Model Shaft Length Blade area Code SrP €*
JP SUP carbon PRO 100 Paddle cut 2 length < 223 cm 85 in² 251110 359,00

JP SUP carbon PRO 100 Paddle 2-piece adjustable 167 – 218 cm 85 in² 251111 379,00
JP SUP carbon PRO 100 Paddle cut 2 length < 223 cm 92 in² 251110 359,00

JP SUP carbon PRO 100 Paddle 2-piece adjustable 167 – 218 cm 92 in² 251111 379,00
JP SUP carbon PRO 100 Paddle 3-piece adjustable 167 – 218 cm 92 in² 251112 399,00

Model Shaft Length Blade area Code SrP €*
JP SUP carbon 60 Paddle cut 2 length < 223 cm 85 in² 251113 249,95

JP SUP carbon 60 Paddle 2-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 85 in² 251114 269,95
JP SUP carbon 60 Paddle 3-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 92 in² 251115 299,95

JP SUP carbon 60 Paddle cut 2 length < 223 cm 92 in² 251113 249,95
JP SUP carbon 60 Paddle 2-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 92 in² 251114 269,95
JP SUP carbon 60 Paddle 3-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 92 in² 251115 299,95

Brandnew! No compromise ! 

100% carbon cNc shaped high density PVc 
core blade! 100% carbon shaft ! This is the 
only way to achive lowest weight, quickest 
response and ultimate performace. The 
dihedral foiled blades feature a generous ABS 
edge for the protection of your board and 
the blade. The handles are made of 100% 
carbon, the cut-To-length handle is covered 
with a comfortable eVA.

Brandnew! 100% carbon cNc shaped 
high density PVc core blade with a 60% 

carbon shaft is a great performance paddle. We 
kept them “swing weight” low by using the full 
carbon blade. The 60% carbon shaft is a better 
option for those looking for a slightly forgiving 
feel at a really low weight predominantly in 
waves or touring. The dihedral foiled blades fea-
ture a generous ABS edge for the protection of 
your board and the blade. The handles are made 
of 100% carbon, the cut-To-length handle is 
covered with a comfortable eVA.

100% CARBON pRO

60% CARBON

Model Shaft Length Blade area Code SrP €*
JP SUP glass Paddle 2-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 90 in² 251116 189,95
JP SUP glass Paddle 3-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 90 in² 251117 199,95

Brandnew!
The full composite fiberglass construction provides performance at great value. fiberglass flexes natu-
rally and is therefore easy on your shoulders and back. The stringer inside the blade creates stiffness 
while the full fiberglass pressure molded blade is leak proof. ABS handle. The shafts have a horizontally 
roughened surface for a good grip.

GLASS

Model Size (inch) Volume Weight in kg Code SrP €*
Icon lTe 10´2 10´2 x 32" x 6" t.b.c. t.b.c. 753003 799,00
Icon lTe 11´ 11´ x 34" x 6" t.b.c. t.b.c. 753003 849,00

Icon lTe Windsurf 11´ 11´ x 34" x 6" t.b.c. t.b.c. 753002 849,00

Model Size (inch) Volume Weight in kg Code SrP €*
Mission lTe 12´6" 12´6" x 31" x 6" t.b.c. t.b.c. 753001 899,00
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JP Paddle

The compressor Icon is a perfect all-
around design that can do it all. The Icon 

is confidence boosting for flat-water paddling 
with generous volume and width adding 
stability and rigidity, but if Surfing is your thing 
the Icon can handle any lineup. The Icon is 
offered in three sizes, 11‘, 10‘2“, 9‘6“ and in 
dlx and lTe construction. The 11‘ lTe has 
our exclusive Windsurf mounting system to 
allow you to take advantage of whatever the 
conditions may offer.

Features:
 ▪ Standaerd Slide-in center fin and fin Box
 ▪ full deck diamond grooved deck Pad
 ▪ comfy grip center and Tail Handle
 ▪ kalama Performance design
 ▪ glued on Super Tough  

Side fins
 ▪ drawstring Backpack
 ▪ Standard Pump
 ▪ Single deck Bungee
 ▪ Rear d-Ring
 ▪ lTe construction

The mission has proven itself over and over again to be the 
perfect design for touring, fitness and training. The compressor 
construction takes this design to new levels of accessibility. The 
parallel outline and low rocker combined with ample width and 
uncluttered standing area makes for one fast and stable board. 
The 14‘ compressor Mission is offered in dlx construction and 
the 12‘6“ is offered in the dlx and lTe construction to suit 
any budget and taste. The mission is perfect for your every day 
paddle and can keep up with the rest if you are planning on  
entering that upcoming race you have been training for.

Features:
 ▪ lTe construction
 ▪ full deck diamond grooved deck Pad
 ▪ drawstring Backpack
 ▪ comfy grip center and Tail Handle
 ▪ Standard Pump
 ▪ Standaerd Slide-in center fin and fin Box
 ▪ Single deck Bungee
 ▪ Rear d-Ring
 ▪ kalama Performance design

ICON – LtE / LtE WINDSURF – ALLROUND

mISSION – tOURING / RACE + FItNESS

JP
PaddLeS

iMagiNe
iNFLaTaBLe SUP

Paddle
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Beginner Alloy paddle at an unbeatable price.
The small outline of the paddle provides an easy and forgiving paddle stroke.  
The power face of the blade features a flat shape that merges into a convex shape.  
The backside of the paddle transfers into a soft double concave V.
due to its double pin system closure and its generously adjustment range of 40cms, the alloy paddle can 
be adjusted to the individual length.

ALUmINIUm

Model Shaft Length Blade area Code SrP €*
Aluminium Paddle - - 231103 99,95
3-piece JP Paddle - - 231105 109,90

Model Shaft Length Blade area Code SrP €*
JP SUP glass Pe Paddle 2-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 90 in² 251118 99,95
JP SUP glass Pe Paddle 3-piece adjustable 160 – 220 cm 90 in² 251119 119,95

Brandnew!
This combination of a light fiberglass shaft and a tough fiberglass reinforced Polyethylene (Pe) bla-

de is a great alternative to heavy alloy paddles. due to the longitudinal structural reinforcements, the Pe 
blades are very light but also very stiff. They also feature a soft rubber edge for protection. ABS handle. 
The shafts have a horizontally roughened surface for a good grip.

GLASS pE

Model Shaft Length Shaft Size Code SrP €*
fJORd one pcs 168 - 223 754002 59,00

fJORd three pcs 168 - 223 adjustable 754003 64,00

Aluminum shaft glass reinforced plastic blade and handle paddle that is super durable and dependable. 
fits widest range of paddlers. Height adjustment indicators printed on the extension help to dial in 
your personal paddle setting preference. The three piece adjustable max length of paddle 223 cm, min 
length 167 cm. Breaks down in a snap so you can 
pack it in your inflatable board bag. Proven and reliable
twin lock adjustment system. Internal and external 
float tubes. The fjord paddle will float when dropped 
into the water. Rail guard edging on blade. for 2015 
the Harbor paddle comes standard with a clever soft 
rail guard built into the edge of the blade to protect 
your boards rails.

An aluminum shaft and glass reinforced plastic 
blade and handle allows this paddle to stand
up to years of use. The T-handle can be removed 
and the extra blade inserted to quickly transform 
this adjustable paddle from a SUP paddle to a kayak 
paddle. Perfect for use with our flip-up seat boards.

FjORD 

HARBOR 

Model Shaft Length Shaft Size Code SrP €*
Harbor one pcs 169-225 adjustable 754001 59,00

Imagine Paddle
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JP / iMagiNe  
PaddLeS
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WINDKITE

Accessories

Accessories

360° Power Strap 
360° strap made from highly elasticised fabric 
that adapts to body shape providing additional 
core support.

Back Base Support System 
An ergonomically designed PE board insert and 
built-in lumbar support offer optimal comfort, 
stability and predection.

Anti-chafe Seams
Hidden stitches on the inner back and hip area 
to avoid chaffing.

Contoured EVA Inner
Used on the inside of harnesses for impact and 
vibration resistance with very low water absorp-
tion. The unique embossed pattern is designed to 
perfectly fit the core while preventing the harness 
from riding up or twisting.

Soft Neoprene Edges
Neoprene padded edges allow for greatercom-
fort in all conditions, especially freestyle.

Laminated EVA Inner
An EVA inner with a jersey lining providing a 
comfortable layer between your body and the 
harness.

FEATURES

S1 SPREADER BAR
Designed by men. Built by machines! S1 is the world’s first sprea-
der bar constructed entirely out of forged aluminum. To design the 
ultimate harness we started by looking at the spreader bar, the 
most essential part of a harness and the link between you and your 
equipment. Working closely with pro riders, our design team ex-
plored numerous material and construction combinations and used 
finite element analysis to work out dynamic loads, finally settling on 

forged aluminum construction for best strength to weight balance 
and anti-corrosion properties. Stronger and lighter than any other 
spreader bar available, the S1’s unique shape allows for an even 
load distribution. A smooth finish with no sharp edges completes 
the unique design. Available in both standard and EZ Release con-
structions.

EZ release buckle

Safety leash 
attachment

Security Knife

Folded EVA pad

nP
 harness system

CONVERTIBLE HARNESS SYSTEM

No matter which sport you partake in, now you can have one harness that does it all. Select the harness 
body you prefer and a spreader bar kit for your sport.

Whatever your ride, keep that thirst alive.

Select your harness body.
Handle pass leach is removable.

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ SET
(W/PAD, KNIFE, & SAFETY LINE ATTACHMENT)

SI SPREADER BAR EZ

Select either the kitesurfing 
bar/pad or the windsurfing 

bar. Or go for both so
that you can use the same 
harness for both sports.

 ▪ Ergonomically shaped pad with extra padding for comfort and 
predection

 ▪ Rounded shape hook with a deep curve allows the chicken loop 
to attach securely reducing the chance of accidental unhooking

 ▪ Three attachment points to the spreader bar for maximum 
strength and stability

 ▪ Compatible with most chicken loops and security pins

 ▪ Straight and narrow hook for maximum stability at high speeds
 ▪ Angle designed for easy hooking and unhooking in wave sailing
 ▪ Three attachment points to the spreader bar for maximum 

strength and
 ▪ stability

STEP 1

STEP 2

SELECT SPREADER BAR

SELECT HARNESS BODY

KITE / WIND

NP Harness system

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132582/WS0028 59,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132591/KS0150 79,95
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Accessories

Accessories

Features: 
 ▪ Comfort hip padding
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Contoured EVA inner for impact
 ▪ resistance 

 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Detachable handle pass line
 ▪ Dual safety line attachment rings
 ▪ Tie-down system
 ▪ Replaceable straps

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Detachable handle pass line
 ▪ Dual safety line attachment rings
 ▪ Tie-down system
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 kite spreader bar set

The Mirage has been designed as our ultimate freestyle multi-sport harness. The unique contour and low 
cut side panels allow for extreme maneuverability and freedom of movement. Lumbar support and padded 
hips provide maximum comfort.

The softest and most comfortable harness in our range. The Flash offers maximum 
comfort through an ultra light and soft construction.

MIRAgE WAIST HARNESS
FLASH WAIST HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 black/ green; C2 white/ black; C3 blue/ black XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146012/KH0075 179,90

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Contoured EVA inner for impact
 ▪ Resistance
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for 

comfort

 ▪ Detachable handle pass line
 ▪ Dual safety line attachment 

rings
 ▪ Tie-down system
 ▪ Replaceable straps

A multi-sport harness designed for those long sessions, the 
Bomb offers a perfectly balanced combination of support, comfort 
and light weight. The ergonomically designed shape with lumbar 
support provides great stability while the inner EVA pattern ensures 
the harness always stays in place.

BOMB WAIST HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*
Bomb - S1 spreader bar not included C1 black; C2 blue; C3 red XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146065/MH0141 139,95

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

Mirage - S1 spreader bar not included C1 Gun Metal / Green; C2 blue / red XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146070/MH0142 129,95

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

Gravity - S1 spreader bar not included C1 black XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146075/MH0143 119,95

Features: 
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Pre-bent shape
 ▪ Adjustable back support
 ▪ Click-in leg straps

 ▪ Detachable handle pass line
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ Dual safety line attachment rings
 ▪ Tie-down system

The laminated EVA inner of the Gravity Seat multi-sport harness is split into three segments 
to provide dynamic support while the pre-bent shape allows for the harness to completely 
wrap around the hip and seat area. Leg straps are uniquely angled for exceptional fit and 
freedom of movement.

gRAVITY SEAT HARNESS

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Detachable handle pass line
 ▪ Dual safety line attachment rings
 ▪ Tie-down system
 ▪ S1 kite spreader bar (size S, M, L), 

stainless spreader bar (size XS)

Neck-snapping looks, ultra-comfortable fit and the Back Base system make the  
Raven the most luxurious harness on the water. Designed specifically with the 
unique demands and body shape of female riders in mind.

RAVEN LADIES WAIST HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 white / teal; C2 black/ pink XS*/ S/ M/ L 136024/KH0024 169,90

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Detachable handle pass line
 ▪ Dual safety line attachment rings
 ▪ Tie-down system
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 kite spreader bar set

The 3D offers maximum support due to its unique pre-bent shape that comfortably wraps around 
your body. The Back Base system provides support where it’s needed most, while the cushioned 
interior matches the concave shape of your lower back perfectly.

3D WAIST HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 black; C2 white XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146080/MH0145 219,90

nP
Kite harness

nP
Kite/windsurf harness

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132582/WS0028 59,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132582/WS0028 59,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132582/WS0028 59,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132591/KS0150 79,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132591/KS0150 79,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132591/KS0150 79,95

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ SET (W/PAD, KNIFE, & SAFETY LINE ATTACHMENT)

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ SET (W/PAD, KNIFE, & SAFETY LINE ATTACHMENT)

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ SET (W/PAD, KNIFE, & SAFETY LINE ATTACHMENT)

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ

S1 SPREADER BAR EZ

NP Kite/Windsurf Harness NP Kite Harness
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Accessories

Accessories

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Contoured EVA inner
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 spreader bar

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 spreader bar

Designed for those long sessions, the Pulse offers a perfectly balanced combination 
of support, comfort and light weight. The ergonomically designed shape with lumbar 
support provides great stability while the inner EVA pattern ensures the harness 
always stays in place.

The lightest, softest and most comfortable harness in our range. 
The Zone offers maximum comfort through an ultra light and soft 
construction.

PULSE WAIST HARNESS

ZONE WAIST HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 black/ white; C3 black /orange/ white; C4 green; C5 blue XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 136004/WH0004 179,90

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 black/ green; C2 white/ black; C3 blue/ black XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146018/WH0049 159,90

Features: 
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Pre-bent shape
 ▪ Durable dobby polyester outer

 ▪ Adjustable back support
 ▪ Click in leg straps
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 spreader bar

Dynamic support through the 3D inner.
Pre-bent shape and perfect fitting leg straps allow the harness to completely wrap 
around the hip or seated area to offer exceptional comfort and support.

X-WIND SEAT HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

Standard C1 black XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146020/WH0050 169,95

Features: 
 ▪ Ultra-lightweight materials
 ▪ Pre-bent shape
 ▪ Adjustable back support
 ▪ Click in leg straps

 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 spreader bar

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 spreader bar

Neck-snapping looks, ultra-comfortable fit and the Back Base lumbar support  
system make the Spice the most luxurious harness on the water. Designed  
specifically with the unique demands and body shape of female riders in mind.

*XS size supplied with 
stainless steel spreader 
bar, S, M and L sizes 
supplied with S1  
spreader bar.

Specifically designed for racing through an ultra-lightweight construction. The Race Seat 
harness features compact fit and a low hook position to maximize leverage on the rig.

RACE SEAT HARNESS

SPICE LADIES WAIST HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

Standard C1 black XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146021/WH0052 129,95

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 white/ teal; C2 black/ pink XS*/ S/ M/ L 136011/WH0011 159,95

Features: 
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Pre-bent shape
 ▪ Adjustable back support
 ▪ Click in leg straps
 ▪ Tie-down system
 ▪ Replaceable straps

 ▪ Padded handle
 ▪ Durable 600D polyester outer
 ▪ Stainless steel spreader bar

The comfortable shape and highly durable material construction make the 
Core ideal for beginners and kite schools.

CORE SEAT HARNESS

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

Standard C1 black/ charcoal XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146015/KH0077 139,90

Features: 
 ▪ Soft neoprene edges
 ▪ Anti-chafe seams
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Laminated EVA inner for comfort
 ▪ Replaceable straps
 ▪ S1 spreader bar

The 3D offers maximum support due to its unique 
pre-bent shape that comfortably wraps around your 
body. The Back Base system provides support where it’s 
needed most, while the cushioned interior matches the 
concave shape of your lower back perfectly.

3D WAIST HARNESS

SLIDING BAR
The sliding bar allows your body to twist while 
keeping the harness in place

 ▪ Provides full range of motion as the spreader 
bar slides from side to side

 ▪ Allows you to shift your body weight accor-
ding to the wind direction

Closure Colour size Code srP €*

EZ Release C1 black; C2 white XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146016/WH0019 199,90

Standard with Sliding Bar C1 black; C2 white XS-46/ S-48/ M-50/ L-52/ XL-54 146017/WH0054 199,90

NP Windsurf Harness
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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S1 SPREADER BAR
The S1 is constructed entirely out of forged 
aluminium to provide the best strength and 
weight balance and anti-corrosion properties. 
Special analysis and extensive testing on the water 
resulted in a stronger and lighter bar than any other spreader bar 
available. The S1’s unique shape allows for an even load distribution. 

 ▪ Rounded shape with a deep curve allows the chicken loop to hook 
securely reducing the chance of accidental unhooking

 ▪ Three attachment points to the spreader bar for maximum strength 
and stability

 ▪ Compatible with most chicken loops and security pins 

 ▪ Straight and narrow hook for maximum stability at high speeds
 ▪ Angle designed for easy hooking and unhooking in wave sailing
 ▪ Three attachment points to the spreader bar for maximum strength 

and stability

S1 WINDSURF SPREADER BAR STD

KITESURF STAINLESS STEEL SPREADER BAR STD

S1 WINDSURF SPREADER BAR EZ

S1 KITE SPREADER BAR STD & PAD 
SCREWS

S1 KITE SPREADER BAR EZ & PAD 
SCREWS

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M), 30cm (L, XL) 132581/ WS 0027 49,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M,), 30cm (L, XL) 132584/ KS 0030 44,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132582/ WS 0028 59,95

size Code srP €*

20/ 25/ 30 cm 146022/ KS 0144 19,95

size Code srP €*

25cm (XS, S, M, L), 30cm (XL) 132583/ KS 0031 54,95

WINDSURF STAINLESS STEEL SPREADER BAR STD
size Code srP €*

20cm (Junior, S,M,L & Lady XS) 132588/WS 0026 19,95

KITE HOOK

WINDSURFINg HOOK

NP Hook
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C1 C2

C1

C1 C2 C3

C1 C2 C3

C1 C2 C3

C1 C2 C3

Accessories

Accessories
 ▪ Extremely lightweight
 ▪ Less susceptible to swinging

 ▪ Comfortable and easy grip through increased 
diameter tubular foam sections

 ▪ Less susceptible to swinging

 ▪ Pre-formed protection for your toes
 ▪ Improved shaping locks protector in place to limit movement and keep it flush on the 

board

UPHAUL ROPE

UPHAUL ROPE DELUXE

MAST BASE PROTECTOR

Colour Code srP €*

C1 black/ blue 136518/WA0045 11,95

Colour Code srP €*

C1 black; C2 blue 136511/WA0053 14,95

Colour Code srP €*

C1 black; C2 blue 136510/WA0042 10,95

 ▪ Low stretch rope with a heavy-duty tube cover

 ▪ Low stretch rope with a heavy-duty tube cover
 ▪ Stiffened PE board to prevent unwanted swing
 ▪ Adjustable length with pull handle for easier function on both sides of the loop

 ▪ Low stretch rope with a heavy-duty tube cover
 ▪ Stiffened PE board to prevent unwanted swing
 ▪ Adjustment system with “release loop” and pull handle for easier adjustment 

while sailing

 ▪ Low stretch rope with a tough colour tube cover
 ▪ Lines are detachable without removing the back-end of the boom
 ▪ Quick release stainless steel ring on both sides of harness line for easy  

attachment and detachment. Simply loop webbing through the ring  
and go!

 ▪ Fixed length

FIXED HARNESS LINES

VARIO HARNESS LINES

RACE VARIO HARNESS LINES

TRAVEL FIXED HARNESS LINES

Colour Length Code srP €*

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 inch
 (46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86 cm)

136710/WA0032 29,95

Colour Length Code srP €*

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 20 22 24 26 28 30 inch (51 56 61 66 71 76 cm) 136711/WA0033 34,95

Colour Length Code srP €*

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 20-26 inch (51-66cm) 136712/WA0034 47,95

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 24-30 inch (61-76cm) 136712/WA0034 47,95

Colour Length Code srP €*

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 22-28 (56-71cm) 136716/WA0036 54,95

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 24-30 (61-76cm) 136716/WA0036 54,95

C1 black; C2 blue; C3 white 28-34 (71-86cm) 136716/WA0036 54,95
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*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C1C2C3

Leashes 

Accessories

Accessories
 ▪ Multi-purpose, easily adjustable foot strap for use in various conditions (i.e booties vs no booites, or 

family use for quick adjustments)
 ▪ Easy strap-length adjustment from outside without opening the neoprene cover
 ▪ Fine, durable neoprene with additional foam to provide extra comfort
 ▪ High-Density webbing plus PE stiffener provide good stand-up function
 ▪ Sold as individual piece

VARIO FOOTSTRAP

Colour Code srP €*
C1 black 146029/WA0081 24,95

 ▪ Straps incl. 2 screws.
 ▪ Rounded plastic straps, pre-formed,
 ▪ Comfortable shape. 

 ▪ Adjustable plastic plates for width 
adjustment.

 ▪ Straps incl. 4 screws.
 ▪ 4screw strap - no twist.  

 ▪ Specially smooth and comfortable  
edge for switch stance sailing.

 ▪ Huge width adjustment.

 ▪ ncl. 2 screws
 ▪ Comfortable padding,  

 ▪ Changeable to asymmetrical shape  
when the strap is not centred 

 ▪ Very comfortable!

 ▪ Multi-purpose, adjustable foot strap for use in wave and crossover conditions
 ▪ Neoprene cover Velcro system with adjustable length
 ▪ Fine, durable neoprene with maximum foam to provide extra comfort
 ▪ Molded rubber piece with rounded edges for comfort and a good stand-up function
 ▪ Sold as individual piece

FOOTSTRAP

FREESTYLE FOOTSTRAP

FOOTSTRAP 3D PRO BLACK

PRO FOOTSTRAP

Colour Code srP €*
white 215003 22,90

Colour Code srP €*
black 215001 27,00

Colour Code srP €*
C1 black 146028/WA0080 24,95

Colour Code srP €*
white 215002 19,00

 ▪ Soft and light EVA foam
 ▪ Washboard horizontal grip for added traction
 ▪ Ergonomic arch with cutout
 ▪ Double diamond grooves
 ▪ 3M adhesive
 ▪ Kick pad
 ▪ Perforated to reduce weight

 ▪ Soft and light EVA foam
 ▪ Double diamond grooves
 ▪ 3M adhesive
 ▪ Kick pad
 ▪ Perforated to reduce weight

TRACTION PRO 3-PIECE

TRACTION SPLIT 2PC

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 black; C2 white/black; C3 blue/white 136528/TP0063 39,95

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 grey/white; C2 black/blue 136527/TP0061 34,95

 ▪ Lightweight design
 ▪ Smooth rotating double swivel
 ▪ Molded cord connectors
 ▪ High strength PU cord
 ▪ Quick release cuff
 ▪ Key pocket
 ▪ Triple wrap rail saver

 ▪ Smooth rotating double swivel
 ▪ Molded cord connectors
 ▪ High strength PU cord
 ▪ Quick release cuff
 ▪ Internal key pocket
 ▪ Triple wrap rail saver

 ▪ Smooth rotating double swivel
 ▪ Molded cord connectors
 ▪ High strength PU cord
 ▪ Quick release cuff
 ▪ Internal key pocket
 ▪ Triple wrap rail saver

 ▪ Expandable coiled cord to eliminate drag
 ▪ Molded cord connectors
 ▪ Smooth rotating double swivel
 ▪ Quick release cuff
 ▪ Internal key pocket
 ▪ Triple wrap rail saver
 ▪ Adjustable range from 8’ - 11’6”

SURF LEASH REgULAR

SUP LEASH (ANKLE)

SUP LEASH (KNEE)

SUP LEASH RACE (COMP KNEE)

size Colour Code srP €*

Regular 6‘ x 7mm C1 white 136513/LH0064 34,95

Comp 5‘ x 5,5mm C1 white 136512/LH0066 29,95

size Colour Code srP €*

10‘ x 8mm C1 white 136515/LH0098 39,95

size Colour Code srP €*

10‘ x 8mm C1 white 136514/LH0102 39,95

size Colour Code srP €*

Adjustable from  9'6“ to 12'6“ C1 white 136516/LH0099 44,95

Designed with performance and strength for everyday surfing in a wide range of 
conditions.

SUP specific design with performance and reliability in a wide range of conditions.

Designed to offer minimal resistance for flat water and open ocean paddling.

SUP specific design with performance and reliability in a wide range of conditions.

NP / JP FootstrapsNP Leashes
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Accessories

 ▪ CE approved EN 1385
 ▪ Ultra light non-water absorbent construction
 ▪ Impact resistant ABS outer shell
 ▪ Impact absorption soft EVA inner lining
 ▪ Air-Vent system
 ▪ Adjustable chin straps and twist tightening system
 ▪ Removable EVA ear protector

 ▪ Neoprene insert for floatation
 ▪ UPF 50+ quick-dry microfiber
 ▪ Mesh ventilation with eyelets
 ▪ Neoprene chin strap

 ▪ Designed for water sports
 ▪ UPF 50+ quick-dry microfiber
 ▪ Removable sun-protector behind neck
 ▪ Mesh ventilation at ears
 ▪ Chin strap

 ▪ UPF 50+ quick-dry polyester
 ▪ Velcro adjustment

 ▪ Durable 600D polyester with TPE backing
 ▪ Velcro closure
 ▪ Two pads per set

HELMET

SURF BUCKET

SURF CAP

VISOR

ROOF RACK PAD

 ▪ Wide surface area for fish/fun/longboards/SUP
 ▪ Triple diamond grooves
 ▪ Used with or without kick pad

TRACTION RETRO FISH 6-PIECE

size Colour Code srP €*

44 cm
82 cm

C1 graphite
C1 graphite

146030/GA0115
24,95
39,95

size Colour Code srP €*

S/ M/ L C1 carbon optic; C3 blue carbon optic 136530/GA0071 59,95

S/ M/ L C2 white 136530/GA0071 49,95

size Colour Code srP €*

S/ / L C1 grey 136535/GA0067 29,95

size Colour Code srP €*

S/ / L C1 grey 136536/GA0068 29,95

size Colour Code srP €*

S/ / L C1 grey 136537/GA0069 19,95

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 black/white 136529/ TP0065 39,95

 ▪ Zinc alloy cam locks for maximum security
 ▪ Neoprene velcro wraps around locks for protection and tidy handling
 ▪ Two pieces per set
 ▪ 4m long straps to carry multiple boards

 ▪ 3D moulded shoulder pad
 ▪ Adjustable straps to fit a wide range of boards

 ▪ Plush towel poncho for changing in public places
 ▪ Hidden side pocket for belongings

 ▪ Microfiber poncho for changing in public places
 ▪ Lightweight and compact, ideal for travelling
 ▪ Hidden side pocket for belongings

 ▪ Made of weather resistant zinc alloy for storing keys while out in the water
 ▪ Re-settable 4 digit combination
 ▪ EVA backing on lockbox and PU tube around the shackle to avoid scratches 

to your car

 ▪ 100% cotton, 360gsm, printed velour

HEAVY DUTY ROOF WRAP STRAPS

CHANgINg MAT

SUP SLINg

PONCHO – TOWEL

PONCHO – MICROFIBER

NP BEACH TOWEL

COMBO LOCK BOX

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 grey; C2 navy 136532/GA0057 49,95

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 navy 136549/GA0138 49,95

size Colour Code srP €*

70 x 140 cm C1 black 146051/GA0058 29,95

size Colour Code srP €*

fitting to almost all car keys C1 black 136534/GA0059 59,95

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 black 136531/GA0056 39,95

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 graphite 146050/SP0131 19,95

size Colour Code srP €*

4 m C1 black/ graphite 146052/GA0109 39,95

 ▪ Constructed of heavy-duty waterproof materials
 ▪ Reinforced handles with pull cords that turn mat into a waterproof bag
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nP
BoardBags

Accessories

Accessories
 ▪ 5mm foam body for protection
 ▪ Double padded nose and tail
 ▪ Reflective tarpee on one side for thermal protection
 ▪ Rust proof zipper
 ▪ Fin slot with zipper
 ▪ Detachable shoulder strap with EVA  

molded shoulder pad
 ▪ Extra thick neoprene carry handle

 ▪ 8mm foam body, 16mm on nose and tail
 ▪ Abrasion resistant material on nose and tail
 ▪ Large, 10mm rust-proof zipper

 ▪ 8mm foam body, 16mm on nose and tail
 ▪ Abrasion resistant material on nose and tail
 ▪ Large 10mm rust-proof zipper
 ▪ Padded divider between boards
 ▪ Heavy duty wheels with protectors

PERFORMER SINgLE - WINDSURF

HEAVY DUTY SINgLE - WINDSURF

HEAVY DUTY MULTI - WINDSURF

size Colour weight Code srP €*

Heavy Duty Double 245 x 65 cm C1 black/ graphite 7,4kg 146034/ BB0124 349,90

Heavy Duty Double 255 x 85 cm C1 black/ graphite 9kg 146034/ BB0124 359,90

Heavy Duty Triple  245 x 65 cm C1 black/ graphite 8,5kg 146035/ BB0125 369,90

size Colour Code srP €*

230 x 60 cm C1 black/ graphite 146031/ BB0122 79,95

240 x 65 cm C1 black/ graphite 146031/ BB0122 89,95

245 x 70 cm C1 black/ graphite 146031/ BB0122 99,95

245 x 80 cm C1 black/ graphite 146031/ BB0122 99,95

255 x 75 cm C1 black/ graphite 146031/ BB0122 99,95

250 x 95 cm C1 black/ graphite 146031/ BB0122 109,95

size Colour weight Code srP €*

235 x 60 cm (7‘8“x 24“) C1 black/ graphite 3kg 146033/ BB0123 149,90

250 x 70 cm (8‘3“x 23“) C1 black/ graphite 3,6kg 146033/ BB0123 169,90

255 x 80 cm (8‘4“x 32“) C1 black/ graphite 4,5kg 146033/ BB0123 189,90

The ultimate travel bag for extended trips and all your equipment.

Basic day-to-day bag for windsurf board protection. Quality protection when traveling. Fits 1-2 surfboards snuggly in place.

Perfect travel bag for short trips. Provides mobility 
and protection for your equipment.

* Measurement of board size

* Measurement of board size

* Measurement of board size

 ▪ Durable woven material
 ▪ Extra reinforcement material on nose
 ▪ 8mm foam padding with extra 5mm on rails
 ▪ Integrated fin/wax pouch
 ▪ Nose-to-tail zipper opening for easy access
 ▪ Detachable shoulder strap with EVA molded  

shoulder pad
 ▪ Extra thick neoprene carry handle

 ▪ Fits 3-4 boards without fins
 ▪ Durable woven construction
 ▪ 8mm foam padding
 ▪ Includes two extra padded dividers between boards
 ▪ Heavy-duty wheels

 ▪ Knitted surf sock with drawstring closure
 ▪ Reinforced, durable 600D polyester nose guard

SURFBOARD BAg

SURF TRAVEL BAg

KNIT SURF SOCK

size Colour weight Code srP €*

183 x 58 cm (6’ x 23”) C1 black/ graphite 2kg 146032/ BB0128 89,95

198 x 60 cm (6’6” x 24”) C1 black/ graphite 2,2kg 146032/ BB0128 99,95

size Colour weight Code srP €*

210 x 65 x 22 cm (6’10” x 22” x 9”) C1 black/ graphite 6,5kg 146039/ BB0129 229,90

size Colour Code srP €*

6’0“ (183 cm)
6’6“ (201 cm)

C1 blue/ grey stripes 136255/ BB0104
39,95
44,95

Maximum protection for multiple boards on extended trips.

Lightweight cover to protect from wax, scratches and  
UV exposure.

 ▪ Durable woven polyester
 ▪ 5mm foam padding with extra padding at base
 ▪ Paddle holder
 ▪ Addition handle in the bag center
 ▪ EVA molded shoulder pad
 ▪ Extra neoprene carry handle
 ▪ Large fin slot
 ▪ Compression straps

SUP DAY BAg

size Colour Code srP €*

10‘ x 36“ (suitable for Surf bis 9‘8“ x 32“) C1 black/ graphite 146049/ BB0118 139,90

11‘ x  38“ (suitable for Allround/Fusion bis 10‘8“ x 34“) C1 black/ graphite 146049/ BB0118 149,90

12‘ x 38“ (suitable for Allround bis 11‘8“ x 34“) C1 black/ graphite 146049/ BB0118 159,90

12‘10“ x 38“ (suitable for Race bis 12‘6“ x 32“) C1 black/ graphite 146049/ BB0118 169,90

14‘5“ x 34“ (suitable for Race/Cruiser bis 14‘ x 27“) C1 black/ graphite 146049/ BB0118 179,90

Ba
gs

NP BoardbagsBAgs

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Accessories

Accessories

 ▪ Holds fins, screwdrivers, extensions and more
 ▪ Quick and easy access to bag contents through  

extra large main opening
 ▪ Large internal capacity, fully lined with waterproof tarpee
 ▪ One easy-access external pocket plus three internal pockets
 ▪ Separate tarpee storage compartment for wetsuits
 ▪ Abrasion resistant PVC on external corners for added durability
 ▪ Heavy-duty wheels

gEAR BAg

size Volume weight Colour Code srP €*

75 x 38 x 33cm (2‘6“x12“x13“) 94l 4,5kg C1 black/ graphite 146040/ BB0132 199,90

Keeps all your equipment neatly in place.

 ▪ Durable woven construction
 ▪ 8mm foam padding
 ▪ Integrated accessories / tools pocket
 ▪ Heavy-duty wheels

KITE gOLF BAg

size Colour weight Code srP €*

140 x 45 x 25cm (4‘7“x 18' x10'') C1 black/ graphite 3,6kg 146038/ BB0126 159,90

150 x 48 x 25cm (4‘11''x 19''x10'') C1 black/ graphite 4,5kg 146038/ BB0126 169,90

Airline-friendly kiteboard bag that resembles the shape of a golf travel bag.

 ▪ Durable woven construction
 ▪ 5mm foam padding
 ▪ Extra thick neoprene carry handle

KITE TWIN TIP DAY BAg

size Colour Code srP €*

140 x 52cm (4‘8''x 20') C1 black/ graphite 146037/ BB0130 54,95

  150 x 52cm (4‘11''x 20'') C1 black/ graphite 146037/ BB0130 59,95

160 x 61cm (5‘3''x 24'') C1 black/ graphite 146037/ BB0130 64,95

Protects your board from sun, sand and salt. This bag is perfect for day 
travel or weekend trips.

 ▪ Durable construction - 600D polyester with TPE backing
 ▪ 5mm foam padding
 ▪ Fits 3-5 kites, 2 boards, wetsuits, harnesses and more
 ▪ Waterproof compartment for wet gear
 ▪ Heavy duty wheels with wheel protector

KITE qUIVER BAg LITE

size Colour weight Code srP €*

140 x 48 x 36cm (4’6”x19“x14“) C1 black/ graphite 3,4kg 146036/ BB0127 189,90

160 x 48 x 36cm (5’2”x19“x14“) C1 black/ graphite 3,9kg 146036/ BB0127 199,90

All-in-one quiver bag for all your kite gear.

Ba
gs

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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CaBrinha
Kite BoardBags

Accessories

Accessories
 ▪ FITS 2 TWINTIP BOARDS, 3 KITES
 ▪ Airline friendly kite board bag resembles the shape of  

a golf travel bag
 ▪ Internal accessories/tools pocket
 ▪ High quality wheels

 ▪ FITS 2 SURFBOARDS & 3 KITES
 ▪ TPE backed 600D polyester
 ▪ 10mm foam padding
 ▪ Internal fin pockets
 ▪ Internal and external  

compression straps
 ▪ Ventilation patch to support  

air circulation
 ▪ High qualit y wheels

 ▪ FITS 1 TWINTIP BOARD
 ▪ Durable TPE backed 600D polyester
 ▪ 5mm foam padding
 ▪ Ventilation patch to support air circulation

CABRINHA gOLF BAg

CABRINHA SURF TRAVEL BAg

CABRINHA SURF DAY BAg

size (cm) size  (inch) Code srP €*

140 x 45 x 25 55.1'' x 17.7'' x 9.8'' 353030 219,00

155 x 48 x 25 59'' x 18.8'' x 9.8'' 353030 219,00

size (cm) size  (inch) Code srP €*

173 X 65 5‘8“ x 25‘‘ 353033 82,00

183 x 65 6'0“ x 25'' 353033 86,00

199 x 67 6' 6'' x 23.5'' 353033 89,00

size (cm) size  (inch) Code srP €*

188 x 52 x 25 6.5" x 33" x 8.5" 353031 219,00

 ▪ FITS 1 SURFBOARD
 ▪ Durable TPE backed 600D polyester
 ▪ 5mm foam paddin g
 ▪ Reinforced rail guard

CABRINHA WAKEBOARD DAY BAg  

size (cm) size  (inch) Code srP €*

135 x 52 53.1'' x 20.4'' 353032 52,00

140 x 52 55.1'' x 20.4'' 353032 53,00

145 x 52 57'' x 20.4'' 353032 55,00

Ba
gs

Cabrinha Boardbags

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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windsurf/suP BoardBags

Accessories

Accessories

 ▪ Heavy duty padding with extra padding 
on nose and side

 ▪ Comfortable handles.
 ▪ Flight approved

FORMULA BOARDBAg

size Code srP €*

230 x 100cm 213021 289,00

 size Code srP €*

XS 230 x 60 cm 233026 89,00

Small 240 x 65 cm 233026 99,00

Medium 245 x 70 cm 233026 115,00

Large 250 x 75 cm 233026 119,00

 size Code srP €*

Surf 8'2'' x 28'' 233027 119,90

8‘6“  x 29“ 233027 119,90

Surf/Venus 8'10'' x 30'' 233030 129,90

Surf 9'2'' x 30'' 233027 129,90

9'6'' x 31'' 233027 129,90

Surf Wide Body 7'4'' x 31'' 233031 119,90

8'2'' x 32'' 233031 119,90

8‘8“ x 32“ 233031 129,90

Fusion/ Venus 9'8'' x 31'' 233031 139,90

Fusion 10'2'' x 32'' 233033 149,90

10'8'' x 34'' 233033 169,90

 ▪ Heavy duty padding, 
 ▪ Compression belts,
 ▪ Extra padding on nose and side,
 ▪ Comfortable handles.
 ▪ Takes up to 4 boards. 
 ▪ Flight approved

 ▪ Takes up to 1 windsurf board
 ▪ Heavy duty padding, 
 ▪ Comfortable handles.
 ▪ Extra padding on nose and side

 ▪ Takes up to 1 SUP board
 ▪ Comfortable handles.
 ▪ Extra padding on nose and side
 ▪ Flight approved

TEAMRIDER BOARDBAg

BOARDBAg LIgHT

BOARDBAg LIgHT SUP

size Code srP €*

240 x 70 cm 233025 359,00

265 x 80 cm 233025 399,00

 size Code srP €*

HD Cruiser/ Sportster 12'6“ 243034 379,90

HD Sportster 14‘0“ 243035 399,90

HD Race 12'6“ 243036 379,90

HD Race 14'0“ 243036 399,90

 ▪ Takes up to 1 SUP board
 ▪ Heavy duty padding, 
 ▪ Comfortable handles.
 ▪ Extra padding on nose and side
 ▪ Flight approved

BOARDBAg HEAVY DUTY SUP

 size Code srP €*

XL 255 x 80 cm 233026 129,00

XXL 240 x 90 cm 233026 135,00

XXXL 250 x 92 cm 233026 139,00

 size Code srP €*

Allround/Venus 11'2'' x 30'' 233032 169,90

Allround 11'8'' x 31'' 233036 169,90

12‘0“ x 32,5“ 233036 169,90

Wide Body 9'9'' x 32'' 233040 139,90

10'0'' x 33,5'' 233040 149,90

10'2'' x 35'' 233040 159,90

WB/ Venus 10‘9‘‘ x 32‘‘ 233033 159,90

Hybrid 10‘8‘‘ 243037 169,90

11‘6‘‘ 243037 179,90

Cruiser/ Sportster 12'6“ 233044 179,90

Sportster 14‘0“ 233049 189,90

Race 12'6“ 233047 169,90

14'0“ 233047 179,90

JP Boardbags

Ba
gs

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Accessories

 ▪ Holds up to five racing or seven wave sails
 ▪ Extends at one end for additional length and capacity (plus 95 x 25 x 20cm)
 ▪ Detachable shoulder strap with molded EVA pad

 ▪ Two separate zippered compartments
 ▪ Sail compartment (255 x 40 x 35cm) to hold 4-6 sails with a maximum mast length of 490cm
 ▪ Padded mast compartment at the bottom fits 3 masts in manufacturers’ bags with a maximum  

mast length of 490cm
 ▪ Roof rack mountable: solid sliding roof rack strap tunnels for easy feeding of straps
 ▪ Detachable shoulder strap with molded EVA pad

 ▪ Three separate zippered compartments to fit:
 ▪ 4-5 sails with a maximum mast length of 460cm
 ▪ 3 masts in manufacturers’ bags up to 460cm in length
 ▪ 3 booms with a max length of 200cm
 ▪ Heavy duty wheels and reinforced padded bottom
 ▪ Roof rack mountable: solid sliding roof rack strap tunnels for easy feeding of straps

qUIVER SAIL BAg

STREAMLINER FREERIDE

ALL IN ONE

size Colour weight Code srP €*

200 x 35 x 25 cm (6‘7“x14“x10“) C1 black/ graphite 2,5 kg 146041/ EB0133 139,90

size Colour weight Code srP €*

255 x 40 x 42 cm (8‘4“x16“x17“) C1 black/ graphite 4,75 kg 146042/ EB0134 259,90

size Colour weight Code srP €*

254 x 56 x 30 cm (8‘4“x22“x12“) C1 black/ graphitee 7,5 kg 146043/ EB0135 349,90

Lightweight travel bag for your sail quiver.

Sleek protection for your masts and sails. 
Can be mounted on roof racks as an 
option.

Ultimate storage for all your equipment in 
an all-in-one bag.

 ▪ Durable 600D polyester
 ▪ 8mm full foam padding
 ▪ Zipper opening with Velcro closure

 ▪ Durable 600D polyester
 ▪ 8mm full foam padding
 ▪ U-shape zipper opening

 ▪ Durable 600D polyester
 ▪ 8mm full foam padding
 ▪ Side zipper opening
 ▪ Carry up to 2 paddles
 ▪ Inner paddle divider

PADDLE BLADE COVER

PADDLE COVER TELESCOPIC

DOUBLE PADDLE COVER

size Colour Code srP €*

One size fits all C1 graphite 146045/ SP0112 14,95

size Colour Code srP €*

Adjustable from 170cm to 220cm C1 graphite 146046/ SP0113 44,95

size Colour Code srP €*

220cm C1 graphite 146047/ SP0114 44,95

nP
saiLs & PaddLe Bags

Ba
gs

NP Sails Bags NP Paddle Bags 

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Accessories

Accessories

size Volume Colour Code srP €*

50 x 32 x 20cm 25l C1 grey 146044/ LU0136 119,90

size Volume Code srP €*

30cm x 68cm 30l 136550/ GA0110 14,95

size Volume Colour Code srP €*

60 x 35 x 22cm 45l C1 black/ grey; C2 red/ black 136807/ LU0090 89,90

An all-purpose backpack featuring an inner organiser, laptop compartment and protective 
sunglass pocket.

 ▪ Heavy-duty tarpaulin material
 ▪ Detachable external mesh pocket
 ▪ Detachable neoprene padded shoulder straps
 ▪ Extra large V-shape opening for easy storage
 ▪ Air valve for compression
 ▪ Interior hangers to hold the detachable mesh pocket
 ▪ Roll top closure with adjustable side buckles
 ▪ Adjustable waist straps for stability

 ▪ Fleece lined sunglass pocket
 ▪ Top loading padded computer compartment with neoprene base suspensions
 ▪ Fits most 15” laptops
 ▪ Side pocket with concealable mesh net to carry water bottle
 ▪ Easy access front organiser with neoprene protective pocket and key holder
 ▪ Adjustable chest straps for stability

BACKPACK

DRY BAg

Colour Code srP €*

C1 graphite 146048/ GA0117 69,95

 ▪ Durable 600D polyester combine with lightweight mesh material
 ▪ Detachable 2.0L water bladder
 ▪ Adjustable tube clip

 ▪ Simple day bag to separate the wet stuff
 ▪ Light weight rip-stop fabric
 ▪ Tube shape body for easy storage
 ▪ Roll top closure with easy release buckle

HYDRATION BACKPACK

DRY TUBE

 ▪ Front pocket with organizer
 ▪ Padded laptop compartment
 ▪ Fits most 17” laptops
 ▪ Fleece lined sunglass pocket
 ▪ Multiple inner compartments with mesh and side elastic neoprene trims
 ▪ Padded side handle
 ▪ Lockable zips
 ▪ Telescopic handle and smooth urethane wheels
 ▪ Telescopic handle extendable to 1.05m (41”)

 ▪ Fold out sandwich opening with two compartments
 ▪ Quick zipper access for top compartment
 ▪ Multiple inner compartments with mesh and side elastic neoprene trims
 ▪ Padded side and top handles
 ▪ Dual top lifting handles on upper compartment
 ▪ Side compression belts
 ▪ Lockable zips
 ▪ Dual setting telescopic handle
 ▪ Smooth urethane wheels

CABIN TROLLEY

DUFFLE ON WHEELS 65

size Colour weight Code srP €*

53 x 35 x 25cm C1 grey 3,2kg 136800/ LU0084 179,90

size Volume Colour weight Code srP €*

65 x 38 x 35cm 65l C1 grey 4,4kg 136801/ LU0085 219,90

Convenient airplane carry-on with wheels.

Heavy-duty, split-level roller for extended trips. Functional and durable.

 ▪ TPE backed 600D polyester
 ▪ Allover print on the inside lining
 ▪ Soft grip handle
 ▪ Straps onto the Golf an Surf Travel Bag for easy transport

DUFFLE BAg

size (cm)  (inch) Code srP €*

78 x 33 x 37 30.7'' x 13'' x 14.5'' 353034 61,00

 ▪ Padded laptop and separate iPad sleeve
 ▪ MP3/CD pocket with headphone cord port
 ▪ Fleece lined padded sunglass sleeve
 ▪ Breat hable 3D mesh back panel and shoulder straps
 ▪ Cooler pocket

 ▪ Polyester
 ▪ Silkscreen Logo Print
 ▪ Zip top closure
 ▪ Outer Side pocket

STREET BACKPACK

BEACH TOTE

size (cm) Code srP €*

64 x 43 353036 20,00

size (cm)  (inch) Code srP €*

55 x 35 x 25 21.6'' x 13.7'' x 9.8'' 353035 118,00

tr
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NP Backpacks & Bags
Cabrinha Bags & Travel Bags

nP / CaBrinha
BaCKPaCKs / traVeL Bags

trAvel BAgs

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C2
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C1

C1

C1

C1

C2

C2

C2

C2

C4

C3

C3

C3

C3

C4

MISSION JUNIOR FULLSUIT
Perfect power for youngsters.

Thickness Entry Colour Size Code SRP €*

5/4/3 Back Zip C1 gun metal / green 8 10 12 14 16 143154 169,90

 ▪ Wrap around neck seal
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

Features

 ▪ Wrap around neck seal
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull

Features

 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ FLX Zone
 ▪ Flatlock stitching

Features

 ▪ Glued and blindstitched (GBS) seams
 ▪ Velcro attachment for zipper pull
 ▪ Armortex 4-way stretch kneepads
 ▪ Ankle cinch loop with detachable ankle cinches

Features

RISE JUNIOR FULLSUIT

The ticket to affordable performance.

The ticket to affordable performance.

RISE JUNIOR S/S SPRINGSUIT

RISE KIDS S/S SPRINGSUIT

Perfect power for youngsters.

Thickness Entry Colour Size Code SRP €*

3/2 Back Zip  C1 grey/ blue/ gun metal 6 8 10 12 14 16 143155 119,90

Thickness Entry Colour Size Code SRP €*

2/2 Back Zip C1 graphit/ blue/ yellow 6 8 10 12 14 16 143152 79,90

Thickness Entry Colour Size Code SRP €*

2/2 Back Zip C1 green/ blue; C2 silver/ yellow K2 K4 K6 143153 59,90

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer great freedom  
of movement and full UV protection.

LYCRA JUNIOR RASHGUARD L/S

 ▪ Aqua silk material
 ▪ UPF 50+, maximum UV protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

Features

 ▪ Aqua silk material
 ▪ UPF 50+, maximum UV protection
 ▪ Flatlock stitching

Features

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

LYCRA KIDS RASHGUARD SHORTY L/S

   Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer great 
freedom of movement and full UV protection.

LYCRA JUNIOR RASHGUARD S/S

 ▪ Aqua silk material
 ▪ UPF 50+, maximum UV protection
 ▪ Boardshort attachment loop
 ▪ Flatlock stitching
 ▪ Elastic silicon waist seal

Features

 ▪ Aqua silk material
 ▪ UPF 50+, with hood for maximum UV protection
 ▪ Flatlock stitching

Features

Classic tight-fitting, quick-drying stretchable shirts that offer 
great freedom of movement and full UV protection.

LYCRA L/S KIDS 3-QTR LEG HOODED RASHGUARD

Colour Size Code SRP €*

C1 white ; C2 black; C3 blue; C4 green 6/8/10/12/14/16 143243 39,95

Colour Size Code SRP €*

C1 white ; C2 black; C3 blue; C4 green 6/8/10/12/14/16 143244 29,95

Colour Size Code SRP €*

C1 Boy‘s Assorted; C2 Girl‘s Assorted;; C3 Unisex K2/K4/K6 143242 34,95

Colour Size Code SRP €*

C1 Boy‘s Assorted; C2 Girl‘s Assorted; C3 Unisex Assorted K2/K4/K6 143245 39,95

NP Wetsuits

KidS
WETSuiTS & LyCRaS

NP Lycra

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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HIGH HOOK (CE 50)

THE ONE HARNESS

Features

certified to ISO 12402-5

A Star is born. With just the right amount of support, the One waist harness is purpose built for the 
smaller frame of kids and ensures comfortable sailing for beginners and aspiring stars. 
The One adds additional peace of mind for your loved ones by incorporating a “FIND ME” 
safety whistle attached to the harness, for use in emergency situations.

 ▪ Super-soft buoyancy foam
 ▪ Reflective piping and panels
 ▪ Hydropouch attachment points
 ▪ Side zipper with adjustable buckles
 ▪ Mesh drainage panels
 ▪ Large stretch mesh pocket
 ▪ Oversized arm holes
 ▪ Harness hook hole

Features
 ▪ 360 Power Strap
 ▪ Back Base support system
 ▪ 3D shaped neoprene foam inner
 ▪ Non-water absorbent PU outer
 ▪ Soft neoprene finished edges
 ▪ Deep inner seams to avoid chafing
 ▪ FIND ME safety whistle
 ▪ Stainless steel spreader bar

Colour Size Code SRP €*

C1 neon yellow; C2 neon red; C3 black Junior/ Youth/ XS-S/ M-L/ XL-2XL/ 3XL-UP 143700 99,90

Colour Size Code SRP €*

C1 yellow/ blue/ green; C2 red/ orange/ bordeaux  (6-8 Years), 18-21 kg M (9-11 Years), 21-26 kg L (12-14 Years), 26-35 kg 136012 89,95

ORIGIN JUNIOR LC ROUND BOOTIE

 ▪ Drawstring entry
 ▪ N-Grip soles
 ▪ Heel-hold box
 ▪ Stabilizing binding guards
 ▪ Apex-Flex neoprene upper

Features

Thickness Colour Size Code SRP €*

3 C1 light grey/ black 2A 3A 3 4 5 6 133615 29,95

DRAGONFLY

DRAGONFLY MAST

DRAGONFLY BOOM

DRAGONFLY 30CM RDM

Size Colour Code SRP €*

1.5 light grey/ green / orange 151111 329,00

2.0 light grey/ green / orange 151111 349,00

2.5 light grey/ green / orange 151111 369,00

3.0 light grey/ green / orange 151111 379,00

3.5 light grey/ green / orange 151111 399,00

Lenght Code SRP €*

240 122007 179,00

290 122007 179,00

Lenght Code SRP €*

100-140 142105 89,00

120-170 142105 99,00

Lenght Code SRP €*

30 122207 75,00

ExPERIENCE

Size Colour Code SRP €*

1,5 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

2,5 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

3,5 t.b.a. t.b.a. t.b.a.

Dragonfly is designed to provide optimum performance for both  
beginner and advanced youth sailors. Dragonfly has the same features, 
durability and appearance of all NeilPryde sails but is lighter and easier  
to handle. The 1.5 and 2.0 have two battens for minimal weight; 2.5  
and up have three battens for stability. Easy rigging through minimal  
downhaul tension.  A high foot angle helps during up hauling and  
manoeuvring the board. Lightweight and highly durable.

Experience is easy and fun to use for all ages and levels. It is light,  
easy to handle and highly durable. All Experience sizes are perfect  
for schools and learning with the larger sizes specifically designed  
for SUP sailing.
They have a size-specific batten layout with no foot-batten allowing  
the sail to smoothly transition from tack to tack without any rotation.  
There are 2.5 battens in the 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 and 3.5 battens in 5.5  
and 6.5. Full Dacron® construction in the top for softness,  
durability and ease of use. Perfect for learning and schools.  
Heavy duty ArmourWeb Construction making the sail more  
responsive and ideal for SUP sailing. The front of the window is  
completely clear for optimum visibility and a soft profile.  
ClearWeb used for draft stability.

These composite masts have been designed to work best  
on the Dragonfly sails. Their construction is similar to  
our adult mast program but with a specialised,  
custom lay-up. A combination of fiberglass and carbon  
fibre is used to ensure this mast is strong, light and  
affordable.

With special thin grip this boom is perfectly suited for small hands with big 
ambitions. This boom has a ‘new school’ outline which is simply scaled down 
to ensure the Dragonfly rig works in perfect synergy.

As with other Dragonfly components, this extension is specifically 
designed to suit. Due to a lower load specification we have been able 
to reduce the weight when compared to our regular RDM extension 
while still keeping the same high quality features such as the clamp 
shell and high quality anodising.

NP Bootie & Neo Accessoires NP Riggs

KidS
aCCESSoiRES & SaiLS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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JP YOUNG GUN QUAD ES

JP YOUNG GUN FREESTYLE 80 ES

JP YOUNG GUN 115 ES

Liter Colour Code SRP €*

55 yellow/ green 251043 1.549,00

Liter Colour Code SRP €*

80 blue 251044 1.149,00

Liter Colour Code SRP €*

115 black/ orange 251045 1.149,00

YOUNG GUN 8‘10“x30“

YOUNG GUN PADDLE

JP PADDLE - GLASS PE

JP PADDLE - GLASS

Liter Colour Code SRP €*

8‘10“x30“ blue 251055 999,00

Length Colour Code SRP €*

70 black 231104 89,95

Paddle surface area Colour Code SRP €*

90 black 251119 119,95

Paddle surface area Colour Code SRP €*

90 grey/ orange 251117 199,95

We developed the Young Gun boards with the special needs of the new generation in mind.  
They come with a reduced stance width and a shorter distance between footstrap plugs for 
more narrow feet and also with many different footstrap options for youngsters of all  
sizes and sailing levels.  
They work for young guns up to around 50 kilos.

QUAD: 
A 55 liter version of Kauli Seadi‘s and Jason Polakow’s latest development  
together with Werner Gnigler - our famous shaper.

Technology:
EPOXY SANDWICH Technologie (115 with EVA Deck)

We developed the Young Gun boards with the special needs of the new generation 
in mind. They come with a reduced stance width and a shorter distance between 
footstrap plugs for more narrow feet and also with many different footstrap options 
for youngsters of all sizes and sailing levels.  
They work for young guns up to around 50 kilos.

FREESTYLE: 
Youp Schmit our two times PWA Youth World Champion  
has developed this board with Werner. It offers unbelievable pop  
and is made for the latest and sickest moves.

Technology:
EPOXY SANDWICH Technologie (115 with EVA Deck)

We developed the Young Gun boards with the special needs of the new generation 
in mind. They come with a reduced stance width and a shorter distance between 
footstrap plugs for more narrow feet and also with many different footstrap options 
for youngsters of all sizes and sailing levels.  
They work for young guns up to around 50 kilos.

YOUNG GUN 115: 
Made for young beginners and youngsters, who want to get planing,  
get into the straps and start learning some tricks.

Technology:
EPOXY SANDWICH Technologie (115 with EVA Deck)

Specially developed alloy paddle for the needs of the kids. Due to its 18 cm  
wide blade and the light and shorter shaft, the young gun is the perfect  
paddle for kids. The small outline of the paddle provides an 
easy and forgiving paddle stroke. The power face of the blade 
features a flat shape that merges into a convex shape. 
The backside of the paddle transfers into a soft double concave V.  
Due to its double pin system closure, the alloy paddle can be adjusted to the individual length.

This combination of a light fiberglass shaft and a tough fiberglass reinforced Polyethylene (PE) blade is a 
great alternative to heavy alloy paddles. Due to the longitudinal structural reinforcements, the PE blades 
are very light but also very stiff. They also feature a soft rubber edge for protection. ABS handle. 
The shafts have a horizontally roughened surface for a good grip.

The full composite fiberglass construction provides performance at  
great value. Fiberglass flexes naturally and is therefore easy on  
your shoulders and back. The stringer inside the blade creates  
stiffness while the full fiberglass pressure molded blade is leak  
proof. ABS handle. The shafts have a horizontally  
roughened surface for a good grip.

On the Young Gun kids will learn how to paddle around in 2  
minutes and will be sailing in and out by themselves within 
two days. The width, length, volume and the soft deck technology  
(no hard edges) combined with the centre fin make it a perfect windsurf 
beginner board for kids up to 40kg.  
At the same time it is an ultimate all-round kid‘s SUP for  
flat-water and waves.

Target group: Young Guns 

Suitability: Flat water, wave and windsurfing beginners.

JP Boards JP SUP

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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TWINTIP FINS-GFN HEX FLOW FINS

SURF/ RACE/ ALIAS FINS 
GFN-GLASS FILLED NYLON

SURF/ RACE/ ALIAS FINS 
RTM- RESIN TRANSFER MOLDED

Model Description Code SRP €*

50mm GFN FLEX FLOW FINS WITH M6 SCREWS AND DOGBONE WASHERS x4pcs fins, 16mm fin screws x8pcs, 
dogbone washers x4pcs

355175 110,50

40mm GFN FLEX FLOW FINS WITH M6 SCREWS AND DOGBONE WASHERS x4pcs fins, 16mm fin screws x8pcs, 
dogbone washers x4pcs

355175 110,50

30mm GFN FLEX FLOW FINS WITH M6 SCREWS AND DOGBONE WASHERS x4pcs fins, 16mm fin screws x8pcs, 
dogbone washers x4pcs

355175 110,50

20mm GFN FLEX FLOW FINS WITH M6 SCREWS AND DOGBONE WASHERS x4pcs fins, 16mm fin screws x8pcs,
 dogbone washers x4pcs

355175 110,50

Model Description Code SRP €*

PENTA FIN SET GFN (CAN USE ON PHENOM) x2pcs front fins 4.5” & x2pcs rear fins 4.0” & x1pc rear middle 4.25” 355176 65,00

QUAD FIN SET GFN (CAN USE ON SECRET WEAPON, PHENOM) x2pcs front fins 4.5” & x2pcs rear fins 4.0” 355177 55,00

TRI FIN SET GFN (USE ON PROTO, PHENOM) x2pcs fins 4.5” & x1pc rear middle 4.25” 355178 45,00

Model Description Code SRP €*

PENTA FIN SET RTM (CAN USE ON PHENOM) x2pcs front fins 4.5” & x2pcs rear fins 4.0” & x1pc rear middle 4.25” 355179 179,00

QUAD FIN SET RTM (CAN USE ON SECRET WEAPON, PHENOM) x2pcs front fins 4.5” & x2pcs rear fins 4.0” 355180 139,00

TRI FIN SET RTM (USE ON PROTO, PHENOM) x2pcs fins 4.5” & x1pc rear middle 4.25” 355181 119,00

H1 STRAPS

Model Description Code SRP €*

H1 FOOT STRAP UPPER - STANDARD x2pcs straps 355184 58,80

H1 FOOT STRAP UPPER - SMALL x2pcs straps 355185 57,30

H1 FOOT STRAP UPPER - SMALL SIREN x2pcs straps 355186 57,30

H1 CHASSIS WITH FOOD PAD STANDARD x2pcs 355187 95,90

H1 CHASSIS WITH FOOD PAD SMALL x2pcs 355188 95,90

H1 MOUNTING TABS x4pcs, x4 screws 355189 37,50

Model Description Code SRP €*

TWIN TIP SCREWS (FINS/BINDINGS/HANDLE) x100pcs 355195 111,80

TWIN TIP DOGBONE FIN WASHERS x20pcs 355197 39,30

SURF/AMOAS/RACE STRAP WASHERS x20pcs 355196 25,30

SURF/AMOAS/RACE STRAP SCREWS x20pcs 355198 38,70

ULTRALIGHT STRAPS (for surf and race)

H2 STRAPS

Model Description Code SRP €*

H2 UPPER STANDARD x2pcs, x8pcs screws 355190 164,60

H2 UPPER SMALL x2pcs, x8pcs screws 355191 164,60

H2 CHASSIS STANDARD WITH PADS x2pcs, x4pcs EVA inserts, x4pcs 6x16mm screws 355192 80,70

H2 CHASSIS SMALL WITH PADS x2pcs, x4pcs EVA inserts, x4pcs 6x16mm screws 355193 80,70

Model Description Code SRP €*

ULTRALIGHT ADJ. STRAP (FOR SURFBOARD) x2pcs straps, x5pcs strap screws,
x4pcs plastic washers, x1pc rear metal washer

352207 55,00

ALIAS ADJ. STRAP (FOR ALIAS BOARD ONLY) x4pcs straps, x8pcs strap screws,
x8pcs plastic washers (pack inside of Alias)

355194 128,00

HANDLE 

Model Description Code SRP €*

BOARD HANDLE WITH MOUNTING SCREWS x1pc handle, x2pcs screws 355199 19,50

SCREWS WASHERS

SPRINT / AIRLOCK

Model Description Code SRP €*

SPRINT BASE COLLAR SET (x5) 2 x base collars, 2 x screws 355116 6,90

SPRINT TUBING & TUBING COLLAR (x5) 1 x 1.0m Tubing, 10 x Tubing Collars 355117 34,60

SPRINT PINCH CLAMP 7 x 5 x 1 (35) Pinch Clamps 355118 20,80

SPRINT INFLATION VALVE (x1) 1 x PVC Inflation Valve for Kite Bladders 355119 3,50

SPRINT TUBING COLLAR 35 X Tubing Collars 355120 10,40

SPRINT CLAMP COVERS (NEOPRENE) 7 x Sprint Clamp Covers 355121 6,90

SPRINT VALVE COVER 355122 6,90

CabRinha
 FinS / FootStRaPS

Cabrinha Fins & Footstraps

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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SPRINT / AIRLOCK

LEADING EDGE BLADDER

Model Description Code SRP €*

Drifter LEADING EDGE 13  
11  
9  
8
7

  5.5

355110-00 60,50
59,30
56,70
50,70
49,50
45,20

Switchblade LEADING EDGE 14
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

355111-00 63,90
65,90
64,00
62,10
60,60
58,60
57,00
55,40
53,40
51,70

Chaos LEADING EDGE 13
11
9
8
7

 5.5

355112-00 63,00
65,90
59,80
56,90
55,10
49,40

Contra LEADING EDGE 17
15
13

355113-00 68,00
65,40
62,90

Radar LEADING EDGE 14
12
10
9
7
5

3.5

355114-00 66,60
73,20
63,80
60,50
52,90
49,60
43,00

Velocity LEADING EDGE 18  
16
 14
 13
 11
10
9
7

355115-00 76,00
73,40
70,80
69,40
61,00
59,80
57,90
52,90

Model Description Code SRP €*

AIRLOCK VALVE SEAL RUBBER WASHER 355123 3,50

AIR LOCK VALVE ASSEMBLY (x1) Replacement x 1pc (Adaptor Less Design) 355124 6,90

AIRLOCK PUMP ADAPTER (x10) Connection adapter, attached between airlock 
valve located on kite and the end of the pump hose

355125 6,90

STRUT BLADDER

Model Description Code SRP €*

ADHESIVE DOUBLE REPAIRE TAPE 50mm x 4.5m; Colour: Neutral 355171 33,10

EXPANDED KITE STORAGE BAG M 10 pcs. 355174 375,00

EXPANDED KITE STORAGE BAG XL 10 pcs. 355174 446,00

BYPASS LEASH Standard (Short) leash with QR 355172 29,00

BYPASS LEASH Pro Handlepass Leash with QR 355173 34,00

SPRINT INFLATION PUMP 4 pcs. 355109 49,00

KITE SEPARATES

Model Description Code SRP €*

Drifter STRUT BLADDER 13
11
9
8
7

 5.5

355110-01 43,70
44,60
42,80
41,60
40,30
38,80

Switchblade STRUT BLADDER 14
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

355111-01 65,90
67,60
65,20
63,60
59,00
57,40
54,60
50,80
48,90
45,70

Chaos STRUT BLADDER 13 
11
9
8
7

 5.5

355112-01 61,90
63,30
60,70
58,20
56,60
54,70

Contra STRUT BLADDER 17
15
13

355113-01 41,80
43,10
41,80

Radar STRUT BLADDER 14  
12  
10  
9  
7  
5  

3.5

355114-01 48,70
50,10
48,20
46,80
43,50
40,60
39,20

Velocity STRUT BLADDER 18  
16  
14  
13  
11  
10
9
7

355115-01 65,80
64,10
62,10
61,30
58,80
57,30
55,90
54,20

Cabrinha Spare parts

CabRinha  
SPaRe PaRtS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SETS

Model Description Code SRP €*

Drifter BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SET 13  
11  
9  
8
7

  5.5

355110-02 38,70
37,90
37,10
36,60
36,10
35,20

Switchblade BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SET 14
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

355111-02 37,20
36,60
36,20
35,90
35,50
35,10
34,60
34,20
33,60
33,10

Chaos BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SET 13
11
9
8
7

 5.5

355112-02 47,50
46,70
45,80
45,40
44,90
43,90

Contra BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SET 17
15
13

355113-02 31,80
31,10
30,40

Radar BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SET 14
12
10
9
7
5

3.5

355114-02 30,70
29,80
29,30
28,30
27,40
26,50
25,50

Velocity BRIDLE REPLACEMENT SET 18  
16
 14
 13
 11
10
9
7

355115-02 69,50
67,10
64,90
63,70
61,30
58,50
55,70
50,20

Model Description Code SRP €*

Drifter MAIN PULLEY BRIDLE 13  
11  
9  
8
7

  5.5

355126 5,80
5,70
5,50
5,40
5,30
5,10

Switchblade MAIN PULLEY BRIDLE 14
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

355127 5,80
5,20
5,10
5,10
5,00
4,90
4,90
4,80
4,70
4,60

Chaos MAIN PULLEY BRIDLE 13
11
9
8
7

 5.5

355128 5,40
5,30
5,10
5,10
5,00
4,90

GENERIC BRIDLE SPARE PARTS

Model Description Code SRP €*

2.3 mm BRIDLE LINE BLACK 10 meter single length / Raw material / Poly Covered Dynema Bridle Line 355129 8,40

2.3 mm BRIDLE LINE RED 10 meter single length / Raw material / Poly Covered Dynema Bridle Line 355130 8,40

DYNEMA LEADER LINE 10 meter single length / Raw material / 100% Dynema Leader Line 355131 18,30

BRIDLE LINE - RAW MATERIAL 

Model Description Code SRP €*

SINGLE PULLEY (x10) Single replacement pulley (with no sewn link) 355132 40,20

SINGLE PULLEY LINK (x2/set) Single Pulley with sewn 12cm link and improved axle strength (black) 355133 10,90

BRIDLE LINE - RAW MATERIAL 

Model Description Code SRP €*

16m (1XL) Front Flying line set 2pcs x 16m (Standard) - White (Used with 22m Rear Flying line) 355134 38,70

14m (STANDARD) Front Flying line set 2pcs x 14m - White (Used with 20m Rear Flying line) 355134 35,00

12 m Front Flying line set 2pcs x 9m - White (Used with 15m Rear Flying line) 355134 31,70

7 m Front Flying line set 2pcs x 7m - White (Used with 15M Rear Flying line) 355134 22,70

FRONT FLYING LINES

CabRinha  
SPaRe PaRtS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Model Description Code SRP €*

24m (1XL) Rear Flying line set 2 x 24m (Standard) - Black (Used with 24M Front Flying line) 355138 48,60

22m (Standard) Rear Flying line set 2 x 22m (Standard) - Black (Used with 22M Front Flying line) 355138 45,00

20m Rear Flying line set 2 x 20m – Black (Used with 20M Front Flying line) 355138 42,40

15m Rear Flying line set 2 x 15m – Black (Used with 15M Front Flying line) 355138 32,80

24m VELOCITY UPPER REAR FLYING LINE SECTION Upper Rear Flying Lines for use on Velocity 65cm Bar (1.05mm 190kg Line) 355139 47,00

21m VELOCITY UPPER REAR FLYING LINE SECTION Upper Rear Flying Lines for use on Velocity 55cm Bar (1.05mm 190kg Line) 355139 41,60

3m VELOCITY LOWER REAR FLYING LINE SECTION Lower Rear Flying Line Section for use on both 55cm and 65cm Velocity Bars 355139 14,70

Model Description Code SRP €*

2 METER CONTROL LINE 
EXTENSION SET

1 ea. 2 meter black control line with black cover skin,1 ea. 2 meter black
control line with red cover skin, 1 ea. 2 meter white control line with black cover

skin, 1 ea. 2 meter white control line with red cover skin

355140 16,20

5 METER CONTROL LINE 
EXTENSION SET

1 ea. 5 meter black control line with black cover skin,1 ea.5 meter black control line
with red cover skin, 1 ea. 5 meter white control line with black cover skin, 

1 ea. 5 meter white control line with red cover skin

355140 26,50

10 METER CONTROL LINE 
EXTENSION SET

1 ea. 10 meter black control line with black cover skin,1 ea. 10 meter black control line 
with red cover skin, 1 ea. 10 meter white control line with black cover skin, 

1 ea. 10 meter white control line with red cover skin

355140 43,70

3 METER VELOCITY LINE 
EXTENSION SET

1 ea. 3 meter black 190kg control line with black cover skin, 1 ea. 3 meter black 
190kg control line with red cover skin, 1 ea. 3 meter white 250kg control line with 

black cover skin, 1 ea. 3 meter white 250kg control line with red cover skin

355141 60,20

REAR FLYING LINES

CONTROL LINE EXTENSION SETS

Model Description Code SRP €*

8m OVERDRIVE LOWER FRONT Lower front Flying Line sections for use on allOverdrive Control Bars 355135 19,80

7,75m VELOCITY LOWER FRONT Lower Flying Line sections for use on both 55cm and 65cm Velocity Bars 355136 18,30

16m VELOCITY UPPER FRONT Upper Flying Line sections for use on 55cmVelocity Bar (1.2mm 250kg Line) 355137 32,50

19m VELOCITY UPPER FRONT Upper Flying Line sections for use on 65cm Velocity Bar (1.2mm 250kg Line) 355137 37,80

FRONT FLYING LINES

Model Description Code SRP €*

REPLACEMENT LINE CONNECTOR SET Provides durable connection between control line and kite pigtails 355142 8,60

REPLACEMENT LINE CONNECTOR SET Model Description Code SRP €*

RECOIL (Black) Black Stainless Steel CS Recoil Spring 355149 5,80

Model Description Code SRP €*

CAS FOR 1X KITES Complete CAS incl Bungee Trim Adjuster, SLF and Bungee Manager 355143 31,30

Model Description Code SRP €*

VELOCITY TRIM CLEAT Velocity Trim Cleat with Mounting Bracket 355144 27,30

Model Description Code SRP €*

VELOCITY TRIM LINE Velocity Trim line for use with Trim Cleat 355145 14,40

Model Description Code SRP €*

VELOCITY SLF FITTING Stainless Steel SLF Fitting for use on Velocity Control System 355146 10,80

Model Description Code SRP €*

VELOCITY TRIM PULLEY Stainless Steel Trim Pulley for use on the Velocity Control System 355147 5,40

Model Description Code SRP €*

VELOCITY TIE BALL 16mm SLF Tie Ball for use on VelocitySystem 355148 1,70

RECOIL

CAS FOR KITES

VELOCITY TRIM CLEAT

VELOCITY TRIM LINE

VELOCITY SLF FITTING

VELOCITY TRIM PULLEY

VELOCITY TIE BALL

Model Description Code SRP €*

REPLACEMENT CAS TRIM ADJUSTER SET Replacement Bungee Trim Adjuster Set 355150 17,00

REPLACEMENT CAS TRIM ADJUSTER SET

CabRinha  
SPaRe PaRtS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Model Description Code SRP €*

Overdrive STD 48-56 cm 355158 128,70

Overdrive Large 57-65 cm 355158 130,00

Model Description Code SRP €*

NON ADJUSTABLE CONTROL BAR WITH LEADER LINES 55 cm 355159 103,90

NON ADJUSTABLE CONTROL BAR WITH LEADER LINES 45 cm 355159 103,90

NON ADJUSTABLE CONTROL BAR WITH LEADER LINES 40 cm 355159 103,90

CONTROL BAR SIDE LEADER

FIXED CONTROL BAR

LINES

Model Description Code SRP €*

CAS LOWER TRIANGLE LINK Shackle link between CAS and Depower main line 355151 5,40

Model Description Code SRP €*

SECURITY PIN (STANDARD) Black Security Pin 355160 9,10

CAS LOWER TRIANGLE LINK

SECURITY PIN

Model Description Code SRP €*

DEPOWER MAIN LINE Black multi-bore PU tubing w/4mm Dynema mainline, Top Cap, Funnel 355152 2,60

1X SLF SECURITY LINE 100% dynema line connection in between Bypass Leash 
and the 1X SLF Front Fly Line

355153 6,10

DEPOWER MAIN FUNNEL 1x De-power main line Top Funnel 355154 8,60

OVERDRIVE PULL HANDLE Replacement Overdrive Pull Handle Set. 1 Black and 1 Red Toggle  
with lanyard lines

355155 3,40

QUICKLOOP QR BUNGEE Replacement QR Bungee. 2 Black Bungee with Metal Crimps 355156 4,70

OVERDRIVE BAR END BUNGEE Replacement Qverdrive Bar End Bungee. 1 Black and 1 Red with PU T tabs 
and Black webbing Pull Tabs

355157 3,80

Model Description Code SRP €*

OVERDRIVE LOOP & MAINLINE ASSEMBLY Complete Quickloop system including standard 23cm Quickloop 
Harness loop and the Depower Mainline with CAS

355163 85,90

OVERDRIVE LOOP & MAINLINE ASSEMBLY 

Model Description Code SRP €*

Complete Quickloop harness loop assembly 26 cm 355161 68,60

Complete Quickloop harness loop assembly 23 cm (STD) 355161 68,40

Complete Quickloop harness loop assembly 21 cm 355161 68,50

Model Description Code SRP €*

Complete Quickloop harness loop assembly 26 cm 355162 9,50

Complete Quickloop harness loop assembly 23 cm 355162 9,50

Complete Quickloop harness loop assembly 21 cm 355162 9,50

COMPLETE QUICKLOOP HARNESS LOOP

QUICKLOOP HARNESS LINE ONLY

KITE CANOPY FABRIC– REPAIR

Model Code SRP €*

KITE CANOPY FABRIC x 10M Weight: 53 gsm
Colour: 001 Red 485C, 002 Yellow FC16, 003 Aqua 326C, 004 Dark Grey,  
005: Yellow 012C,006: Red 484/485C/421C 007 Yellow 100%/130C/021C,  

008 Aqua 324/326C/328C

355164 283,90

KITE CANOPY FABRIC x 10M Weight: 75 gsm 
Colour: 001 Carbon

355165 341,20

KITE CANOPY FABRIC x 2M Weight: 53 gsm 
Colour: 001 Red 485C, 002 Yellow FC16, 003 Aqua 326C, 004 Dark Grey,  

005: Yellow 012C,006: Red 484/485C/421C
007 Yellow 100%/130C/021C, 008 Aqua 324/326C/328C

355166 57,60

KITE CANOPY FABRIC x 2M Weight : 75 gsm  
Colour: 001 Red 485C, 002 Yellow FC16, 003 Aqua 326C, 004 Dark Grey, 

005:Yellow 012C,006: Red 484/485C/421C
007 Yellow 100%/130C/021C, 008 Aqua 324/326C/328C

355167 74,20

ADHESIVE MARKCLOTH  1 x YARD Colour: 001 - Black(Leading Edge)/ Colour: 002 - Grey(Kite Internal) 355168 20,30

KITE BLADDER PATCH KIT 2pcs - 12X9cm , 9x9cm 355169 2,80

KITE LEADING EDGE RAW MATERIAL x 10M Weight: 155 gsm
Colour: 001 Red 485C, 002 Yellow FC16, 003 Grey

355170 220,60

CabRinha 
SPaRe PaRtS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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The fin range based on the shape of the Wave and Polakow Twinser line. The new outline and 
profile make all manoeuvre oriented boards feel much more direct and responsive resulting 
in dramatically improved manoeuvrability. It is faster than traditional, dolphin style FSW fins. 
It helps get planing earlier and accelerates much quicker. The perfect fin concept for the FSW 
board range.

Two supplementary fins positioned on the rail help to track and guide with their main purpose to provide 
additional grip in extreme turns. When railing up the board hard, the tail starts to come out of the water, for 
example during top turns (which then become lip slides) and also in extreme bottom turns. In these extreme 
situations centre or twin-fins may come out of the water but one of the Side Fins will still grip! These Side 
Fins feature a balanced outline and a straight race curve. They feel more direct and allow more radical turns. 
The shape is positioned right between the Polakow and Kauli line and therefore suits both fins perfectly.

Based on the concept of the Polakow Twinser fins: The innovative outline and profile make every board 
feel much more direct and responsive. The fin alone makes every board more radical in every aspect, no 
matter if it’s used in single fin or in thruster mode. The fin is faster than traditional wave fins and helps you 
to get out through the break quicker. With only little area at the tip the fins are super easy to control.

MULTI WAVE   Slot Box

FREESTYLE WAVE   POWER BOX 

SIDE FIN   Mini Tuttle Box

WAVE   Slot Box

WAVE   US-BOX

Size technology Code SRP €*

120 G10 CNC 252030 99,00

130 G10 CNC 252030 99,00

135 G10 CNC 252030 99,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

145 G10 CNC 252030 105,00

155 G10 CNC 252030 105,00

165 G10 CNC 252030 105,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

210 G10 CNC 242055 139,00

230 G10 CNC 242055 149,00

250 G10 CNC 242055 159,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

270 G10 CNC 242055 169,00

290 G10 CNC 242055 179,00

310 G10 CNC 242055 189,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

90 G10 CNC 242052 79,00

100 G10 CNC 242052 85,00

100 WL 242053 75,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

180 G10 CNC 252031 125,00

190 G10 CNC 252031 135,00

200 G10 CNC 252031 135,00

210 G10 CNC 252031 139,00

220 G10 CNC 252031 139,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

230 G10 CNC 252031 139,00

240 G10 CNC 252031 139,00

250 G10 CNC 252031 145,00

260 G10 CNC 252031 145,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

180 G10 CNC 242054 129,00

190 G10 CNC 242054 129,00

200 G10 CNC 242054 129,00

210 G10 CNC 242054 139,00

220 G10 CNC 242054 139,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

230 G10 CNC 242054 139,00

240 G10 CNC 242054 149,00

250 G10 CNC 242054 149,00

260 G10 CNC 242054 149,00

280 G10 CNC 242054 159,00

These fins combine power and manoeuvrability in a short, small “new School” freestyle foil.  
Their shortness makes the boards feel very responsive and provides great manoeuvrability  
- it is also essential for sliding freestyle tricks. Less area is made up for with a steeper rake angle.  
The profile length is short for better manoeuvrability and quicker reaction to footsteering.  
Radical designs for radical manoeuvres.

These designs deliver a lot of lift, offering clearly more performance than the average freeride designs 
on the market. The wide base creates efficient power in light winds. The thin tip provides control when 
the wind picks up. Due to only little drag, the Freerides are comfortable and easy to sail at higher 
speeds. Initiating turns is easy and effortless. These fins feature an excellent blend of ease,  
manoeuvrability and control, yet remain very powerful.

The shape of the new JP Slalom fins now available for Powerbox boards! Test showed that the new line of Super 
Sport boards work excellently with the new Slalom fin shape (see further left) and improve their performance. 
Their great performance, partnered with little resistance and great control can make every Powerbox board 
faster. Recommended for every performance-oriented board with Powerbox.

This design is positioned in between a SL and Formula fin. Wide base and parallel tip for 
maximum efficiency in light wind. Top speed is guaranteed because of the thin profile that only 
the moulded technology allows us to use. Special layup makes the fin perform in a way that 
we can take advantage of the foiling effect (known form formula fins) and controlled twist for 
comfortable high speed runs. This fin is the ideal tool for the SLW boards.

The transfer of the Polakow Twinser fin concept into the Freestyle Wave line was so successful that we took it to 
the freeride segment. The new outline in combination with the thinner profile results in less drag and consequent-
ly more speed and better top end control. The new fins develop an enormous amount of lift and push the rider 
onto the plane instantly. These fins make the boards feel more responsive and improve their manoeuvrability. 
Every advanced freerider can tune up his boards with these new fins, making them faster and more  
manoeuvrable in all conditions!

FREESTYLE   POWER BOX 

FREERIDE   POWER BOX 

SUPER SPORT   POWER BOX 

SUPER LIGHTWIND CARBON   DEEP TUTTLE BOX 

RIDE G10 CNC   POWER BOX 

Size technology Code SRP €*

160 G10 CNC 242056 139,00

180 G10 CNC 242056 149,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

200 G10 CNC 242056 159,00

220 G10 CNC 242056 159,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

300 WL 242058 129,00

320 WL 242058 129,00

340 WL 242058 135,00

360 WL 242058 139,00

380 WL 242058 145,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

325 G10 CNC 242059 179,00

350 G10 CNC 242059 189,00

375 G10 CNC 242059 199,00

400 G10 CNC 242059 209,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

560 Carbon 242060 249,00

600 Carbon 242060 259,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

300 G10 CNC 242057 179,00

320 G10 CNC 242057 189,00

340 G10 CNC 242057 199,00

360 G10 CNC 242057 209,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

400 WL 242058 149,00

420 WL 242058 155,00

440 WL 242058 159,00

480 WL 242058 165,00

520 WL 242058 169,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

425 G10 CNC 242059 219,00

450 G10 CNC 242059 229,00

475 G10 CNC 242059 239,00

500 G10 CNC 242059 249,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

400 G10 CNC 242057 219,00

440 G10 CNC 242057 239,00

480 G10 CNC 242057 259,00

520 G10 CNC 242057 269,00

JP Fins

JP
 FinS

    New fins with a slightly wider base offer more grip and drive. Thus, the length of the fins
could be reduced adding to a better feel and maneuverability of the new boards.

       The innovative outline and profile make every board feel more responsive.  
The fin itself makes the board more radical in every aspect, no matter of the use  
in single fin or thruster set up.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Designed for top speed on a reach. The profile thickness and the profile length (cord length) are kept at their minimum, 
resulting in least drag and optimum downwind speed. With good twist they provide excellent control at top speed.  
The profile with the wide point slightly further back produces less drag and creates even lift throughout the whole wind 
range. The constant twist and flex makes the fin very predictable and provides amazing control and top speed without 
lifting the nose out of the water.

The right rake angle is the key to this design: Seaweed, plastic bags a.s.o. simply slip 
past. Additionally, the rake angle ensures smooth entry into turns. The material, the 
slim profile and the efficient shape make them very fast designs. Their areas  
are quite large offering enough lift for easy planing. The new Weed Slalom fins have  
an even slimmer profile to reduce their resistance and increase their performance.  
Also note the enormous length and area of these fins – there are not many weed fins 
that big available on the market!

An all-round fin for the Funster boards providing a balanced mix of ease, comfort and control.

The concept that has been proven for years: powerful and manoeuvrable.   
Very short for easy beach starts.

SPEED   TUTTLE BOX 

WEED (SEAWEED FINS)   US & POWER & TUTTLE BOX 

FUN 34   POWER BOX 

FUNSTER   POWER BOX 

Size technology Code SRP €*

240 G10 CNC 242061 149,00

260 G10 CNC 242061 149,00

280 G10 CNC 242061 149,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

340 Glasfaser Formfinne 242062 39,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

280 WL 242063 109,00

Designed for top speed on all tracks. The profile thickness has been reduced further and the cord length  
shortened, resulting in less resistance and better performance. The fins reach high speeds and provide more  
control when overpowered. The widest point quite far back on the profile produces little resistance and creates 
even lift throughout the whole range. The constant twist and flex make the fin predictable, providing amazing 
control and top speed without lifting the nose off the water.

SLALOM   TUTTLE BOX  (52 – DEEP TUTTLE BOX) 

Size technology Code SRP €*

300 G10 CNC 242072 159,00

320 G10 CNC 242072 159,00

340 G10 CNC 242072 169,00

360 G10 CNC 242072 169,00

380 G10 CNC 242072 179,00

400 G10 CNC 242072 189,00

Size Finnenbox technology Code SRP €*

TW 160 US-BOX G10 CNC 242064 99,00

TW 180 US-BOX G10 CNC 242064 109,00

Wave 210 US-BOX G10 CNC 242065 139,00

Wave 260 US-BOX G10 CNC 242065 169,00

Wave 210 POWER BOX G10 CNC 242066 149,00

Wave 260 POWER BOX G10 CNC 242066 179,00

Freeride 310 POWER BOX G10 CNC 242067 199,00

Size Finnenbox technology Code SRP €*

Freeride 360 POWER BOX G10 CNC 242067 209,00

Slalom 420 POWER BOX G10 CNC 242069 299,00

Freeride 310 TUTTLE BOX G10 CNC 242068 199,00

Freeride 360 TUTTLE BOX G10 CNC 242068 209,00

Slalom 420 TUTTLE BOX G10 CNC 242070 309,00

Slalom 500 DEEP TB G10 CNC 242071 319,00

Size technology Code SRP €*

420 G10 CNC 242072 199,00

440 G10 CNC 242072 209,00

460 G10 CNC 242072 219,00

480 G10 CNC 242072 229,00

500 G10 CNC 242072 239,00

520 G10 CNC 242072 259,00

STAND UP FIN IM  US-Box

Size Code SRP €*

80 242037 34,90

90 242037 39,90

Perfect for high-performance SUPs.

Thruster Set (2 pcs) 

STAND UP FIN WOOD   US-Box

STAND UP FIN RTM   US-Box 

STAND UP FIN RTM-II  US-Box

SUP RACE FIN RTM-II   US-Box 

THRUSTER SET    

Size Code SRP €*

90 222023 119,90

Size Code SRP €*

55 252015 89,90

65 252015 99,90

80 252015 119,90

90 252015 119,90

Size Code SRP €*

55 252016 69,90

65 252016 69,90

80 252016 79,90

90 252016 89,90

Size Code SRP €*

83 WIDE 252017 109,00

84 252018 109,00

Size Code SRP €*

RTM-II  -  R3 / R5 / R7 252019 89,90

FCS  -  M3 / M4 / M5 252020 59,90

JP
 FinS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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AIR SUP SOFT FINNE    

UNIVERSAL NOSE PROTECTOR SET 2015

RADICAL QUAD NOSE PRO 2015

THRUSTER QUAD NOSE PRO 2015

Size Code SRP €*

252022 14,90

Code SRP €*

253014 85,00

Size Code SRP €*

69 - 94 253015 135,00

Size Code SRP €*

73 - 103 253016 145,00

83 - 103 253016 145,00

Code SRP €*

275012 95,00

Für Mini Tuttle Box

SOFT FINNE SUP    

Size Code SRP €*

46 252021 9,90

61 252021 11,90

Only for Funsters 2012,2013 and Explorer.

SCHWERT FUNSTER    

FREESTYLE WAVE NOSE PRO 2015

ALL RIDE NOSE PRO 2015

FREESTYLE WAVE NOSE FWS 2015

ALL RIDE NOSE FWS 2015

MAGIC RIDE NOSE PRO 2015

FREESTYLE NOSE PRO 2015

MAGIC RIDE NOSE GOLD 2015

MAGIC RIDE NOSE FWS 2015

Size Code SRP €*

77 - 111 253017 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

96 - 116 253020 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

85 - 111 253018 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

96 - 116 253021 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

104 - 132 253023 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

90 - 106 253019 155,00

Size Code SRP €*

118 / 132 253022 t.b.c.

Size Code SRP €*

104 - 132 253024 145,00

JP Spare parts

JP
SPaRe PaRtS

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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EXPLORER NOSE 2015

taille Code PPC £*

145 - 195 253034 115,37

Spare partS
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MAGIC RIDE NOSE ES 2015

X-CITE RIDE PLUS NOSE ES 2015

X-CITE RIDE PLUS NOSE PRO 2015

SUPER LIGHTWIND NOSE PRO 2015

SUPER SPORT NOSE PRO 2015

X-CITE RIDE PLUS NOSE FWS 2015

SUPER LIGHTWIND NOSE FWS 2015

Size Code SRP €*

104 - 132 139,00

Size Code SRP €*

100 - 136 253027 159,00

Size Code SRP €*

125 -145 253025 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

168 253029 149,00

Size Code SRP €*

100 - 136 253028 159,00

Size Code SRP €*

125 -160 253026 145,00

Size Code SRP €*

168 253030 149,00

FUNSTER NOSE 2015

SUP WINDSURF NOSE

Size Code SRP €*

145 - 205 253035 149,00

Code SRP €*

253036 169,00

JP
SPaRe PaRtS

Size Code SRP €*

55 253031 139,00

Size Code SRP €*

80 253032 149,00

Size Code SRP €*

115 253033 135,00

YOUNG GUN NOSE QUAD 2015

YOUNG GUN NOSE FREEESTYLE 2015

YOUNG GUN NOSE 2015

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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MASTBOX incl. air valve

FOOTSTRAP FREESTYLE incl. 4 Screws

SCREWDRIVER  

RAIL PROTECTION TAPE 

AIR SUP MANOMETER

AIR SUP VALVE H3

AIR VALVE SCREW PH3 incl. o-ring

AIR SUP PUMP

Code SRP €*

245004 25,00

Code SRP €*

245016 22,90

Size Code SRP €*

168 253029 12,00

Size Code SRP €*

18 x 5 cm 253028 89,90

Size Code SRP €*

145 - 195 253034 9,95

Code SRP €*

245001 13,90

Code SRP €*

245005 6,50

Size Code SRP €*

168 253030 149,00

PH3 Head

To protect the rails

Pump with a high cylinder for less strain; max. Pressure 23psi. 

FOOTSTRAP SILVER incl. 2 Screws

Code SRP €*

245015 19,00

FOOTSTRAP SCREW M6X28MM PH3

Code SRP €*

245014 1,20

JP
SPaRe PaRtS

FIN SCREW M6 PH3 incl. metal & rubber washer

FIN SCREW M4 PH2 incl. brass sliding nut

Size Code SRP €*

20 242083 4,50

35 242083 4,50

45 242083 5,50

50 242083 5,50

60 242083 5,50

70 242083 5,50

80 242083 6,00

Size Code SRP €*

20 275001 4,50

Code SRP €*

242080 5,50

Code SRP €*

242081 4,50

for Powerbox

For Mini Tuttle Box (cover for side fin boxes) 

FINNEN BOX ABDECKUNG PB    

FINNEN BOX ABDECKUNG MT    

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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C2

C3

C3

C4

C1

C2C1

Arch Men T-ShirT

 ▪ 100% cotton
 ▪ Regular fit

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

C1 black; C2 grey; C3 army M/L/XL 354014 29,95

Mens Basic Tee

Bold Men T- ShirT

 ▪ 100% cotton 
 ▪ Regular fit

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

C1 black; C2 white; C3 grey; C4 yellow M/L/XL 354017 29,95

Mens Basic Tee

WoMenS T- ShirT FloWer c

 ▪ 50% cotton
 ▪ 50% poly

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

turquoise S/M/L 354013 24,95

Womens Basic Tee
loose fit

MenS hoodie

 ▪ 60% cotton
 ▪ 40% poly
 ▪ Soft sherpa lining
 ▪ Nylon sleeve lining
 ▪ Embroidered logos

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

grey S/M/L/XL 354011 118,00

Mens Zip Hoodie

WoMenS hoodie

 ▪ 35% cotton
 ▪ 65% poly
 ▪ Soft hood liner
 ▪ Embroidered logos

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

coral XS/S/M/L 354012 68,00

Womens Zip Hoodie

WoMenS cABrinhA cord BoBBle BeAnie

 ▪ Outer material: 100% Polyacryl 
 ▪ Inside material: Fleece 100% Poly

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white/ turquoise / pink/ yellow woman‘s fit 343020 29,95

Cabrinha cord cap with bobble for women

Solid BeAnie

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black unisex 354023 8,00

STriped BeAnie

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black unisex 354024 7,00

 ▪ 100% ribbed cotton with sorf fleece inside 
 ▪ Small cap logo tag on side

Material

 ▪ 100% ribbed cotton with sorf fleece inside 
 ▪ Small cap logo tag on side

Material

cABrinhA cord BoBBle BeAnie

 ▪ Outer material: 100% Polyacryl 
 ▪ Inside material: Fleece 100% Poly

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ white/ black unisex 343021 24,95

Cabrinha cord cap with bobble and embroidered logo

FiTTed WeAve c-FlAMe

 ▪ 210 flexfit hat
Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black standard 354022 23,00

clASSic circle logo Trucker cAp

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black unisex 354018 24,00

 ▪ 6 Panel Flexfit Cap
 ▪ 3D embossed logo

Material

Promowear Cabrinha

PRomoweaR
CabRinha

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Block ShirT 

 ▪ 150gm single jersey carbonised 
 ▪ 65% Rayon, 30% Polyester, 5% Elastane

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue S/M/L/XL 157020 29,95

Men basic tee with print

Bulleye ShirT

Colours Size Code SRP €*

green S/M/L/XL 157021 29,95

MASTer ShirT 

 ▪ 150gm single jersey carbonised 
 ▪ 100% cotton

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white S/M/L/XL 157022 29,95

Men basic tee with logo print
Text on front: MASTERS OF THE WIND

MiSTy Tee

 ▪ 140gm single jersey carbonised
 ▪ 100% cotton

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

cerise pink/ golden cream XS/S/M/L/XL   
8/ 10/ 12/ 14/ 16

137012 24,95

Women basic tee with logo print

MASTer hoodie 

 ▪ 60% cotton
 ▪ 40% polyester fleece

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue S/M/L/XL 157023 69,95

Men basic hoodie with logo print
Text on front: MASTERS OF THE WIND

neilpryde SoFTShell JAcke Men

 ▪ Outer material: 2-ways Softshell stretch, 93% Polyester,  
7% Spandex 

 ▪ Inner material: 100% Polyester
 ▪ Small NeilPryde logo at the side

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

lime S/M/L/XL 157024 109,95

Mens Softshell

neilpryde 2 lAyer JAckeT Men

Colours Size Code SRP €*

grey S/M/L/XL 157025 199,95

2 layer jacket

 ▪ 100% Polyester melange
 ▪ 2 lyer laminated fabric structure
 ▪ Waterproof, windproof and breathable
 ▪ Full gummed up seams

Material

Promowear Neilpryde

PRomoweaR
neilPRyde

FlexFiT cAp

FiTTed BeAnie

poM-poM BeAnie

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ red One Size 157027 11,95

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ red One Size 157028 19,95

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue M (6 3/4"- 7 1/4")  L (7 1/8“- 7 5/8“) 157026 24,95

 ▪ Classic style with flexfit comfort.
 ▪ 6-panel construction cap with NeilPryde
 ▪ Word mark label on side
 ▪ 63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% spandex

Material

 ▪ 9 Gauge with embroidery Neilpryde logo
 ▪ 100% acrly

Material

 ▪ 9 Gauge with jacquard Neilpryde logo
 ▪ 100% acrly

Material

 ▪ Dryrelease fabric that dries faster than cotton or polyester
 ▪ Premium lightweight crew neck tee
 ▪ Available in men‘s sizes S to XL.
 ▪ Material: 85% Repreve & 15% Cotton

Material

We have change the green NeilPryde t-shirt to use an innovative „Drirelease“  
fabric. This fabric dries four times faster than cotton so it‘s perfect for a beach 
t-shirt. This is achieved through special weaving without any added chemicals.  
The fabric is soft to touch and will resist piling and wrinkling.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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ThirST Tee

 ▪ 150gm single jersey carbonised 
 ▪ 65% Rayon, 30% Polyester, 5% Elastane

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red S/M/L/XL 157029 29,95

Men basic tee with NP logo print

Fin Tee

 ▪ 150gm single jersey carbonised 
 ▪ 65% Rayon, 30% Polyester, 5% Elastane

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

grey S/M/L/XL 157030 29,95

Men basic tee with NP logo print

ThirST hoodie 

 ▪ 60% cotton
 ▪ 40% polyester fleece

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

grey S/M/L/XL 157031 69,95

Men basic hoodie with NP logo print

np TrickSTep cAp 

 ▪ NP emroidery
 ▪ Adjustaable snapback

Material

Snapback Cap

np TeAMrider cAp

 ▪ NP emroidery
Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/red unisex 157033 24,95

Flexfit Cap

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white/blue/red
adjustable by
Velcro closure

157032 19,95

Jp 210

 ▪ 83% acryl
 ▪ 5% wool
 ▪ 2% PU
 ▪ JP 3D embroidery

Material

Flexfit 210 Baseball cap

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ yellow
M (55-57cm)           
 L (57-59cm)

224010 39,95

Jp x-ShApe

 ▪ 80% cotton
 ▪ 20% polyester
 ▪ JP embroidery

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white
adjustable by
Velcro closure

224011 24,95

X-Shape

WhiTe rock Zip

 ▪ 280gm cotton loopback 
 ▪ 100% cotton

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

grey/ yellow S/M/L/XL/XXL 234016 69,95

Mens Zip Hoodie

TorA Tee

 ▪ 180gm single jersey carbonised 
 ▪ 100% cotton

Material

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white S/M/L/XL/XXL 234015 29,95

Men basic tee with JP logo print

Promowear NP Promowear JP

PRomoweaR
JP

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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BeAn BAg chAir

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black Standard 354206 45,00

STAndArd BAnner

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ white  250x70 cm 354217 29,00

black/ white  91x30 cm 354218 7,00

WelcoMe MAT 

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black 90x60 cm 354205 53,00

STicker pAck

Colours Code SRP €*

silver/ black 354207 2,00

Block cABrinhA die cuT STicker

Colours Size Code SRP €*

silver
black

20 cm 354209
19,00
17,00

sticker set 4 pcs.

sticker set 25 pcs.

  without filling

BeAch ToWel

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white/ black/ yellow 90x160 cm 354200 27,00

big beach towel with Cabrinha Logo

cAr SeAT 

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black Standard 354219 127,20

ipAd Sleeve 

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black Standard 354202 12,20

soft slipcover for iPads

lApTop Sleeve

iphone 5 cASe

WATer BoTTle

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black 13“
15“

354201
16,20
17,80

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black Standard 354203 3,40

Colours Size Code SRP €*

silver 750 ml 354204 6,13

 
soft slipcover for Laptops

 
soft case for Iphones

maRketing
CabRinha

Marketing Cabrinha

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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NEW

iphone 5/5S cASe

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime IPhone 5/ 5S 146900 9,90

Mini TrAvel SpeAker

Colours Code SRP €*

black 136950 24,95

lApTop cover

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ blue 15" 116906 29,90

lAynArd WiTh BoTTle opener

Colours Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 156933 3,50

User-friendly, compatible with various MP3 & MP4 players.
Embedded lithium type batteries, rechargeable with USB or power adaptor.

IPhone 5 plastic case

Made of thick neoprene material with Velcro closure.
Fits for Mac Powerbook 15“ or smaller.

FlAgpole For lArge FeATher FlAgS

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black 6,07 m 354214 82,00

evenT FeATher FlAg lArge

cABrinhA FlAg lArge

cABrinhA FlAg SMAll

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ white
yellow

84x490 cm 354212
51,06
58,00

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ white
yellow

150x130 cm 354215
20,00
24,00

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ white
yellow

75x65 cm 354216
8,00

12,00

keyring

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime Standard 156934 3,30

NEW

Marketing Neilpryde

maRketing
neilPRyde

Floor grAphic

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black/ white 60 cm 354210 96,40

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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neilpryde TenT cover

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 3m x 3m 156938 t.b.c.

blue/ lime 4m x 4m 156939 t.b.c.

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 3m x 3m 156940 t.b.c.

blue/ lime 4m x 4m 156941 t.b.c.

neilpryde inFlATABle TenT

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 4m x 4m t.b.c. t.b.c.

neilpryde TenT

neilpryde STAr TenT

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 6m x 5m 156936 t.b.c.

blue/ lime 8m x 5m 156937 t.b.c.

neilpryde Buoy

Colours Size Code SRP €*

yellow Cylinder - 2m x 1m t.b.c. t.b.c.

yellow Pyramide - 2m x 2m x 2m t.b.c. t.b.c.

rooF rAck pAd

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black 44 cm; 82 cm t.b.c. t.b.c.

BeAch chAir

Colours Size Code SRP €*

royal blue 87 x 53 x 97cm 146902 19,99

World cup TeAM round STicker

AuThoriSed deAler STicker

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 16,5 x 20 cm 156935 2,19

np TrAnSFerABle die-cuT STicker

2 pads per pair

600D/ PVC polyester, with one cup holder
NeilPryde Logo imprint
Comes with a carry bag

Round NeilPryde sticker

material Colours Size Code SRP €*

PVC

blue
blue
blue
grau
grau
grau

6 cm
15 cm
20 cm
6 cm
15 cm
20 cm

106911

0,50
0,80
1,30
0,35
0,55
1,10

Reverse adhesive to stick on inside of window/ door

Colours Size Code SRP €*

dunkelgrau
dunkelgrau
dunkelgrau
dunkelgrau

silber
silber
silber
silber

15 cm
30 cm
60 cm
90 cm
15 cm
30 cm
60 cm
90 cm

106910

0,80
1,25
2,50
7,00
0,85
1,25
2,50
7,00

maRketing
neilPRyde

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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np TenT cover

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red/ black 3m x 3m 156949 t.b.c.

red/ black 4m x 4m 156949 t.b.c.

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red/ black 3m x 3m 156950 t.b.c.

red/ black 4m x 4m 156950 t.b.c.

np inFlATABle TenT

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red/ black 4m x 4m 156948 t.b.c.

np TenT

np STAr TenT

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red/ black 6m x 5m 156951 t.b.c.

red/ black 8m x 5m 156951 t.b.c.

neilpryde BeAch FlAg

BeAch FlAg pole

+

+

+

croSSBASe

ScreW BASe

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 16,5 x 20 cm 116902 32,99

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 16,5 x 20 cm 106904 18,50

To use with feather flag or teardrop flag; redation base

For mounting of feather flag in sand, grass and snow

neilpryde BAnner
With 6 x grommet and webbing

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 250 x 70 cm 156930 46,99

Collapsible flagpole; fit for NeilPryde & NP Feather Flag.
Delivered with 3 elastic loops.

material Size Code SRP €*

Fieberglas
Unausgezogene Länge: ca. 1,42 m

Ausgezogene Länge: ca.5,92 m
106912 64,99

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 515 x 90 cm 156931 46,99

Standing flag; 
Poles to be ordered separately 

neilpryde STAndArd FlAg

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 150cm x 130cm 156932 21,99

Marketing NP

maRketing
nP

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
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Jp SAil logo STicker

Jp ci logo STicker

Colours Size Code SRP €*

yellow 25 276073 0,90

PVC Logo Sticker.

Colours Size Code SRP €*

36 x 80 cm
68 x 30 cm

36 x 80 cm/ inverted
68 x 30 cm/ inverted

236060
236062
236061
236063

3,99

Jp TexTil logo STicker

JpA logo STicker

Textil Sticker for clothing

PVC Logo Sticker.

material Colours Size Code SRP €*

Textil yellow 11 x 9,6 cm 236066 1,89

material Colours Size Code SRP €*

PVC yellow 61 x 6 cm 276075 0,80

JP sail sticker- inverted for the other sail side

Jp BAnner
Polyester Banner with grommets

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white 2,5 x 1,5 m 236065 33,50

np BeAch FlAg

np BAnner

np Shopping BAg

np BrAnd logo STicker

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red 16,5 x 20 cm 156947 1,89

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red 6 cm 156945 0,29

red 19 cm 146907 0,50

red DOUBLE SIDE 40 cm 156946 1,57

uSB STick clip

Colours Size Code SRP €*

blue/ lime 9 GB 146912 13,99

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black 9 GB 136937 1,89

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red 515 x 90 cm 156944 46,99

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red 250 x 70 cm 156943 46,99

Standing flag; 
Poles to be ordered separately 

np STAndArd FlAg

Colours Size Code SRP €*

red 150cm x 130cm 156942 21,99

AuThoriSed deAler STicker
Reverse adhesive to stick on inside of window/ door

yellow

Marketing JP

maRketing
JP

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.
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Jp STAndArd FAhne

pole SeT incl. cArry BAg

BeAch SAndAlS cork 

Jp FeATher FlAg

cAnopy & Jp TenT

Polystretch Flag with lanyard to mount 

Standing flag - Poles to be ordered separately 

JP Canopy. JP Tent frame needs to be ordered separately 

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white 1,5 x 1,3 m 236064 21,99

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white - 236068 56,99

Colours Size Code SRP €*

black 37; 38-39; 40; 41; 42-43; 44; 45-46 234011 19,90

Colours Size Code SRP €*

white 515 x 90 cm 236067 33,90

Colours Size Code SRP €*

tent roof/ black 3 x 3 m 236071 t.b.c.

tent poles/ black 3 x 3m 236072 t.b.c.

*VAT netherlands and belgium: 21%    All prices in Euro. Subject to modifications. 
Attention is drawn to the general payment and delivery conditions.

NEW
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